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Chapter 1 
GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
1.1 THE CONTEXT OF THIS THESIS 
Some thirty to fourty years ago, the cellular processes such as DNA replication, 
DNA repair, gene expression, gene regulation and translation became central objects of 
genetic and biochemical research, because at that time it was generally realized that 
DNA is the carrier of the genetic information. The DNA binding proteins involved in 
for example the DNA replication of simple organisms like viruses and procaryotes 
have been studied in detail over the past decades. The specific functions of many 
different DNA and RNA binding proteins participating in this process or in the other 
processes mentioned above are now well known. This holds, for example, for DNA 
and RNA polymerases, endo- and exonucleases. ligases, transcription and translation 
repressors, positive transcription regulators, helicases, ss DNA binding proteins, methy-
lascs, etc (see text books on biochemistry {I}). The general features of the combined 
action of those proteins in the intricate cellular processes are known, or are at least 
beginning to be understood. However, the knowledge of the underlying molecular 
mechanisms is still rather limited. Clarity about these matters is required in order to 
develop a more fundamental insight into the mentioned processes. 
It has been amply demonstrated that the specific structure and the dynamics of 
the proteins are of essential significance to the molecular mechanisms by which these 
proteins regulate cellular processes and that these features are encoded in their amino 
acid sequences. Many DNA binding proteins have been sequenced. However, our 
notion with regard to the relation between the ordening of amino acid residues in the 
protein sequence and the three dimensional structure of a protein is still in its infan-
cy. The forces determining the folding of polypeptide chains are known {2}. These 
are predominantly cascades of weak non covalent interactions, like electrostatic inter-
actions between polar groups and between charged groups, hydrogenbonds and van der 
Waals forces, but also entropie forces connected with exclusion of HoO upon tight 
folding of the polypeptide chain or expelling of ions. That the links between the pro-
tein structure and the protein sequence are difficult to unravel is a direct conse-
quence of the fact that all of the 20 different aminoacid residues can participate in 
these interactions. It is because of this lack in our knowledge that insight into the 
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structure-function relationship of DNA or RNA binding proteins can only be acquired, 
upto now, via direct determination of the structure of these proteins and their com-
plexes with DNA or RNA. 
The first structures of proteins were determined about twenty years ago {1}, by 
means of single crystal X-ray diffraction, but only recently have the structures of a 
few proteins fullfilling keyfunctions in gene expression and DNA replication been 
determined {3-6}. One of the reasons for this is that these proteins are present in 
just a few (hundred) copies per cell, whereas relatively large amounts of purified pro-
tein are needed for structure determination. At present sufficient quantities of these 
proteins can be obtained owing to modern biotechnology. A nice example is DNA 
polymerase-I of Escherichia coli, which was already isolated and characterized in the 
mid-fifties {7}. Under natural conditions only a few hundred copies of this protein 
can be isolated per cell. By cloning the DNA encoding for a large fragment of the 
DNA-polymerase-I {8}, the so called Klenow fragment, into a high expression vector 
enough material has become available for structural studies. As a result the crystal 
structure of the Klenow fragment has recently been solved {3}. 
Apart from single crystal X ray diffraction, detailed structure information on 
biomacromolecules can currently be obtained by means of high resolution two-
dimensional Nuclear Magnetic Resonance spectroscopy (2D-NMR) {9-13}. The two 
methods are complementary in the sense that X-ray diffraction can provide the spa-
tial arrangement of atoms of even large macromolecules (i.e. molecules with a molecu-
lar weight upto 100 kD) in the crystal form, whereas NMR spectroscopy can yield 
information on the structure and dynamics of small or medium sized biomolecules (i.e. 
upto 10 kD) in solution. 
The major part of this thesis deals with the use of ID- and 2D NMR techniques 
in studying the structure-function relationship of a small single stranded DNA binding 
protein, the IKe gene V protein (IKc GVP) encoded by the filamentous bacteriophage 
IKe {14-17}. This protein plays an essential role in the production of the single 
stranded viral DNA (vide infra). It has been selected for investigation for the follow-
ing reasons. Firstly the DNA replication of filamentous phages is understood in sig-
nificant detail {15} and secondly the physico-chemical properties of the ss DNA 
binding protein encoded by the filamentous bacteriophage Ff, i.e. a phage which is 
evolutionary distantly related to phage IKe, have been extensively studied in the past 
{18-20}. This allows for detailed comparison and for interpretation of the results in a 
broad context. A third and equally important reason is based on the assumption that 
by studying this relatively simple ss DNA binding protein one may uncover general 
principles as to how ss DNA or RNA is bound to or recognized by proteins. In this 
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context one may think of de\eloping a general insight into the structure-function 
relationship of other members of the so called class of single stranded DNA binding 
proteins, but possibly also of different proteins like translation repressors, RNA poly­
merases and positive transcription regulators. The validity of this hypothesis is 
strengthened by the recent discovery concerning the structure-function relationship of 
transcription repressors {21}. Structure elucidation of a number of these proteins and 
their complexes with ds DNA has revealed that the same structural element, the 
"helix-turn-helix motive", is used by each of these proteins in the recognition of spe­
cific ds DNA sequences {4,6,22-24}. 
IKe-DNA 
:K*-DBP 
H13-GVP 
МП-DNA 
ATG TTA ACT 
ι 
Met leu Thr 
Met He Lye 
GTT GAA ATT CAC GAT TCT CAA GTT TCT GTT AAA GAG CGC TCT GGC GTT TCT CAA AAG TCC 
io а в 
Val OZk He Hit Asp Ser вІп\ аІ Ser Val Lye Glu\Arg Ser Cly Val Ser\Gln tyt Ser Val 
Val Glu Ile 
Aap 
Lye Pro Ser Gin Ala Gin fhe Thr Thr Arg Ser Gly Val Ser 
ÏTG ATT Ш GTT GAA ATT AAA CCA TCT CAA 6CC CAA TTT ACT ACT CGT TCT GGT GTT TCT 
• Arg Gin 
CGT CAG 
GGT AAG CCT TAT ACT ATT CGT GAG CAG SAA GCC TAT ATT GAT CTC GGC GGC GTT TAT CCT GCG CTG TTT 
1 ° , . . »о 
Gly Lys Pro Туг Thr He Arg Glu Gin Glu Alauyr Ile Aap Leu Gly Gly Val Tyr Pro Ala " "' 
Gly Lya Pro Tyr Ser Leu Aan Glu Gin Leu Cya \туг Val Aap Leu Gly Aan Glu Tyr Pro Val 
Phe 
Val 
Jîc US CUT Ш TÍA CTG AAT SAG CÍG CTT TGT îîc GÎT Sîî TÍG 52Т AAT GAA ΐίτ ÎCG STT ÍTT GTC 
AAC TTT AAT CTT GAG GAC GGT CAG CAA CCT TAC ССС GCT GGC AAG TAC CGT TTA CAT CCT GCA TCT TTC 
_ , it, . . . . . . , it. , . ,—_ . ., ,- _-, 
Авп Phe Aan 
Lya ile Thr 
1І 
Glu Aap 
Aap Glu 
Gly Gin 
Gly Gin 
Gin Pro 
Pro Ala 
Pro Ala 
Ala Pro 
Arg Leu 
Thr Val 
Pro Ala 
Leu Ser 
Ser Phe 
Ser Phe 
U G AÎÎ ÂCÎ ?TT GÎT GÍA GGT Í U ÍCÍ GÎC ÎÎT G Î G CC? GGT CTG îîî ACC GTT îîî ÍTG ÎÎC TCT TTC 
AAG ATT AAT AAT TTT GGT CAG GTT GCT GTT GGT CGC GTT CTG CTT GAA TCG GTT AAA TGA 
i», / l e Aan Aan 
Val Gly Gin 
Phe Gly 
Phe Gly 
Gin Val Ala Val aly 
Ser Leu Met Ile Aap 
Val Leu 
Leu Arg 
Glu Ser Val 
Val Pro Ala 
U A GÎT GGÎ CÍG Î ÎC GÎÎ TCC CÎT ATG AÎÎ ÎAC ÎGT CÎG ÍGC Î ÎC ÎTT CCG Scî ÂÂG ÎAÂ 
Figure 1. Comparison of the nucleotide sequences and amino acid sequences of the 
genes encoding the IKe GVP {26} and Ff GVP (M13 GVP) {28}. Their amino acid 
sequences are 88 and 87 residues in length respectively. Optimum alignment is achieved 
if the residue Q-21 in the sequence of IKe GVP is considered as the "extra" residue. 
Boxes indicate the amino acid residues that occur at the same position in the sequences 
and asteriks label identical nucleotides, {reprinted with permission from Peeters et al. 
(1983) {26}) 
It has already been noted above that the single stranded DNA binding protein 
encoded by the Ff phage, i.e. Ff GVP, has been extensively studied by means of a 
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variety of techniques, including the determination of the structure by means of X-ray 
diffraction {25}. In contrast to this, only two studies on IKe GVP have been pub-
lished {26,27} apart from the work reported from our laboratory. Peeters et al. {26} 
have determined the amino acid sequence of the protein, performed fluorescence bind-
ing experiments which allowed a rough characterization of the binding properties of 
the protein and compared the sequence of IKe GVP with the amino acid sequence of 
Ff GVP. The high degree of homology which was found to exist between the two 
amino acid sequences (see Fig. 1) led them to suggest that the tertiary structures of 
these proteins might be comparable. The results of our investigations, presented in 
this thesis, reveal a close resemblance of the physico-chemical and structural proper-
ties of IKe GVP and Ff GVP and therefore underline the suggestion put forward by 
Peeters et al.. For detailed information concerning the physico chemical properties of 
Ff GVP we want to refer to the following chapters, where a comparison between the 
two proteins is made, as well as to the reviews that have been published in the past 
{15,18-20}. 
In the following sections we will describe 1) the crystal structure of Ff GVP {25} 
and 2) the model for the binding of Ff GVP to ss DNA as deduced by Brayer L· 
MrPherson {29 31} from computer model building studies based on the crystal struc-
ture of Ff GVP and physico-chemical data. As will be argued, this model provides a 
detailed description of the ss DNA-Ff GVP complex. However, fundamental incon-
sistencies appear to exist between some of the essential features of the model and the 
experimental knowledge available. Preceding to the treatment of the crystal structure, 
we mention some general characteristics of the filamentous bacteriophages and present 
a description of the lifecycle of these phages, in order to provide some understanding 
of the function of the ss DNA binding proteins encoded by the filamentous phages in 
the process of the viral DNA replication. 
12 THE FILAMENTOUS PHAGES 
The filamentous bacteriophages form a class of ss DNA viruses (Inoviridiae), 
which can be characterized by certain morphological features, by their lifecycles and 
by a specificity in host susceptibility {14}. The phages consist of a small circular ss 
DNA genome (the genome sizes range from 5000 to 7000 nucleotides) encapsulated in 
a long and slender protein coat. For reasons connected with the differences in DNA 
packaging they have been subdivided into two subclasses. Class-I includes the phages 
Ff (fd,fl, M13), Ifl and IKe. They share Escherichia coli as a host but differ in the 
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specificity for the pili encoded by conjugative plasmids of the host cell. Ff, If] and 
IKe infect E. coli strains harbouring the plasmids of the incompatibility groups F, I 
and N respectively. The ss DNA in these viruses is organized as a right handed 
helix with the bases of the anti-parallel strands pointing inward {32}. Contrastingly 
in the viruses forming part of class-II, the bases project outward, i.e. away from the 
viral axis {33}. The latter subclass comprises the viruses Pf3 and Pfl, which use 
Pseudomonas aeruginosa, and Xf which uses Xanthomonas oryzae as host. 
The genomes of Ff, IKe and Pf3 have been sequenced entirely and contain 6407 
{28}, 6883 {34} and 5833 {35} nucleotides respectively. Comparison of the genomic 
sequences has revealed that IKe and Ff have evolved from a common ancestor; their 
genomic organization is fairly identical and the nucleotide sequences show an overall 
homology of 55% {34}. Pf3 shows virtually no sequence homology to these phages, 
but as has been noted by Luiten et al. {35} there are some similarities in their over-
all genomic organization. For example, the gene encoding the single stranded DNA 
binding protein preceeds the gene coding for the major coat protein and this latter 
gene is followed by a transcription termination signal in each of the three genomes. 
Characteristic for the lifecycle {14,15} of the filamentous phages is the rolling cir-
cle mechanism according to which their ss DNA genomes are replicated and the fact 
that infection does not lead to lysis or death of the host, but that a state of perma-
nent infection is established {36}. The phages thus grow continuously as long-term 
parasites. The lifecycle of the Ff phage is the only one which has been thoroughly 
studied. However, the description of its replication mechanism (given below) must 
hold as well for the IKe phage, because of the high degree of homology between the 
sequence and organization of their genomes (vide supra). 
13 TUE LIFECYCLE OF THE FILAMENTOUS PHAGE FF WITH 
EMPHASIZING THE FUNCTION OF ITS SS DNA BINDING PROTEIN 
Infection of E. coli by the Ff phage takes place by adsorption of the phage to 
the tip of an F-pilus of the E. coli cell (this is an N-pilus in case of infection by 
IKe). Subsequently, a penetration process follows in which the coat protein is deposit-
ed in the inner cell membrane and the infecting circular single (plus)-stranded DNA, 
which has the same polarity as all the viral mRNAs, is released into the cytoplasm. 
Immediately after this event the process of (viral) DNA replication is started. Three 
stages can be distinguished in the replication process namely (1) parental replicative 
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form DNA (RF DNA) synthesis. (2) RF multiplication and (3) progeny viral 
(plus)-strand DNA (VS DNA) synthesis. In the first stage the infecting VS DNA is 
converted by host enzymes into a double-stranded RF DNA. This conversion is initi­
ated by RNA polymerase which synthesizes an RNA primer at a unique location of 
the circular DNA. The primer fragment is subsequently elongated with deoxyribonu-
cleotides by DNA polymerase III. After completion of one round of replication, the 
RNA primer is excised by DNA polymerase I, which also fills the created gap. Final­
ly the newly synthesized (minus)-strand is covalently closed through the action of an 
E. coli DNA ligase. The RF DNA thus formed is multiplicated in the second stage. 
This occurs afler expression of the viral gene II, yielding GIIP. The replication pro­
cess proceeds according to Gilbert and Dressler's "rolling circle" mechanism {37}. 
GIIP introduces a nick at a unique location in the VS DNA circle of the ds RF 
DNA {38}. Starting from the 3ΌΗ end of the nick, a new VS DNA is synthesized, 
displacing the old one, by the combined action of host enzymes as the E. coli ss 
DNA binding protein (SSB) and DNA polymerase III. After one round the synthesis 
is terminated again by GIIP. The minus strand remains closed and is repeatedly used 
as a template. The expelled VS DNA is converted into RF DNA according to the 
mechanism described above. After a pool of 100 - 200 RF DNA copies per cell has 
been generated the third stage is entered in which the RF DNA replication is redi­
rected to VS DNA synthesis. There is still some RF replication, because finally a 
steady state of continuous cell growth and virus production must be reached, but the 
major part of DNA synthesis then concerns VS DNA. The switch from RF DNA to 
VS DNA synthesis is brought about by the single stranded DNA binding protein 
encoded by gene V, (Ff) GVP. It coats the VS DNA that is being expelled in the 
DNA replication, which still proceeds via the rolling circle mechanism, and thereby 
prevents the synthesis of the minus strand. The rod-like shaped GVP-VS DNA com­
plex {39,40} migrates to the cell membrane, where the GVP in the nucleoprotein 
complex is exchanged for by the coat proteins, concomitantly with phage extrusion. 
That VS DNA is not coated by GVP early in infection is readily explained on 
the basis of its binding properties {41-45}. The protein has a much larger affinity for 
ss DNA and for RNA than for ds DNA. The binding to ss nucleic acids is highly 
cooperative and only four nucleotides are covered per protein monomer. The coopera­
tive nature of the binding implies that a free protein pool has to be formed before 
binding to ss DNA or RNA will take place (see Chapter III). In other words a 
threshold concentration is required. At free protein concentrations higher than the 
threshold, ss nucleic acids become completely saturated by the protein, whereas at 
concentrations lower than the threshold almost no GVP is bound. Moreover, to be 
able to bind the VS DNA in the cell, GVP must displace the E. coli ss DNA 
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binding protein, SSB, from the VS DNA. As has been argued by Alma et al. {43} 
from calculations based upon experimental binding data, a free GVP concentration of 
about 3 μΜ, i.e. about three to four times higher than the threshold concentration 
needed for binding to uncovered VS DNA under cellular conditions, has to be build 
up before Ff GVP will displace the SSB protein. 
As will be clear, it is the binding properties of Ff GVP which play a central role 
in the regulatory circuit by which the steady state in phage multiplication and cell 
growth is created and maintained. The essential features of this regulatory circuit 
have not been fully uncovered yet. It is known now that expression of the genomes 
of filamentous phages is regulated at the level of both transcription and translation. 
Ff GVP, for example, does not only regulate the level of RF synthesis versus VS 
DNA synthesis. It has also been shown that it suppresses specifically the translations 
of GIIP, the nicking enzyme, and GXP, a phage encoded protein that is also 
involved in VS synthesis (its function however is not fully understood) {46,47}. The 
mechanism by which GVP regulates the expression of the mRNA encoding for both 
these proteins, is also expected to be based on the cooperativity in the binding of Ff 
GVP to ss nucleic acids. However a preferential binding site for the protein on this 
messenger must be essential as well, since recently it has been demonstrated that a 
single mutation in the 5' leader of the mRNA makes the transcript insensitive to 
repression by Ff GVP {36,48}. 
1.4 THE STRUCTURE OF FF GVP IN THE CRYSTAL 
The structure of Ff GVP {25} as determined by Brayer & McPherson on the 
basis of single crystal X-ray diffraction does correspond with most, though not all, 
structural data obtained by means of other techniques, like chemical modification or 
spectroscopy. The most important similarities and differences are noted below, but 
first a general description of the crystal structure data is given. 
Ff GVP occurs as a dimer in the crystalline state. A stylized drawing of the 
polypeptide backbone of the dimer is shown in Fig. 2. The monomers are composed 
entirely of β -structure with some connecting loops. The monomers are closely associ­
ated about a perfect dyad axis, which is coincident with a 2-fold symmetry element 
of the crystallographic unit cell. 
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complex loop 
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Figure 2. A stylized drawing of the polypeptide chain backbone of the Ff GVP 
dimer. The three major ß-loops and the broad connecting loop are labeled and are shad-
ed differently. The dyad axis relating the two subunits is perpendicular to the plane of 
drawing. The letters "N" and "C" indicate the N- and C-termini respectively. These ter-
mini are near to one another and positioned at the backside of the molecule in this 
view. A drawing of all non-hydiogen atoms of the dimer, viewed from the same direc-
tion as in this picture, is shown in Fig. 6. [This and the following drawings of this 
Chapter have been reprinted with permission from Brayer G. & McPherson, A. (19&3) J. 
Mol. Biol, 169, 565-596. or from Brayer G. & McPherson, A. (1984) Biochemistry, 23, 
340-349.) 
The polypeptide chain of each monomer is folded into three major ß-loops. The 
first loop, which is called the "DNA binding loop" (residues 15 32), is preceded by a 
/3-turn (10-13) and a short N terminal segment (1-10) which adopts an extended 
chain conformation. The DNA binding loop is an elongated wing of tenuous structure 
and which projects away from the bulk of the molecule (see Fig. 3). The return 
strand of this loop is followed by the second ß-loop, the so called "complex loop" 
(33-49). The third ß-loop has been baptized the "dyad loop" (61- 82). The polypep-
tide chain segment (51-61) connecting the two latter loops and named the "broad 
connecting loop", forms an irregular bend and lies towards the back when the 
molecule is viewed as shown in Fig. 2. The N termini and C-termini are near to one 
another and fall close to the dyad axis while projecting away from the protein sur-
face (see Fig. 3). 
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N-& C-termini 
Figure 3. Stereo drawing of the Ff GVP dimer, displaying all поп-hydrogen aloms 
of the molecule. The dimer is viewed from a direction perpendicular to the drawing in 
Fig. 2 (and 6). The dyad axis lies in the plane of drawing and in vertical direction. 
The wings extending form the bulk of the molecule comprise the residues 20 to 30 of 
each monomer. The aromatic residues that Brayer & McPherson assume to be involved in 
stacking intet actions with the bases of ss DNA have been labeled (for one monomer) 
using the single letter notation for amino acid residues. The N- and C- termini lie near 
to one another and point away from the protein surface, (reprinted with permission, see 
Fig. 2) 
The DNA binding loop and the complex loop of each monomer are arranged in a 
three stranded anti parallel β sheet. The hydrogen bonding in the extended portion of 
the DNA binding loop is irregular (sec Fig. 4). On the other hand in the central 
portion of the three stranded β sheet the hydrogen bonding is much more consistent. 
The dyad-loops and the N-terminal s trands of both monomers form a compact six 
stranded anti-parallel β- barrel. More than 20 hydrophobic side chains, including 
(from each monomer) valines 4, 45, 63 and 70; leucines 37 and 81; isoleucines 6 and 
47; phenylalanine 68 and methionine 77, coalesce within this structure. It is predomi­
nantly the hydrophobic interactions between these residues by which the β barrel 
structure is maintained. The intermolecular hydrophobic core so formed is contiguous 
with the individual hydrophobic regions of the monomers, which are each made up of 
the side chains of isoleucines 6 and 47; leucines 49, 81 and 83; tyrosines 56 and 61; 
and cysteine 33. Apart from the hydrophobic linkages within the six-stranded 
ß-barrel , dimer formation is fortified by electrostatic interactions between side chain 
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and main chain groups. For example, the middle portion of the sheet and the tip of 
the dyad loop of the 2 fold related monomer are hydrogen bonded to one another 
and a cluster of polar groups extending from the tip of the complex loop surrounds 
the single histidine of the related monomer. In view of this extensive intermolecular 
bonding and the complementarity between the dyad-related subunits it seems that 
dimer association must be a prerequisite for stabilizing the open structure of isolated 
Ff G VP monomers. 
Figure 4. Stereo drawing of the triple-stranded ß-sheet (reprinted with permission, see 
Fig. 2). 
After this description of the crystal structure of Ff GVP. we will now compare 
this structure with the structural data obtained for the protein in solution. In this 
context the remark of Brayer L· McPherson must certainly be mentioned, it is that 
the polypeptide segment encompassing 20-30, which forms the extremity of the DNA 
binding loop, may adopt various conformations in solution, because a high degree of 
mobility or disorder was found for these residues in the crystal. 
Circular dichroism studies revealed {49} the absence of α-helical structure and 
measurements of the molecular weight of the protein suggested {50} that it occurs as 
a dimer in solution. Chemical modification of the lysyl residues showed that all of 
the six lysyl residues in the sequence of Ff GVP can be methylated and that there­
fore all of these residues must be located at the surface of the protein {51}. These 
data are in complete agreement with the crystal structure. However, chemical modifi­
cation of the tyrosyl residues {52} revealed that Туг-27, Туг—41 and Tyr-56 can be 
modified, whereas the other two, Туг-34 and Tyr-61, cannot be attacked chemically. 
The accessibility of Tyr-27 and Tyr-41 to modifying agents can be readily explained 
on basis of the crystal structure, because these residues are situated at the tips of 
the loops forming the three-stranded /3-sheet (Fig. 4). However, it is not clear why 
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Туг-56 is accessible and Tyr-34 is not accessible to modifying agents, since Тут 56 is 
almost completely burried in the hydrophobic core underneath the ß-sheet while 
Tyr-34 projects into the solution (see Fig. 3). Moreover, the chemical modification 
experiment {52} which demonstrated that all six lysyl residues were accessible to a 
methylating agent, revealed also that the N-terminal amino group of Ff GVP, which 
must project into the solution according to the crystal structure (Fig. 3), could not 
be modified by that agent (formaldehyde), while the N-terminal amino groups arc 
known to be more readily methylated than the amino groups of the side chains of 
lysyl residues. 
In view of these physicochcmical data and the observed disorder in the amino acid 
sequence segment encompassing residues 20-30 in the crystal, it can be concluded that 
in solution the folding of about the first one-third of the amino acid chain of Ff 
GVP may differ from that in the crystal. Keeping this in mind, we next consider a 
binding model. 
7.5 THE MODEL FOR THE COMPLEXATION BETWEEN FF GVP AND SS 
DNA 
A model describing the interaction of individual Ff GVP molecules with ss DNA 
was first presented by Brayer & McPherson {29}. In subsequent articles {30,31} these 
authors proposed a model for the overall multimolecular complex of Ff GVP with VS 
DNA. Some elements of both of these models arc expected to be correct, but a 
number of uncertainties and inconsistencies appear to exist as well. They will not be 
treated in detail below, because it has already been argued in the previous section 
that also the crystal structure, on the basis of which the models were developed, may 
differ from the actual structure of the protein in solution. 
The characteristic features of the ss DNA-Ff GVP interaction model (see Fig. 5) 
are 1) the binding of two nucleic acid strands to a dimer in an anti-parallel fashion 
(Fig. 6), 2) the presence of binding channels accomodating nucleic acid strands of 5 
nucleotides in length in a fully extended conformation, 3) stacking of the bases of 
the nucleic acid on three tyrosyl residues, i.e. Y 27, Y-34 and Y-41, and on one 
phenylalanyl residue, F-73 and 4) complexation of the backbone phosphates to four 
basic residues, three from the triple stranded sheet, i.e. R-16, R-21 and K-46 and 
one from the intermolecular 0-barrel, R 80. 
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Figure 5. Schematic representation of one binding cleft on the F f GVP dimer. The 
residue F-73 is a residue of the symmetry related monomer. For further comment on 
this figure see text, (reprinted with permission, see Fig. 2). 
Figure 6. Stereo drawing of the F f CVP dimer, displaying all non-hydrogen-bonded 
atoms of the molecule. The solid arrows indicate the positions of the two anti-parallel 
binding clefts. These lie in the plane of drawing, (reprinted with permission, see Fig. 
2) 
The main structural element involved in complexation of the nucleic acid is thus 
believed to be the triple stranded /3-sheet, because the nucleic acid strand runs from 
the t ip of the so called DNA binding loop, which carries Y 27, over the central part 
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of the triple stranded sheet toward the tip of the complex loop, carrying Y-41. In 
this context it is of interest that in order to obtain optimal binding interactions the 
conformation of the tip of the complex loop as well as the structure of the complete 
DNA binding loop have to be changed upon binding, see also Fig. 7 Although the 
overall structure of the molecule is influenced only to a minor extent by these alter-
ations, the conformation of the triple stranded /3-sheet is thereby changed significant-
Figure 7. Stereo drawing of the triple-stranded ß-sheet accomodating a single strand 
of DNA. The dashed lines indicate the structure of the ß-sheet as found in the crys-
talline state, while the solid lines represent the assumed conformation of the ß-sheet in 
the complex with a chain of DNA. {reprinted with permission, see Fig. 2) 
This interaction model is consistent with the observations that some of the aro-
matic residues stack upon the bases in the complex {53-55} and that electrostatic 
interactions provide a large contribution to the stabilization of the complex {41-45} 
However, stacking of all the bases, implying immobilization of these groups, is in 
contrast with the results obtained by means of ESR experiments with spinlabeled 
polythymidylic acid Ff GVP complexes {56}, from which it has been deduced that 
just one out of four bases is immobilized in complexes of Ff GVP with polynu-
cleotides. Also, the channel length of 5 nucleotides is in contradiction with the stoi-
chiometry of 4 nucleotides per protein monomer deduced from the binding experi-
ments that allowed the most accurate determination of this binding parameter 
{42-45}. Moreover a principal uncertainty of the interaction model concerns the 
assumed interaction of single dimers with two ss DNA strands. The complexes of Ff 
GVP with VS DNA are known to adopt a rod-like shape {39,40}, while the VS 
DNA is circular, thus the two oppositely oriented strands have to "collapse" upon one 
another in the multimolecular complex. Binding of a single dimer to both strands can 
explain this phenomenon, but this model still has to be proven. 
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For a description of the model of the multimolecular complex, we want to refer 
to the original articles. Noteworthy is lhat according to this model the DNA is situ­
ated on the outside of the helical rod like VS DNA-Ff GVP· complex, while recent 
neutron diffraction data {57} indicate that the DNA is located on the inside of the 
multimolecular complex. 
1.6 OUTLINE OF THIS THESIS 
At the time the investigations described in this thesis were started it was unclear 
to what extent IKe GVP would resemble Ff GVP in its physicochemical properties. 
Therefore some of the studies carried out on Ff GVP by others were repeated by us 
on IKe GVP in order to allow direct comparison of the results. Those studies are 
presented in Chapter 3 and 4. The former deals with the binding of IKe GVP to 
polynucleotides, in the latter the binding to oligonucleotides is treated among other 
things. Both studies reveal a close resemblance in the binding properties of IKe GVP 
and Ff GVP. 
Chapters 2 and 6 deal with 2D NMR methodology. In Chapter 2 some theoretical 
and practical aspects of "Total Coherence Spectroscopy" (TOCSY) are treated. This 
recently developed 2D-NMR technique appeared of critical interest to the interpreta­
tion of the 2D-NMR spectra of IKe GVP. An evaluation of the use of spinlabelcd 
ligands in combination with 2D-NMR in mapping ligand binding sites on macro 
molecules is presented in Chapter 6. 
Chapter 5 and 7 deal with the application of 2D-NMR in studying the structure-
function relationship of IKe GVP. A small part of the structure of IKe GVP, i.e. 
the domain comprising the residues 16 to 29 in the amino acid sequence of IKe 
GVP, is solved (Chapter 5) and a part of its DNA binding domain is mapped 
(Chapter 7) by means of a "spinlabel 2D-difference" technique described in Chapter 
6. The structure of the domain mentioned, a regular /З-Іоор, differs to a significant 
extent from the structure of the corresponding domain of Ff GVP in the crystalline 
state. The β- loop is shown to be intimately involved in the binding of ss DNA 
(Chapter 7) and is therefore baptized the "DNA binding wing". Arguments based on 
physico-chemical data allow the conclusion that the corresponding domain of Ff GVP 
in solution must be highly similar (Chapter 5). Moreover, amino acid sequence com­
parison with other ss DNA binding proteins suggests that the ß-loop structure of the 
DNA binding wing established for IKe GVP can well be a common structural ele 
ment of single stranded DNA binding proteins (Chapter 7). 
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Chapter 2 
THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL ASPECTS OF TOCSY 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
High resolution NMR has been successfully applied in structural studies of proteins 
with a molecular weight of up to 10,000 . For a number of proteins, polypeptide 
backbone foldings and more detailed structures were derived from the patterns of non 
trivial NOEs {1,2,3}. More detailed structural information was in most rases obtained 
in combination with distance geometry algorithms {4} or restrained molecular dynam-
ics {5}. 
It remains a challenge to see whether investigations of this kind can be extended 
to larger protein molecules. Such studies will certainly become more complicated 
because of the (exponential) increase of the number of crosspeaks in their two 
dimensional spectra and by the resulting increased overlap between them. An equally 
or even more serious problem is presented by the increase of the transverse relaxation 
rate, that may impair the observation of coherence transfer in COSY and RCT spec-
tra {6,7} to a considerable extent. Therefore it is highly desirable to have at our dis-
posal methods that eleviate these problems at least to some extent. In this respect, 
the NMR studies on the IKe gene-V protein (GVP) described in this thesis have 
greatly benefitted from the application of coherence transfer by isotropic mixing In 
solution the IKe GVP is present as a dimer with a molecular weight of 20,000 and 
consequently it is expected to give rise to some of the difficulties mentioned above, 
in particular enhanced transverse relaxation rates. 
The isotropic mixing experiment, which was first proposed by Braunschweiler and 
Ernst {8}, differs from COSY and RCT in that it produces net coherence transfer. 
The method generates cross peaks between all members of a coupled spin system so 
that a complete correlation diagram can be obtained and therefore this method was 
named "total correlation spectroscopy" (TOCSY). The described method remained 
more or less unnoticed until 1985, when Davis and Bax outlined an alternative for 
the TOCSY schemes proposed earlier by Braunschweiler and Ernst. They designated 
their experiment "HoHaHa"-COSY, which stands for Homonuclear-Hartmann-Hahn-
COSY {9}. The results obtained with this type of TOCSY experiment looked very 
promising for application in the analysis of "large" biomolecules. A second TOCSY 
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pulse sequence, offering additional advantages, was described by Davis and Bax short­
ly afterwards and named "MLEV-l? HoHaHa-spectroscopy" {10}. 
In what follows we will outline the general idea behind TOCSY using the super-
operator formalism described b> Ban well L· Primas {11}. The tremendous advantage 
offered by TOCSY as a multi-relay method is discussed and attention is payed to 
the occurrence of NOEs in these spectra. 
2.2 THE IDEALIZED TOCSY EXPERIMENT 
The fundamental pulse sequence, which in principle leads to a total correlation 
spectrum, is indicated in Fig. 2. Like all other 2D-correlation pulse sequences the 
TOCSY sequence is comprised of a preparation period, a t | - labeling period, a mixing 
period and a t^-detection period. The common goal in the design of TOCSY 
schemes is to obtain an average mixing Hamiltonian from which all chemical shift 
differences are eliminated without removing the mutual spin-spin couplings. The 
desired Hamiltonian for a multiple spin system thus has the simple form: 
H = Σ ti J . . I . · I . (1) 
i < j 1 ' 3 1 3 
Examples of attempts to obtain such a simple mixing Hamiltonian by means of 
different multipulse sequences are presented in Fig. 2 and will be discussed in the 
next section. 
To be able to describe the state of the spin system we have to know the spin 
density operator, σ , at any time during the experiment. The time dependent devel­
opment of the density operator under the influence of a time independent Hamiltoni­
an Η (e.g. the Hamiltonian in Eq. 1) is given by {11}: 
- i : - (2) 
σ ( t ) = e x p ( - i Η t ) σ ( t = 0 ) 
η 
where fl is the derivation superoperator generated by H. 
The evaluation of Eq. 2 will be simplified considerably, if both σ and Η can be 
expressed in terms of a set of linear basis operators with cyclic commutation proper­
ties and if the operators constituting the Hamiltonian are mutually commuting. For 
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the case of cyclic commutation of the basis operators (O^, Oj and Om etc.) , i.e. 
[0^,0¿] — ± Om. [0¿.Om¡ — TiO; it can be demonstrated that: 
* - (3) 
exp (i θ 0 k) 01 = 0 1 cos θ + i [o k o j s in θ 
Mutual commutation of the basis operators constituting the Hamiltonian allows 
factorization of Eq. 2 into-
σ ( t ) = П
к
 e x p ( ^ i C k 0 k t ) σ (о) (4) 
η 
where the substitution н = Σ r η ^ 3 3 ^ ρ ρ η introduced. 
к к к 
The time development of the density operator can now be evaluated with the aid of 
Eq. 3. 
In the weak coupling limit a suitable basis is formed by the product operators, 
which for a two spin system consist of the set of 16 operators { E, І
а
, S
a
. I
a
S^ with 
a,b= x,y,z}. The usefulness of the product operator formalism has been amply dem­
onstrated {12,13}. 
For the strong coupling limit, as for instance represented by the Hamiltonian of 
Eq. 1, the product operators do not provide an adequate basis for the evaluation of 
the density operator. The corresponding single spinmodes do not evolve independently 
under the influence of the strong coupling Hamiltonian. In this situation a more 
appropriate basis, put forward by Brau nsc h wei 1er and Ernst {8}, is formed by the so 
called collective spinmodes in which the individual spin operators take part. For a 
two spin system the orthogonal collective spinmodes are given by the sums and dif­
ferences of the product operators: 
Σ
*
 = 1/2
 ¿„ + v 
Δ
α = ^
2
 tí« - V 
_ - - - - (5) 
^ з
 = (
 в
 +
 Va' 
Δ
α0 - ( I Á - Va* 
w i t h ο , β « χ , y , ζ . 
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It should be noted in passing that other rollccive spinmodes, e.g. (Ιχ5
ζ
 -r lySy) 
and (ÌXSX - lySy) are not incorporated in the operator set of Eq. 5. These spinmodes 
will be operative when mismatch becomes important (vide infra). The commutation 
relations of the operators in Eq. 5 with the strong coupling operator, IS, are given 
by: 
[ Î · S , 1/2 ( î a + S 0 ) ] = 0 
[ I · s , ( i a s ß + ι
β
έ
α
) ] = О 
[ I - S, 1/2 ( ï o - Sa)2 = 1 (
Ι β
8
γ
 - i Y S e ) 
[î - i , (i6s"Y - iY i ß ) ] = - i 1/2 (ΐ"
α
 - ¡
α
) 
In these equations (α,β.γ) denotes a cyclic permutation of (x,y,z). In addition it can 
be remarked that the collective spinmode operators are cyclic commutive or do com­
mute with most, though not all, other collective spinmode operators. These commuta­
tion relations are easily obtained from the relationship derived by Banwcll L· Primas 
{11}, given in the Appendix. 
It is immediately clear from Eq. 6 that the sum terms remain invariant under the 
influence of the mixing Hamiltonian, whereas it follows from the commutation rela­
tions of the strong coupling operator with the difference operators and Eq. 3 that the 
difference terms will oscillate under the influence of the ideal TOCSY Hamiltonian, 
for example: 
e x p i a i J Î - S t ) 1 / 2 ( 1 - S ) = 
k m χ
 ( 7 ) 
= 1 / 2 (
Ϊ χ - ν
 c o s ( J
 V + ( I y S z- I z S y ) s i n ( J V 
The expectation values of the collective spinmodes do not correspond with direct 
observables. This only holds for the single spin product operators. Upon back trans­
formation to the product operator basis we obtain for the evolution of the l
x
 magne­
tization component under the influence of the strong coupling Hamiltonian: 
I
x
 - i l l » Ϊ
χ
 l / 2 ( l + c o s ( J t
m
) ) + S
x
 l / 2 ( l - c o s ( J t
m
) )
 ( 8 ) 
+ ClySz-'lzSy) Sin (J t m ) 
Thus Ід coherence is converted completely into S
x
 coherence over a period t = n / J . 
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The development of the cohérences of a two spin system (1,S) in an idealized 
TOCSY experiment is schematized in Fig 1 During the tj and to periods the sys 
tern is considered to evolve in the weak coupling limit. Therefore within those periods 
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Figure 1. The development of Iz coherence in an "ideal" TOCSY experiment, І£ mis-
match terms are disregarded (see next section). The evolution of the coherences under 
the influence of the individual HamiUonian operators (i* Zeeman precession and 
J-coupling (in the extreme weak coupling Umit) in the t ¡-period and strong coupling in 
the TOCSY mixing period) has been indicated utilizing the branching notation put for-
ward by VA. Ven & Hilbers {13}, the branches up and down correspond with the cosine 
terms and sine terms as defined by Eq 3 respectively The branches indicating the basis 
changes have a different meaning, as these simply connect the related basis operators 
The coherences that are expected to degrade during the TOCSY mixing period, when 
spinlock fields are applied to establish strong coupling (see the Appendix), have been 
indicated by the symbolstyn^. The branching notation has not been used to describe the 
development of the eight coherences that result after the TOCSY mixing period; instead 
we have indicated ( by means of dashed arrows) the observable single quantum coher-
ences that will evolve from those coherences . In the table at the right hand side we 
have listed the relative phases and shapes of the observable signals in both frequency 
dimensions after Fourier transformation as well as the intensity build-up of the signals 
as a function of the TOCSY mixing time (τ), and the relative sign of the signals. The 
relative phases and shapes of the observed signals are absorptive (abs) and in-phase (in) 
or dispersive (dis) and anti-phase (an) in one or both frequency dimensions (ω, and ω^) 
Moreover, signals carrying a minus sign are phase shifted by 180° in either the ω . or 
(i)2 direction compared to the phase of signals carrying a positive sign 
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the development of the coherences is described with the product operator basis. A 
basis change from product operators to collective spinmodes and vice versa is per­
formed upon entering and leaving the mixing period respectively. The experiment is 
considered to be ideal in the sense that no mismatch terms complicate the treatment 
during the mixing period and that the Hamiltonian of Eq. 1 is responsible for the 
mixing. The pathways indicated in Fig. 1 can be divided into two classes, i.e. the 
coherence pathways that give rise to observable magnetization and those of which the 
corresponding coherences become degraded during the spinlock period for reasons dis­
cussed in the Appendix of this chapter. The latter pathways are indicated by the 
symbol Mk^in Fig. 1. The pathways leading to diagonal peaks and cross peaks in the 
TOCSY spectrum are numbered 1 to 8. Those which give rise to crosspeaks, i.e. the 
pathways in which 1 magnetization is converted into S magnetization, are 2, 4, 6 and 
8. Only the first of these leads to in- phase magnetization transfer. The others lead to 
differential coherence transfer, i.e. anti- phase multiplet signals are generated with zero 
integrated intensity. This latter type of transfer resembles that observed in COSY 
{6}, RCT {7} and DQ {14} spectra. Note that the coherences originating from the 
same collective spinmode coherence have the same phase relationship; for example the 
phases of coherences 1 and 2 are identical. However, they differ from all others in 
either the ω, or the ωο direction. Thus the diagonal and crosspeaks connected with 
the latter signals are dispersive in either one or both dimensions of the TOCSY spec­
trum, when those connected with the former are in absorption. Pure absorption spec­
tra can thus only be obtained if one of the pairs is selected via a filtering procedure. 
The anti-phase coherences evolving during the to-period, i.e. pathway 3, 4, 5 and 6. 
can be eliminated by means of a z-filter inserted at the end of the TOCSY mixing 
period {15,16}. The filter leaves in-phase coherences unaffected which means that the 
coherences 1, 2, 7 and 8 will survive the filtering. Pure absorption mode spectra are 
therefore not obtained by application of this filter in 2D-TOCSY experiments. How­
ever, in ID-versions of TOCSY experiments {9}, the tj-period is omitted. In that 
case coherences 7 and 8 will not evolve so that pure absorption in-phase transfer 
spectra can be obtained by the application of the z-filter. By use of cosine or 
squared cosine filters in the double Fourier transformation of TOCSY 2D-data in 
combination with values for the acquisition times tj and to which are short compared 
to the J coupling constant, one can of course reduce the intensity of the anti-phase 
components compared to the intensity of the in -phase components. Cross peaks and 
diagonal peaks of TOCSY spectra developed in that way have at least in-phase 
absorptive appearance. It will be clear that the estimation of J-couplings from the 
J-splitting patterns of crosspeaks in 2D TOCSY spectra is rendered rather trouble­
some by their mixed phase character. 
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23 THE SPINLOCK HAMILTONIAN 
To obtain the strong coupling Hamiltonian of Eq. 1, one would like to apply 
strong spinlock fields, which cover the spectral region of interest. However, strong 
spinlock fields may easily lead to sample heating so that one is forced to reduce the 
amplitude of the field. This in turn leads to undesired mismatch terms in the Hamil 
tonian, i.e. the effect of chemical shift differences is retained in the Hamiltonian 
(vide infra). Therefore various pulse sequences have been proposed with the aim to 
eliminate mismatches while at the same time the power dissipation in the sample is 
kept as low as possible. In Fig. 2 some of these pulse sequences are indicated. The 
first one (Fig. 2a) was proposed several decades ago {17}. It consists of a series of 
Π pulses that are closely spaced relative to the difference in the resonance frequencies 
of the different spins. The sequence has the drawback however that the transfer effi­
ciency strongly depends on the (inevitable) inhomogeneity of the rf field. 
In an alternative approach a spinlock field is applied which is not sufficiently 
strong to cover the spectral region of interest. Residual mismatches are then 
removed by alternating the phase of this field (Fig. 2b) or by application of a series 
of Π-pulses, again closely spaced with respect to the residual chemical shift differ 
enees, superimposed on the spinlock pulse (Fig. 2c). The former method has the dis 
advantage that the phase alternation causes a loss of magnetization during the mixing 
time while the latter method still suffers from the influence of the inhomogeneity of 
the rf field. The so called HoHaHa sequence introduced by Davis and Hax {9}, 
which consists of a series of phase alternated spinlock pulses (2 to 5 ms in length) 
separated by pulse pairs (:60°-300°; see Fig. 2d), minimizes the loss of spinlock mag­
netization and reduces the influence of the rf field inhomogeneity. 
To illustrate the influence of mismatches we discuss the development of the densi­
ty operator under the influence of a "straight" spinlock field and subsequently evalu­
ate the influence of the Π-pulse switching rate on the efficiency of the coherence 
transfer if a Π-pulse sequence is used to eliminate the residual mismatch terms. 
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Figure 2. Examples of pulse sequences which may be used to establish mixing in a 
TOCSY experiment. Sequence a) is a series of strong U-pulses that are spaced closely 
relative to the difference in resonance frequency of the J-coupled spins. In the other 
three examples a sfiruock field (:sl) is applied along the x-axis. This field is phase 
alternated (b), or interrupted by strong Tly-pulses (c) or phase alternated and interrupted 
by (60°-.ÎOO°) pulse pairs of the same strength as the spinlock field, at a rate fast 
compared to the difference in the frequency by which the J-coupled spins precess 
around the effective (spinlock) field. The pulse pairs in sequence d) consist of a 
60°_
χ
-300°
χ
 pulse pair following a slix) pulse and a 60° -300°
 χ
 pulse pair following a 
sli-x) pulse. 
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We consider the Hamiltonian of a two spin svbtem, defined in the rotating frame, 
in the presence of a spinlock field along the x-axis: 
H
r o t = " k ( Δ ω ΐ + Δ ω 5 ) · 1 / 2 ( Ι ζ + 8 ζ ) -ti (ДШд. - Δω 8) · 1/2 ( Î z - S z ) 
, - - - . 9) 
- 2
 Ш і
 Τι l / 2 ( I
x
+ S
x
) + J ii I-S 
In this expression ω] is the amplitude of the applied rf field and Aoij and Δω^ are 
the precession frequencies of the I and S spins with respect to the carrier frequency 
of the applied rf field, which has been taken as the frequency of the rotating frame 
of reference (ω A. Comparison with Eq. Bl (in the appendix) or Eq. 16 shows that 
the term (Δωτ - Δως) corresponds with the mismatch between the I ans S spin when 
no spinlock field is applied. The time dependent development of the density operator 
in this frame of reference is given by: 
a
r o t ( t ) = e x p ( ^ ¿ r o t t ) ; r o t ( t=o) (10) 
Let us assume that at the beginning of the spinlock period & is only a function of 
the operators 1^ and ly, which may be expressed by: 
a ro t ( tm=o) - 1-c-^x, У (") 
where I.e. denotes a linear combination of the operators between brackets. It follows 
from Fig. 1 that at the end of the tj-period of the TOCSY experiment anti phase 
coherence will have evolved as well, the description following is therefore not com­
plete. However, since this anti phase coherence can be filtered out we disregard it in 
the density operator. Moreover, S spin coherence created by the 90°-pulse of a nor­
mal TOCSY experiment has been ommitted as well. The situation described by the 
density operator of Eq. 11 must be considered to correspond with the situation at the 
end of the t.-period after selective saturation of the S spins prior to the 90°-pulse at 
the beginning of the TOCSY sequence. 
The evaluation of the time dependence of the density operator can be simplified 
by transformation to a new frame of reference, the so called tilted rotating frame 
{18}, which can be effected with the aid of the rotation superoperator : 
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R = e x p ( i β
τ
 I ) e x p ( i θ 5 S ) 
where θι and с are defined by means of the expressions: 
Іап( т) — ω^/Δω/ and tan ( с) = ы-^/ашц. 
The Hamiltonian in the tilted rotating frame is obtained as follows: 
» t i l t = * " r o t ( 1 2 a ) 
which leads to 
H. . . . = - (П
Т
 + ί2
ς
 ) 1 / 2 ( 1 + S ) 
t ; L l t I
e f f S e f f z z 
- (П
Т
 - Ω 0 ) 1/2 ( I , - S , ) 
I
e f f S e f f Z Z 
+ J c o s (
 І
- д) I
z
S
z 
+
 1/2 jd+cosiej-eg)) (îxsx + îyiy) (i2b) 
+ 1/2 Jd-cosOj-eg)) (i sy - ixsx) 
+ J s i n t O j - e g ) ( I x S z - I z S x ) 
w h e r e Í2T = / ω, + Δω
χ
 a n d Ω„ = / ω , + Δω,. 
e f f e r f 
In a similar fashion it is straightforward to show that, 
( t
m
= o ) = R σ ( t
m
= o ) = R ( l . c . { l X f I y > ) = 
= l . c . { c o s 6 I Ι χ + s i n O j l Z i I y } 
^ 
0 t i l t ( t i n = o ) = R σ ( t m 0 ) = K ^ · α · 1 ± χ , X y J 
(13) 
After the spinlock period it is neccesary to redefine the coherences in the rotating 
frame; this can be effected as follows. 
W 'V ж ^ ( e x p { \ "tilt V ^tilt(tm=o)) 
(14) 
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As outlined in the Appendix. Eq. 12 as well as Eq. 13 can be simplified for practical 
reasons, yielding: 
Htilt = - ^  (Ω + Ω ) 1/2 (Î+S) cxir ieff o e f f ζ ζ 
+ J соз(
 т
-
 с
) I,S 
and + 1/2 J ( l + c o s t t j - e g ) ) ( î x S x + ï y S y ) 
(15b) 
'α, .. ft =0) = 1.о.{віп
 т
 ÏJ = i . c . U i n e ^ t v V + %( i z - s z ) ) } t i l t m j . ¿ -•-
The operators (lz + Sz) and IZSZ commute with all operators that remain in the 
Hamiltonian and the density operator. Therefore these terms can be omitted hence 
forth. Thus the effective Hamiltonian can be written as: 
Htilt = - A"eff ^ z - V + J' < W V y ) (16) 
where Δω
 f f = Ω - Ω and J' = %J ( 1+cos ( т- е) err i
e f f b e f f I S 
The Hamiltonian obtained resembles the Hamiltonian for a two spin system in the 
rotating frame in the absence of oscillating fields. The difference is that the coeffi­
cient of the mismatch term (lz Sz) in Eq. 16 strongly reduces when ωι > Δωτ, 
Δωο. It follows immediately from this equation that the mismatch will vanish when 
Δωτ = -Δωα, i.e. when the carrier frequency is set in the middle of the spectrum 
Kef= (ωΙ f ω8)/2)· 
The operators describing the residual mismatch and the scalar coupling do not 
commute thus their effect upon the development of the density operator in the tilted 
rotating frame cannot be treated independently. In other words the Hamiltonian 
superoperator cannot be factorized. Despite this problem, a relatively simple analytical 
solution can be derived describing the evolution of the density operator. To this end 
we use the so called Hausdorff formula {11}: 
e x p ( - i H t ) Â = Σ i z ± t i _ (Η) η Я (17а) 
n=o n i 
,2ι 
= А + ( - i t ) [ Η , Α ] + % ( - i t ) [ Н , [ Н , А ] ] + 
and the following commutation relations : 
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О 
(17b) 
У У ζ ζ' J ν χ у у χ' 
[ Ί ( Ϊ
Ζ
- 3
Ζ
) , (ixsy-íysx)j = i(ïxax+îysy) (17c) 
^WVx»' (WVy)] = i h <vv 
It follows from the first set of commutation relations that the operators in the 
Hamiltonian commute with (lz + Sz) (Eq. 17b), thus this component of the density 
operator does not change as a function of time. The relations in Eq. 17c express a 
cyclic commutation relationship. By evaluation of the Hausdorff formula and use of 
this relationship it can be shown that: 
exp(-i(-AWeff*ûz-Sz) + J ' ^ V W J t J ^ V V = 
hÛ-S) ( l - ( ^ - ) 2 ( l - c o s ( S u m t ) ) ) 
ζ ζ Sum m 
+ ( I S - I S ) ^— s i n (Sum t ) 
χ y у х Sum m 
. _ . - - J ' Δ ω ._ 
+ ( I S + I S ) ( j - ^ — ( l - c o s ( S u m t ) ) ) 
y
 ^ Sum 
(18) 
w h e r e Sum = / ( J ' ) 2 + (Δω
 f f ) 2 
The difference operators ( I
z
 - S2) and (l^Sy - lyS^) in this expression are compara­
ble to the ( I
x
- S )^ and (I-yS^ - I
z
Sy) terms in Eq. 7, which describes the develop­
ment of the difference term in the density operator for the ideal TOCSY experiment 
(because of the transformation to the tilted rotating frame the axis labeling has 
changed). The mismatch term in the Hamiltonian converts (l^Sy - I-yS
x
) coherence 
into (lxS
x
 4 I-ySy) coherence and influences the oscillation amplitudes as well as 
the oscillation frequencies of the coefficients connected with each of these three den­
sity operator components. 
The time development of the ( l
z
 + S^ ) and ( l
z
 - S2) coherences is of most 
interest, since these together describe the in-phase magnetization transfer. The former 
is stationary as in the ideal rase. The oscillation amplitude of the latter, determined 
by the ratio (J'/Sum) , diminishes upon increase of the residual mismatch. This 
means that in-phase coherence transfer from the I to the S spin becomes incomplete 
in the case of mismatch and that the transfer will reduce to zero when the residual 
mismatch (Δω cA is much larger than the effective J-coupling (J'). The increase in 
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the oscillation frequency as a function of the mismatch does not indicate a more rap­
id transfer of in-phase coherence from I to S. but points to a change in the period­
icity of the transfer. 
An example which illustrates both the decrease in amplitude and the increase in 
frequency of the oscillation of (\z Sz) coherence is given in Fig. 3 by curve a. It 
displays the development of (I 2 - Sz) as a function of the mixing time when a 
"straight" spinlock field is applied. Complete transfer of spinlocked coherence from I 
to S corresponds with a change of the expectation value of (lz - S )^ from 1 (the 
initial value) to - 1 . The effective J-coupling and residual mismatch in this example 
have been chosen equal to 8-2П rad/s and 32'2П rad/s respectively. The maximum 
transfer from I to S is therefore rather small: only 6% (=(J'/Sum) ) of the I or S 
coherence does develop into S or I coherence respectively. 
The influence of a Π-pulse sequence on the coherence transfer in the presence of 
a "straight" spinlock field is considered next. The Π-pulses have to be applied about 
some axis in the X-Y plane of the tilted rotating frame. Since the Y-axis of this 
frame and the rotating frame of reference coincide with one another, one might use 
the pulse sequence of Fig. 2c, which may be written as: 
sl^(At) - П
у
 - slJ(At) - П
у
 - - sl£(At) - П
у 
Where 3ΐ
χ
(Δΐ) is a spinlock pulse of duration At along the x-axis and Π is a 
Π-pulse along the y-axis. The development of the density operator in the tilted 
rotating frame under the influence of this pulse sequence is given by: 
- - . ( 1 9 a ) 
t i l t ( n * A t ) = [e x p í" i I I ( Iy+ Sy , í e X D ( ( r L ) " t i i t A t ) í n ? (tm=o) 
where Hjj^ and &(l — 0) are given by the Eqns. 15b and 16. It can be shown that 
the result of Eq. 19a is identical to: 
σ (n*At) = [exp(^i H. ,,. , .At) exo (^~- H. ... At)] n / 2 σ (t_=o) 
tilt ZiL K ' Ъ г -L tilt 
where ¿ ^ ( . , = + дш
е££ ^
 +
 ^
 (WW ^ 
after an even numbers of Π pulses. 
The time dependence of the expectation value of (1^ - Sz) has been evaluated 
numericly. This was done by matrix calculations, utilizing the Hausdorff formula {11}. 
Figure 3 displays some of the results. Curve a, treated above, describes the 
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Figure 3. The development of the expectation value of (/
ζ
-ί 2) coherence as a function 
of the TOCSY mixing time (τ) for the situation that the effective J-coupling {J') is 
8'2Ti rad./s. and the residual mismatch (Δω 
'eff' is 32'2U rad./s. . Inversion of the 
expectation value of (Ìz-Sz), І£. from 1 (at т
т
=0) to -1, corresponds with complete 
transfer of (spinlocked) coherence from, for example, the I spin to S spin, since the 
expectation value of (lz + Sz) coherence remains invariant under TOCSY mixing. Curve 
a) describes the development of (Iz-Sz) when a "straight" spinlock field is applied. 
Curves b), c) and d) are obtained by evaluation of Eq. 19b and describe the development 
of the expectation value of (1Z-Sz) for the situation that the straight spirúock field is 
interrupted by a series of strong U-pulses (i.e. pulse sequence с in Fig. 2), which are 
spaced at a distance in time (M) equal to (3/4)-2П/5ит, (1/2)-2П/8ит or (l/4)-2X\./Sum 
respectively. The development of (Iz-Sz) under the influence of this latter pulse 
sequence is actually described by Eq. 19a, but the results of 19a and 19b are the same 
after even numbers of U-pulses. The evaluation of Eq. 19b yields curves identical to 
curve a) when Δί is equal to or a multiple of 2U/Sum. Curve d) strongly resembles and 
almost coincides with the curve that would have been obtained if the residual mismatch 
was equal to zero (not shown) (see text). The rate of transfer in a), b) and c) is slow­
er than in d), І£. the curve which approaches the ideal transfer. Thus the rapid oscilla-
tion of curve a), which is discussed in the text, does not point to a more rapid trans-
fer but to a change in the periodicity of the transfer. 
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development of (ìz - Sz) under the influence of a straight spinlock field. Curves 
identical to this one are obtained when the distance in time between the applied 
О rt t In 
n-pulses is equal to or a multiple of 2n/Sum (where Sum = [(J') 4 ^ш
е
{{ , ' ) 
because the density operator will be converted back to the situation present at t _ = 0 
after such periods of time. This does not happen (curve b, с and d in Fig. 3) when 
the time between the Π-pulses differs from the mentioned values. Then, the initial 
situation present at t — 0 is not restored after a period At, because the influence of 
the following periods (which are separated by Π-pulses) will со add such that the 
expectation value of (\z - 5г) starts oscillating between 1 and - 1 . Thus when ΔΙ is 
not a multiple of 2n/Sum, (spinlocked) in-phase I or S coherence can be converted 
completely into in-phase S or I coherence respectively. For curve b of Fig. 3 ΔΙ has 
been chosen equal to (3/4)-2n/Sum. In that case an important part of the coherence 
transferred under the influence of the J-coupling during the first part of the period 
At is converted back during the rest of that period under the influence of the resid­
ual mismatch. This gives rise to the appearance of a rapid oscillation, extending over 
the period AX and superimposed on a slow oscillation. The amplitude of the fast 
oscillation becomes very small when At << 2n/Sum or when At < 0.1'Zn/J'. In the 
latter case only a small fraction of the total coherence is transferred over the time 
period At (this situation will commonly hold). The development of the expectation 
value of (\z - S7) as a function of the mixing time is then well described by the 
slow oscillation alone (as holds for curve (d) in Fig. 3) : 
^ V ^ V n ^ t • ^ z - V V o * c o s ^ e f f ) * " (At - ^ f ) ) 
w h e r e 
(20) 
-η _ -η s i n χ ,_ _ . . . а2П, 
J Í ec\ = J t x = "¡Sum · (At - -p.—) 
( e f t ) χ ' Sum 
w i t h a < A t 2
S
I I
u m
 < a + 1 a n d a ε N 
In practice, one chooses At such that: At < 2n/Sum. Then of course Eq. 16 may 
be written as: 
^ z - v ^ = ^ ч-о *
 cos(j;ff ν 
w h e r e J ' = J ' SiîLJE ,
 x =
 Δ
 t * Sum ( 2 l ) 
erf χ ' 
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Thus the transfer function derived is homologous to the transfer function for the 
"ideal" TOCSY experiment (Fig. 1 or Eq. 7). The difference is that the J-coupling 
constant has been replaced by an effective J-coupling constant (J' rr). 
Using the relations derived (Eqs. 14, 15b and 21) , we obtain for the development of 
<S
x
>i in the rotating frame of reference, starting from l
x
 coherence at t =0: 
< £ 3
χ \ = ^ х Ч - о S i n e i s i n e s * < l - c o s ( j ; f f t m ) ) (22) 
The use of a series of Π-pulses to eliminate the residual mismatch in the presence 
of a spinlock field requires that these pulses are "strong" such that all other terms in 
the Hamiltonian may be neglected during the pulse. As has been noted, such 
sequences still suffer from rf inhomogeneity. With the use of the HoHaHa sequence 
(Fig. 2d) these problems are circumvented. Practical aspects connected with the appli­
cation of this sequence have been described by Bax and Davis {19}. Coherence trans­
fer under the influence of both these pulse sequences is identical provided the mis­
match terms arc not large compared to the strength of the spinlock field applied. 
2.4 MULTIPLE RELAY OF COHERENCE UNDER TUE INFLUENCE OF THE 
TOCSY HAMILTONIAN 
By means of TOCSY one can record in phase absorptive 2D-J-correlated spectra. 
An even more important advantage of TOCSY is that it is a very effective relay 
method, i.e. it brings about coherence transfer between indirectly coupled spins. While 
relay of coherence by means of the "RCT" method is restricted to "single" steps (see 
below), in TOCSY experiments coherence may be relayed throughout complete multi­
ple spin systems. The difference between both methods is easily envisioned by consid­
ering a linear spin system like 'l"'2"'3"'4· where J(l1-I,) = 0 except for j=i + l. 
Under the influence of the TOCSY Hamiltonian Ij coherence will be converted 
into І2 coherence, which will evolve into I3 coherence under the influence of the term 
I2-I3 in the Hamiltonian, and this coherence may be subsequently converted into I4 
coherence. Thus after a sufficiently long TOCSY mixing period Ij coherence will be 
spread throughout the complete spin system. 
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"RCT" is simply an extension pf the COSY experiment {7}. The pulse sequence 
of the COSY experiment consists of a 90o-pulse, a ti evolution period and a second 
90°-(mixing) pulse followed by a tn -detection period. By means of COSY, single 
quantum Ij coherence created by the first 90o-pulse will be converted into anti-phase 
І2 coherence after the evolution period (tj) by a second 90°-pulse {12,13}. The extra 
evolution (or mixing period) and 90°-pulse inserted in the RCT experiment after the 
second 90°-pulse (of the COSY sequence) act in a similar way, as they cause the 
conversion of anti-phase I2 coherence into anti phase I3 coherence. Transfer however 
into I4 coherence will not take place. This may be accomplished by means of the 
so-called "double RCT" experiment, a further extension of the COSY experiment. 
Although the " R C T " - and "double RCT'"-method work reasonably well for linear 
spin systems, problems are encountered upon trying to relay coherence throughout side 
chain spin systems of amino acid residues like leu, glu, pro, lys, etc.. The basic prob 
lem here is that the large geminai coupling between for example their ß-protons will 
block relayed coherence transfer from the α proton to the y-protons, when the 
/3-protons are magnetically inequivalent, a situation often encountered. These problems 
do not arise in TOCSY. 
As an example we will treat the A-(M-Q)-X spin system, which corresponds with 
the a-ßß'-y spin system of a leucyl side chain. The geminai coupling J(MQ) will be 
usually in the order of 15 Hz, whereas J(AX)—0. J(AM) and J(AQ) as well as 
J (MX) and J(QX) may vary from case to case; for simplicity we take these coupling 
constants equal to 8 Hz. 
Kor the RCT method analytical expressions describing the transfer efficiency as a 
function of the mixing time, t , can be derived using the product operator formal-
ism. This has been done by Bax L· Drobny {20} for a number of commonly occur 
ring multiple spin systems. For the transfer efficiency (F(T )) from A to X in the 
A-(MQ)-X spin system they obtained the following expression: 
F (τ ) - sindlJ^ τ
ιη
) sindlJ^ TJ COS (nj M Q T J 
A
"
X
 (23) 
+ sin(nJAQ Tm) sin(njQX Tm) cos(njMQ Tm) 
As follows from this relation, transfer will occur via two pathways. The geminai 
coupling J(MQ) will be inactive when M and Q are magnetically equivalent. In that 
case one may omit the cosine terms in Eq. 23, resulting in a function Рд_,х(т ) 
which will steadily increase upon lengthening of the mixing time from 0 to 50 ms 
when the J-couplings are on the order of the magnitude as mentioned above. When 
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M and Q are magnetically inequivalent this does not hold. Then the cosine term 
causes blocking of both transfer pathways at mixing times in the order of 
1_—1/(2J(MQ)). Thus in our example the transfer efficiency will be reduced to zero 
for mixing times in the order of 30 ms. Effective transfer will occur at longer mixing 
times, i.e. in the order of 50 ms and more. However, the use of such long mixing 
periods is strongly limited by the transverse relaxation rates of the system studied. 
While for RCT analytical expressions for the transfer functions in multiple spin 
systems can be easily derived with the product operator formalism, by no means this 
is that simple for TOCSY. The reason for this is of course connected with the fact 
that the J coupling interactions between spins can be handled in a pairwise manner 
in the weak coupling limit, whereas in the strong coupling limit one must consider 
them together. 
It should be noted in this context that the analytical evaluation of TOCSY trans­
fer in multiple spin systems of the form A X can be simplified by means of the so 
called composite particle approach {18,21}. In this approach one utilizes the fact that 
a group of η equivalent spins with angular momentum quantum numbers 1/2 may be 
handled as a group of spins with angular momentum quantum numbers I ranging 
from 0 or 1/2 (n even or odd) up to 3n/2. The spins in the latter group, the com­
posite particles, can be treated independently. As a consequence expressions describing 
the transfer between two groups of equivalent spins can be written as summations 
over pairwise interactions between composite particles. The transfer functions for the 
most commonly occurring AjjX^j systems have been derived in this way by Chan-
drakumar et al. {22,23}. 
It may be clear at this point that for the spin systems of interest, i.e. multiple 
spin systems consisting of three and more groups of equivalent spins, the analytical 
evaluation of the transfer in a TOCSY experiment cannot be simplified as much by 
means of the composite particle approach. Therefore transfer in these multiple spin 
systems has been analysed numerally. To this end we evaluated the development of 
the multiple spin system density operator by means of matrix calculations, using the 
Hausdorff formula {ll}. 
The result obtained for the A- (MQ)-X spin system is shown in Fig. 4. It dis­
plays the build-up of in-phase M, Q and X coherences from the in-phase A coher­
ence (present at the beginning of the mixing time) during the spinlock period in a 
TOCSY experiment. The transfer functions for the M- and Q-spin overlap, because 
the J-couplings were chosen equal. The maximum transfer to the X spin is at 64 ms, 
but the transfer from A to X is already 50% of that from A to M or A to Q at 
mixing times in between 30 ms and 35 ms. Thus the relay cross peaks from A to X 
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in the TOCSY spectra will gain considerable intensity compared to the direct connec-
tivities from A to M and A to Q when mixing times on the order of 30 ms are 
used. 
1.0 -i 
msec 
Figure 4. Transfer of in-phase coherence from an A spin to all other spins in an 
A-(MQ)-X spin system as a function of the TOCSY mixing time. The coupling constants 
J(AM), /(Aß), J(MX), J(QX) have been chosen equal to 8 Hz, while J(AX)= 0. The val-
ue of J(MQ) has no effect upon the transfer pattern in this particular example. It 
does influence the pattern if J(AM)^J{AQ) or J(MX)^J(QX), but never causes blocking 
of transfer from A to X. Note that the sum over the in-phase coherences is equal to 
1 over the entire period. This sum is a constant of motion. 
In leucyl spin systems relay of coherence by means of RCT and extensions of this 
method will be hindered by inequivalent ß-protons. However, in arginyl and lysyl spin 
systems not only the β- but also the y- and δ-protons may block relayed coherence 
transfer induced by means of these type of methods. Since coherence transfer in 
TOCSY is not hindered by the geminai couplings it is a very effective method to 
transfer coherence throughout complete arginyl and lysyl spin systems. In this context 
we may note that methods by which this can be accomplished are very desirable 
since they allow unambigous assignment of these spin systems in complicated protein 
spectra (see chapter 5). 
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In order to obtain some insight into the rates b> which coherence is relayed in 
these long side chain spin systems, we analysed the transfer in the multiple spin sys-
tem a-ßß-yy-SS-ee, with J(<x|3) - J(ßy) = J(y6) - J(6e) =• 8Hz. Such a spin system 
resembles that of a lysyl side chain spin system. Fig. 5 displays the build up of in-
phase coherences from in-phase α-coherence (present at the beginning of the mixing 
time) during the spinlock period in a TOCSY experiment. The in-phase coherence is 
spread more or less uniformly over the directly and indirectly coupled spins at mixing 
times for which the transfer into €-coherence is a t a maximum, i.e. for τ — 70 ms 
or more. As for the A - ( M Q ) - X spin system complete transfer of α-coherence into 
coherence of the connected spins does not occur; this only happens for a two-spin 
system. In other words, coupling of a spin with two and more other spins gives rise 
to a mismatch in the transfer. The mixing time needed to bui ld-up multiple relayed 
coherence is of course dependent on the size of the vicinial coupling constants (J(a/3), 
etc). For the value of 8 Hz used in the model calculation, bui ld-up of in-phase 
δ-coherence is at 50% of its maximum intensity (which is 15% of the intensity of 
the α-coherence at т
т
 — 0) after a mixing period of 45 ms. For the e -coherence the 
same effect is reached after a mixing period of 55 60 ms. The mixing periods 
required to invoke multiple relay of magnetization are thus of considerable length. 
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Figure 5. Transfer of in-phase coherence from the α-spin to all other spins in a hypo­
thetical lysyl spin system, i.e. a-ß2-y2-^2~e2 ^ ^ ¿(aß) = Aßy) = Ау^) = Лбе) = 8 
hertz, as a function of the TOCSY mixing time. Transfer functions for individual β-, 
у-, δ- and e-protons have been added. Like in the former example, the sum over the 
in-phase coherences is a constant of motion. 
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In this calculation we only considered the evolution of in-phase coherence. As 
pointed out in the first paragraph also anti-phase coherence will evolve during the 
detection period following the TOCSY mixing period. In addition we disregarded the 
contribution of dipolar interactions between the spins in the process of coherence 
transfer within the mixing period. Those inleractions, which determine the transverse 
relaxation rate, will not only cause overall signal loss but will give rise to incoherent 
transfer, NOEs, between the dipolar coupled spins as well. These NOEs, which will 
be discussed in the next paragraph, tend to cancel the coherence transfer, mediated 
by the J-coupling, and may therefore alter the transfer pattern calculated above for 
the hypothetical lysyl spin system. 
It is to be expected that for mixing periods upto 80 ms the development of 
effects due to transverse relaxation are relatively small for samples of the tripeptide 
Lys-Туг Lys (at room temperature). Samples of this tripeptide therefore allow experi 
mental verification of the process, of coherence transfer in long side chain spin sys 
terns. A series of ID-HoHaHa difference experiments carried out with this model pep 
tide indeed showed a reasonable correspondence between the calculated build -up of 
relayed coherence in Fig. 5 and the experimental results obtained for the relay of 
coherence from the α-protons towards the side chain protons in the lysyl moieties 
(not shown). 
25 NOES IN SP1NLOCK EXPERIMENTS 
It was first realized by Bothnerby et al. {24} that cross relaxation of transverse 
magnetization will generate (homo)nuclear Overhauser effects, NOEs, when the mag 
netization is locked along an axis in the rotating frame, i.e. when a spinlock field is 
applied. 
In order to detect these NOEs the authors designed ID-difference and 
2D-experiments, which they named "Cainelspin" experiments. The pulse sequences 
used in these experiments have been sketched in Fig. 6. By means of the 
ID-method, difference spectra are obtained displaying the transient NOEs , generated 
during the spinlock period, which are correlated to selectively inverted signals. The 
2D-experiment provides a map of all of the transient NOEs formed during the spin-
lock period. 
Bothnerby et al. presented a theoretical treatment for the development of transient 
NOEs in the rotating frame utilizing the Solomon equations {25}, which describe the 
transverse relaxation of a two spin system under the influence of dipolar interactions. 
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Figure 6. Pulse sequences of the 1D-Camelspin experiment (a) and the 2D-Camelspin 
experiment (b). 
It is noted at this point that the relaxation behaviour of spinlocked magnetization 
may differ from normal dipolar transverse relaxation. However, it has been shown 
{26,27}, that equalization of transverse relaxation and relaxation in the rotating frame 
is a reasonable approximation, provided that the mismatch introduced by the offset of 
the spinlock field is small compared to the amplitude of the applied spinlock field 
((Uj), and that ω , τ < < 1 (т
с
 is the rotational correlation time). 
It was shown for a two-spin system that within these constraints the build-up of 
transient NOEs as a function of the spinlock mixing time, in the ID-"Camelspin" 
experiment conforms to: 
NOE (τ ) = - e x p ( - ( p , + a , ) t ) + e x p ( - ( ρ 2 - σ 2 ) t j (24.a) 
where the factors pn and ση are the auto- and cross-relaxation rate constants which 
account for the dipolar interaction between the spins. They are given by: 
(24.b) 
(24.C) 
In these expressions r is the distance between the two interacting protons, γ is their 
magnetogyric ratio, (or, is the Larmor precession frequency of the protons and "tí is 
Plank's constant divided by 2Π. It follows from Eq. 24 that the transient NOEs gen-
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erated in the rotat ing frame will be positive for any value of т
с
. This is in contrast 
to the N O E s generated by cross relaxation of longitudinal magnetization, measured in 
the commonly used N O E S Y experiment. Those NOEs are positive for <I>TC < 1. 
absent for шт
с
 = 1 and are negative шт
с
 > 1. The second situation is met for 
medium sized molecules (molecular weight in the order of a few kilodalton) in solu­
tions a t spectrometer frequencies in the order of a few hundered MHz. 
Since it has been assumed in the derivation of Eq. 24 that the decay rate of 
spinlocked magnetization ( l / T j p ) is equal to the normal transverse relaxation rate 
( l/To) and because Tn is given by the inverse over the sum of ρ and σ in case of 
a two-spin system, we can rewrite Eq. 24a as follows: 
N O E ( T
m
) = - e x p ( - T
m
/ T 2 ) + e x p ( - Т ц / О Т ^ ) ( 2 5 a ) 
provided the system is in the fast tumbeling limit, i.e. £I)QTC < < 1, whereas in the 
slow tumbeling limit, 0)QTC > > 1, Eq. 24a can be written as : 
NOE ( τ ) = - 6 χ ο ( - τ / Τ - ) + e x p ( - τ / ( 9 Τ 0 ) ) (25b) 
m m ¿ l m ¿ 
Plots of the NOE bui ld-up as a function of time in the slow tumbeling limit for 
different values of the transverse relaxation time are displayed in Fig. 7. It shows 
Figure 7. NOE build-up as a function of the sjAnlock mixing time in the slow tumbel-
ing limit (Eq. 25 b). The numbers 10, 20, 40 and 80 connected to each of the four 
different curves, each correspond with the value of T", (in mj) used in the calculations. 
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that the rate of NOE build-up increases for shorter relaxation times. The NOE 
approaches a level of 50% at mixing times in the order of To, whereas the curves 
reach a maximum at 67.5%, which is achieved at mixing times in between 2 to 3 
times the value of To-
For transverse relaxation, the value of the cross-relaxation rate never exceeds that 
of the auto-correlation rate (Eq 24b,c). This is in contrast to longitudinal relaxation 
of magnetization, for which in the slow tumbeling limit, the cross-relaxation rate 
becomes much larger than the auto-correlation rate {28}. With regard to multiple 
spin systems this implies that in the slow tumbeling limit transverse relaxation will 
still be determined by nearest neighbour interactions (since the relaxation constants 
are proportional to r ) whereas the longitudinal relaxation will be determined by 
multispin effects {28}, the so called spindiffusion. It follows from these considerations 
that in macromolecules, multispin effects will be of minor importance for transient 
NOEs in the rotating frame. 
In conclusion it can be stated that, provided dipolar interactions rule the process 
of transverse relaxation, intense NOEs between nearest-neigh hour spins of a macro-
molecule can be generated by means of "Camelspin" experiments when mixing times 
are used in the order of the transverse relaxation times. This is what is observed in 
the TOCSY experiments. As in the 2D-Camelsp!n experiments, in those experiments 
magnetization is locked along a fixed axis in the rotating frame and thus transient 
NOEs will build-up during the mixing time. The NOE crosspeaks, although positive, 
are negative in sign compared to the diagonal peaks in both experiments {29}, while 
the J-crosspeaks generated in the 2D HoHaHa-sequence are postive in sign. This is 
nicely demonstrated by the contourpiot of the "fingerprint area" of a 2D-IIoHaHa 
experiment recorded for a sample of IKe GVP in H2O, for which the total mixing 
time was chosen equal to 14 ms. The plot, which has been printed on the backside 
cover (see also Fig. 8), shows a large number of NOE crosspeaks in the negative 
direction (red coloured) as well as J-crosspeaks in the positive direction (coloured 
black). The transverse relaxation times of the individual spins which are part of the 
backbone of this molecule fall in a range of 10 to 30 ms, which explains the occur-
rence of the intense NOEs. A part of the protein is organized in a ß-sheet structure. 
The JJIH coupling constants between amide protons and α-protons in such a struc 
ture are on the average relatively large ( i.e. 6 to 10 Hz) and therefore these 
J-crosspeaks gain considerable intensity over a period of 14 ms. The J-crosspeaks 
might have been canceled to a large extent by the NOEs, if it were not that 
intraresidual CaH-amide distances in a ß-sheet structure are relatively large; the cor-
responding intraresidual NOEs are therefore small. The opposite holds for the 
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Figure 8. Cross section through the HoHaHa TOCSY contourpiot {mixing time 14 ms) of 
an IKe CVP sample in H2O, which has been printed at the backside cover of this the­
sis. The NOE connectivities in that plot are red coloured, whereas the J-connectivities 
are coloured black. The plot shown above is a horizontal cross section at the position of 
the solid black arrow (5.76 ppm) in the contourpiot. The single α-proton resonating at 
5.76 ppm shows a J-connectivity to its own amide resonance {amide i) and NOE connec­
tivities toward the amide of the neighbouring residue in the amino acid sequence {amide 
i+l) and to one of the ring protons of an histidyl residue. The starrered signal origi­
nates from a tj-ridge due to incomplete quad-image suppression (see also the backside 
cover). 
"sequential" interresidual CaH-amide NOEs, since the distance between an α-proton 
at position i and an amide proton at position i + l in the amino acid sequence seg­
ments, which arc part of such structural elements, will be relatively small. As a mat­
ter of fact most of the NOEs in the contourpiot arise from the dipolar interactions 
between these protons. A nice example is displayed in Fig. 8, which is a cross section 
through the 2D-spectrum, presented at the backside cover, in the horizontal direction 
at 5.67 ppm. Only a single α-proton resonates at this position: it belongs to a 
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residue which is situated in a ß-sheet structure. In a NOESY experiment recorded 
with a mixing time of 150 ms an intense NOE toward the amide at 9.94 ppm was 
observed whereas only a very weak NOE was observed toward the amide at 8.76 
ppm (see Chapter 5). In view of this knowledge, it seems reasonable to assume that 
the intensity of the J-connectivity at 8.76 ppm in the HoHaHa contourpiot is not 
influenced to a considerable extent by an intraresidual NOE. Thus the J-connectivity 
and the interresidual NOE are of the same order of magnitude. Although cancelation 
does not occur in this particular case, in other situations J-crosspeaks of IKe-GVP 
may be canceled completely by the NOE-crosspeaks in the HoHaHa experiment. 
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2.6 APPENDIX 
A: Commutation relations for collective sptnmode operators 
The commutation relations for the collective spinmode operators of a two-spin sys 
tem (I and S), which are sums and differences of product operators, can be easily 
derived from the commutation relations valid for the latter operators, these are {ll}: 
[l ,S.] = о where a,b = x,y,z 
[F ,F, 1 = iF where F = I or S L
 a' bJ с 
and (a,b,c) is a cyclic permutation of (Χ,Υ,Ζ) 
а^
 1
^
 =
 ^a^c^b w h e r e а ' Ь ' с = x ' y ' Z 
(A.1) 
^ a ^ ^ c l = ^b^c^a w h e r e a , b , c = x , y , z 
. . . . . 3 . 3 
tVu^p^l = 1 δρα J 1 Spa
1
«
 +
 I &vP £
 £
aeu
SB 
where 6. . = 1 if i=j and 6 .^ =o if i=éj 
e . = 0 unless a,b and с are all different 
abc 
= 1 if (а,Ъ,с) is an even permutation of (x,y,z) 
= -1 if (a,b,c) is an odd permutation of (x,y,z) 
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В: The degradation of coherences tn the presence oj a spinlock field 
In Fig. 1 of this Chapter, we indicated that some coherences will rapidly degrade 
during the mixing period in the TOCSY experiment. The reason underlying their fast 
decay is connected with the inhomogeneity of the spinlock field applied to establish 
the strong coupling limit. In the idealized situation, the Hamiltonian which is oper 
ative during the mixing period is of the form. 
H = - 2 ω 1 ^ ( I x + S x ) + J U I ' S (В-1) 
ìx coherence created by the initial 900-pulse of the TOCSY experiment will have 
evolved into lx, ly, lySz and lxSz coherence at the end of the tj-period. To investi-
gate how the corresponding collective spinmode coherences (see Fig. 1) are influenced 
by the inhomogeneity of the rf field we consider the commutation properties of the 
collective spin modes with the operator (1^ + S^). It follows from the commutation 
relations given above that the three operators (lx -*- Sx), (lx- Sx) and (Іу5
г
 - I¿Sy) 
commute with (Ix 4- Sx). Furthermore it can be shown that the operators (Ι„ t-
Sy), (îy - Sy), (iySz •*• \zSy), (ÌXSZ - ÌZSX) and (ixSz -* \ZSX) exhibit cyclic com 
mutation relationships with ( Ι
χ
 -
1
- S
x
) according to the following rules: 
when (a,b,c) is a cyclic permutation of (x,y,z) then: 
U W ' ( IV S"b^ - +i(IVS"c) E(¿a+Sa), (Îb-Sb)] = +i(íc-S"c) 
when a^b^c and a,b,c = x,y,z then: 
П ' (WVa)] = +-i(Vc-îcs"a) (B.2) 
^ ' (WVa^ = ^ î^aVVa) 
C(ía+Sa), (І»І
с
і"
ь
)] = +-2і(І»і
 с
) 
[(I
a
+S
a
), (íbs"b-ícs"c)] = +-2І (Íbs"c+ícSb) 
Thus the collective spinmode coherences connected with the latter set of operators 
will show an oscillatory behaviour under the influence of the ( lx + S )^ term in the 
Hamiltonian, while those connected with the former set remain stationary. 
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In practice ωι/2Π of the spinlock field is in the order of 5-10 KHz. Hence in a 
first approximation we only need to consider the effect of (lz -\ Sz) on the operators 
constituting the density operator. In practice the spinlock field may be rather inho-
mogcneous and therefore a rapid dephasing of the fast oscillating coherences will 
occur. At this point it is recalled that the HoHaHa sequence consists of a series of 
phase alternated spinlock pulses. The phase alternation will give rise to rotatory echos 
of the dephasing coherences. However, those echos are effectively suppressed, when an 
uneven number of spinlock pulses is applied. 
C: Reduction of the density operator and Hamiltoman in the tilted frame 
A reasoning similar to that outlined above leads to the omission of some compo 
nents of the density operator defined in the tilted rotating frame, but before we 
elaborate upon this matter we first consider the Hamiltonian defined in this frame, 
which is given by : 
H t i l t = - (П
Т
 + Ω ) 1/2 ( Î + S ) 
r X
 eff beff z z 
- (гг
т
 - üc ) i / 2 ( i - s ) 
eff eff z z 
+ J c o s ( θ
τ
- θ _ ) I S 
і ь ζ ζ 
+ 1/2 j ( i + c o s ( e T - e c ) ) ( i s , , + í s ) 
і ь x x γ y
 ( c ^ 
+ 1/2 j a - c o s t e j - e g ) ) ( î y s y - î x s x ) 
+ j s in t e^Bg) Cixsz - ï z s x ) 
w h e r e Ω = / ω + Δω a n d Ω = / ω , 2 + Δω,, 2 
e f f 1 i beff i S 
Since the latter two terms at the r.h.s. ol this equation do nol commute with the 
term ( l
z
 + Sz) which is very much larger, we may safely disregard them in further 
considerations. Hence to a good approximation 
H t i l t = - (П + Я ) 1/2 (I+S) 
e f f e f f Z Z 
- (Ω - Я ) 1 / 2 ( 1 -S ) (C.2) 
e f f b e f f z z 
+ J с о з (
 т
-
 с
) I S 
і ь ζ ζ 
+ 1/2 J ( 1 + с о з (
 т
-
 с
) ) ( I „ S „ + I S ) J. о x x у у 
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We now turn the at tention to the density operator. All constituting operators giv-
ing rise to cyclic commutat ive relationships with (lz + Sz) will give rise to an oscil-
latory behaviour of the corresponding coherences. Again these will be rapidly degraded 
under the influence of the inhomogeneity of the spinlock field. Practically speaking 
this means tha t the most important components retained in the density operator are 
( I 2 + S2) and (\z - Sz). The first is a constant of motion and will not be influ 
enced by the spinlock Hamiltonian. The second term gives rise to in-phase and a n t i -
phase coherence transfer (see Fig. 1, note the change of axis labeling). 
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Chapter 3 
BINDING OF ПСЕ GENE-V PROTEIN TO POLYNUCLEOTIDES. 
Fluorescence binding exper iments of IKe gene-V prote in and the m u t u a l 
coopcrativi ty of IKe and Ff gene-V proteins . 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that single stranded DNA binding proteins play a fundamental 
role in the process of DNA replication. One of the most outstanding features of 
these proteins is the strong cooperativity exhibited upon binding to single stranded 
polynucleotides. This property is thought to be an essential feature of the mechanism 
underlying the regulation of the DNA replication process and possibly gene regulation 
(von Hippel et al., 1982). 
A typical representative of this class of proteins is the gene-V protein (GVP) 
encoded by the filamentous coliphage Ff [M13, fd, fl]. The protein binds strongly 
and cooperatively to single stranded DNA and is responsible for the fact that late in 
infection a transition from double strand replicative form DNA synthesis to asymmet­
ric synthesis of progeny single stranded viral DNA occurs (Saltstrom & Pratt, 1971; 
Alberts et al., 1972; Oey &¿ Knippers, 1972; Ray, 1977; Mazur & Model, 1973). In 
this process the binding cooperativity plays a regulatory role: thanks to this property 
the protein can effect the transition within a limited concentration range after it has 
reached a certain threshold concentration. Physical chemical studies have suggested 
that the cooperative binding behaviour finds its origin in the interactions between the 
proteins bound on the DNA lattice. The best experimental evidence for this was 
obtained by Rasched L· Pohl (1974). Their chemical crosslinking experiments showed 
that Ff GVP oligomers consisting of up to four dimers are formed upon addition of 
oligonucleotides as short as four nucleotides in length. Recently, Brayer and McPher-
son have attempted to specify these interactions on the basis of their X-ray crystal 
structure of the GVP of Ff (Brayer & McPherson, 1984a and 1984b). A model was 
proposed for the intracellular GVP Ff DNA complex in which well defined domains 
of the GVP are involved in protein -protein interactions and it was assumed that it is 
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these domains that are responsible for the binding cooperativity. Insight, into this 
matter can be obtained experimentally by studying the binding behaviour of GVPs, 
mutated in their amino acid composition at the protein-protein interaction surfaces. 
As a start to investigations in this field we studied the polynucleotide binding prop-
erties of the GVP of the filamentous phage IKe alone and together with the GVP of 
Ff. 
The N-plasmid specific filamentous single stranded DNA-phage IKe is distantly 
related to the F- plasmid specific filamentous phage Ff (Peeters et al., 1983; Peeters 
et al., 1985a). Their life cycles are almost identical. The gene-V proteins encoded by 
these phages exhibit an overall homology of 45% with respect to their amino acid 
sequences. Amino acid residues that are surmised to be involved in the interaction 
with DNA are conserved. Furthermore, complementation studies have demonstrated 
that recombinant plasmids carrying a cloned copy of Ff gene-V are able to comple-
ment a lethal mutation in gene V of IKe, which indicates that the GVPs of IKe and 
Ff are exchangeable (Peeters, 1985b). These results suggest that despite the differ-
ence in the amino acid sequences comparable three dimensional structures are 
obtained for both proteins. This does not necessarily mean that the protein surfaces 
involved in interactions between different proteins in the DNA protein complex have 
remained the same. 
Indeed, in the present study we demonstrate, that during evolution the amino acid 
sequences of these proteins have diverged to such an extent that their mutual binding 
cooperativity is greatly reduced. This in contrast to the individual binding properties 
of these proteins which appear to be similar. 
33 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
32.1 Materials 
IKe GVP was isolated from IKe infected Escherichia coli cells as described 
(Peeters et al., 1983). Gene V protein concentrations were determined from the 
absorbance at 276 nm using a molar absorption coefficient of 7100 M cm" . 
Poly(dA), -(rA), -(rU) and -(rC) were obtained from Boehringer Mannheim. 
Poly(dl), -(dU) and -(dT) were purchased from P.L. Biochemicals. The concentrations 
of the polynucleotide solutions (containing 1 mM sodium cacodylate (pH=6.8) and 50 
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mM NaCI)) were determined from UV absorption measurements using the following 
extinction coefficients: poly(dA) 9300 M"1 crn"1 (260 nm); -(rA) 9500 M"1 cm"1 
(260 nm); -(rC) 6500 M"1 cm"1 (267 nm); (dU) 9200 M"1 cm"1 (260 nm); -(rU) 
9200 M"1 cm"1 (260 nm); -(di) 9400 M"1 cm"1 (260 nm); -(dT) 8700 M"1 cm"1 
(265 nm) (Bulsink et al., 1985). KF (suprapur), KCl (suprapur and p.a.), NaF 
(suprapur and p.a.), NaAc (suprapur) and NaCI (suprapur and p.a.) were purchased 
from Merk. KF (p.a.) was obtained from Fluka A.G.. KAc (p.a.) was purchased 
from J.T. Baker, Riedel-de Haen A.G. or Merk. 
323 Fluorescence Titrations 
Fluorescence measurements were performed with a Perkin Elmer fluorescence spec 
trophotometer MPF- 4 equipped with a 150 W Xenonlamp. The instrument was used 
in the so-called ratio mode. Measured fluorescence intensities therefore are expressed 
in arbitrary units (it is noted that the fluorescence scales are linear in all figures 
presented). Excitation was at the absorption maximum (276 nm) of the tyrosyl 
residues and the fluorescence was measured at the emission maximum of 303 nm. 
The polynucleotide and protein solutions used in the experiments contained 1 mM 
Na-cacodylate (pH=6.8, unless mentioned otherwise) and various amounts of KCl or 
NaCI. 
The binding characteristics of the protein were obtained by means of two types of 
titration experiments: a) Titrations were carried out by adding a (concentrated) pro-
tein solution to a polynucleotide solution, both solutions being at the desired salt 
concentration; b) solutions containing a low concentration of salt (20 to 50 mM NaCL 
or KCl) and a mixture of a polynucleotide and the IKe GVP (the first component 
being in excess: polynucleotide monomer - GVP monomer ratio of about 6) were 
titrated with a concentrated salt solution. To the former type of titration we will 
refer as "protein titration", to the latter type as "salt titration". 
The titrant additions were made with a microburet (Metrohm E475). Mixing was 
done by gently shaking the sample cell. The temperature of the microburet and the 
5 mm cuvet were under thermostatic controle. The fluorescence was corrected for 
dilution and for loss of exciting light as a result of absorption. The fluorescence 
intensity was insensitive to variations in KCl or NaCI concentration and turned out 
to be linearly dependent on the protein concentration, within the protein concentra-
tion range considered. In contrast, the fluorescence intensity of the protein depended 
strongly on the concentration of the fluoride and acetate salts tested (see RESULTS). 
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3.2.3 Evaluation of the Titration Curves 
The analysis of both types of titration curves has been described previously (Alma 
et al., 1983; Bulsink et al., 1985). The titrations were interpreted using the model for 
binding of large ligands to a "linear lattice", developed by McGhee L· von Hippel 
(1974). The model provides a description for the binding in terms of the following 
parameters: (1) the intrinsic binding constant ( K ^ ) for the binding of a ligand to 
an isolated site on the DNA, (2) the number of nucleotides covered by the ligand 
(n) and (3) the cooperativity parameter (ω), i.e. the factor by which K ^ is multi­
plied if a ligand binds adjacent to an already occupied site. 
In case of protein titrations an optimal set of values for these parameters was 
obtained by fitting calculated fluorescence intensities to the datapoints using K¿ntcü, 
KJ-^/Û), Qm ax/n (Qmax ' s the fraction of protein-fluorescence quenched upon binding) 
and η as adjustable parameters, (see Alma et al., 1983). 
It has been demonstrated by McGhee and von Hippel (1974), that at half satura 
tion of the polynucleotide the effective binding constant, i.e. the product Κ ^ ω is 
equal to the reciprocal of the corresponding free protein concentration, provided the 
value of ω is sufficiently high (ω>>η). This can be used (Bulsink et al., 1985) in 
the analysis of salt titration curves to obtain direct estimates of K¿n(ti) for the salt 
concentration at half saturation of the polynucleotide, provided the value of η is 
known. Following Bulsink et al., we used the value of η determined from protein 
titration experiments. 
In addition, a method to estimate ω from salt titration curves was derived by 
these authors. To this end theoretical salt titration curves were calculated by them 
using the binding theory of McGhee ¿¿ von Hippel combined with the relationship 
between the effective binding constant, Щ
пі
ы, and the concentration of monovalent 
cations, M . Studies of the binding of oligopeptides and proteins to RNA and DNA 
have shown that the effective binding constant conforms to: 
log(K i n / W) - с log'M-1-] + b (1) 
where с and b are constants, for salt concentrations in the range 0.1 to 1 M NaCl 
(Helene fc Lancelot, 1982; Record et al., 1981; Lohman et al., 1980; Kowalczykowski 
et al., 1981; Newport et al., 1981; Lonberg et al., 1981). Theoretical arguments for 
the validity of eq. (l) were provided by Record et al. (1976,1978). Like Bulsink et 
al., we estimated ω from the salt titration curves by fitting the theoretical flúores 
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cence intensities to the experimental fluorescence intensities, using the experimentally 
available values for c, η and Κ ^ ω at half saturation of the polynucleotide lattice in 
calculating the theoretical intensities. 
32.4 Simulation of the Binding of two Large Ligands to a Linear Lattice 
For simulations of binding isotherms of IKe GVP in the presence of a preadded 
amount of Ff GVP (and for the reverse experiments as well), we use the theory of 
Schwartz and Stankowski (1979). According to this theory the simultaneous binding of 
two large different ligands (GVPs) to an infinite (polynucleotide) lattice can be 
described by the following equations: 
ω 1 ΐ Ο 1 χ 0 1 = 1 + ( ω 1 1 - ΐ ) Χ Ο 1 + ( ω 1 2 - ΐ ) Χ 0 2 ( 2 α ) 
"22X OO2 2 χ 0 2 = 1 + ( ω 2 1 - ΐ ) Χ 0 1 + ( ω 2 2 - ΐ ) Χ 0 2 Ш 
In these expressions S^ — ы ц Kj Lj and S2 = <022 ^ 2 ^2 a r e ' ^ e effective binding 
constants of ligand 1 or 2, times the free (unbound) ligand concentration Lj or L2 
when ligands 1 or 2 are binding separately to the lattice. ТЬиь, шц is the coopera-
tivity parameter for interactions between ligands 1 and Kj is the intrinsic binding 
constant for ligand 1; the parameters K2 and 0)22 have analogous meanings for ligand 
2. П| and П2 are the number of contacts (nucleotides) covered by the ligands 1 and 
2; ω^2 a nd túj^ stand for the mutual cooperativity factors between ligands 1 and 2. 
The conditional probability Xj,· represents the (relative) chance of finding, adjacent 
to the last contact (nucleotide) on the lattice bound to a ligand in modo i, a lattice 
contact (nucleotide) bound to a ligand in mode j . In our case i j = 0, 1 or 2 which 
means that unoccupied lattice contacts indicated by i j = 0 are incorporated in the 
definition. From the definition it follows that the sum of the conditional probabilities 
Xoo 4 Xoi + X02 - 1 - 0 (2c) 
For a given set of values for ÍDJJ, £U22) ω ΐ2ι ( ω 2ΐ) ' ^ Ь ^ 2 ' ^1 a n ^ ^2 Ihe values 
of Xoo; XQI a n d X02 c a n be obtained from conditions 2a, 2b and 2c. This was done 
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by expressing XQI and XQ2 in terms of XQO (u sing 2a and 2b) and varying XQQ till 
2c was fullfilled. If it is assumed that ω] 2 = ω2ΐ, the fraction of contacts, 0¿, 
occupied by ligand in binding mode i is (Schwartz and Stankowsky, 1979): 
©t = Фі/{Фі •* 02 - 1) (3 a) 
Фі ^ βί/θο -- η,ίΧα/Χοο) (ι + («и - 1) Xoi •• К г - ι) X02) (зь) 
where ©Q is the fraction of unoccupied contacts. Thus φι = ÖJ/ÖQ represents an 
apparent equilibrium constant for occupying vacant contacts in mode i. 
Knowing the total nucleotide concentration, Nj (expressed in mononucleotides), we 
may directly calculate from the θ/ values the concentration of protein bound in each 
mode P] and P2 respectively, because 
Pj - &х X t/ni and P 2 =- Q2 N (/n2 (4) 
Throughout the competition binding experiments the total protein concentrations, Pti 
are known. Binding curves can be calculated by a second iterative procedure, mini-
malizing: 
p l ч 4 - PM = δ1 a n d P 2 - L2 - Р
г<2 - h (5) 
in which δ is the minimalization criterium. 
33 RESULTS 
33.1 Stoichiomstry of the Binding of IKe GVP to Polynucleotides 
As a first characterization of this binding the stoichiometry, n, i.e. the number 
of nucleotides covered by one protein monomer, and the fluorescence quenching fac­
tor, Q
m a x
, were determined. To this end titrations of different polynucleotide solu­
tions with the protein were performed at salt concentrations where the determination 
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of these parameters is most accurate, i.e. titrations were i>erformed at salt concentra-
tions where it is not necessary to build up a threshold concentration of protein before 
binding to the polynucleotide lattice starts (Alma et al., 1983). At salt concentrations 
below 0.75 - 1 M NaCl (or KCl) the number of nucleotides covered by a protein 
monomer turned out to be 4.0 ± 0.5 for all polynucleotides studied. On the average 
Q m a x was 0.6 and constant, within the salt concentration range mentioned above, for 
all polynucleotides except poly(dT). For this polynucleotide the value of the flúores 
cence quenching factor is 0.7 at salt concentrations below 1 M NaCl. These values 
are concurrent with those found for the Ff GVP (Alma et al., 1983; Bulsink et al., 
1985; Porschke L· Rauh, 1983). In the range from 1-4 M salt both values alter. At 
those salt concentrations the binding of IKe GVP to most polynucleotides is relatively 
weak. The only exception in this respect is formed by poly(dT): even at 4 M NaCl 
binding of IKe GVP to this polynucleotide occurs without first building up a mrasur 
able free-protein pool. From titrations of poly(dT) with IKe GVP above 1 M salt, 
η-values of about 5 were calculated, while Qmax appeared to decrease from 0.7 to 
0.6 within the salt concentration range from 1 M to 4 M NaCl. 
332 The Effective Binding Constant 
The effective binding constant, K¿nf<j, was measured by means of protein titrations 
and salt titrations. Titrations of IKe GVP polynucleotide mixtures with a concen-
trated KCl solution were carried out for various ribo and deoxyribohomopolynu 
cleotides. At low ionic strength the protein is bound to the polynucleotide; increasing 
the KCl concentration results in a dissociation of the protein from the polynucleotide 
lattice, which is accompanied by an enhancement of the protein fluorescence. Titra 
tion curves obtained for the dissociation of the poly(rA) IKe GVP complex are pre 
sented as an example in Fig. 1. These curves were obtained in experiments in which 
the total protein concentrations differed by a factor of ~ 8 . The polynucleotide/ 
protein ratio was choosen so as to ensure that at low salt concentration the polynu-
cleotide was covered to a large extent. From these titrations one can easily derive 
Kj^ jco at half saturation of the polynucleotide lattice (Bulsink et al., 1985). By 
varying the total protein concentration Κ ^ ω was determined as a function of salt 
concentration for a number of different polynucleotides. The results are collected in 
Fig. 2 where logtKj^íü) is plotted as a function of log'M ). For poly(dA) results 
derived from titrations of the polynucleotide with the protein at a fixed salt conren 
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tration are given as well. The data are in good agreement with those obtained from 
the salt titrations. 
For poly(dA) and poly(rA), titrations were carried out at different temperatures as 
well. Within experimental accuracy the binding constants were independent of tem­
perature. This means that within the limited temperature range considered the bind­
ing enthalpy is close to zero. Consequently, for these polynucleotides the stability of 
the complex is mainly determined by the binding entropy. 
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Figure I. Change in IKe GVP fluorescence as a function of the KCl concentra­
tion, at i.5°C, upon dissociation from polyirA). The initial protein concentration and ini­
tial polynucleotide [mononucleotide) concentration are: (a) 5.2 μΜ and 30 μΜ respectively; 
(b) 41 μΜ and 240 μΜ respectively. The curves were calculated according to the pro­
cedure presented in Materials and Methods. The dashed and solid lines correspond with 
values for ω equal to 300 and 2000 respectively. For each of these curves С {see Eq. 
1) was taken equal to -3.3. The arrows indicate the salt concentration at half saturation 
of the polynucleotide. 
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Figure 2. Salt dependency at pH 6.8 of the effective binding constant, Κι
Μ
ω, for 
IKe GVP polynucleotide complexes as derived from salt titrations of the complex (see 
Fig. 1) unless mentioned otherwise. Titrations were carried out with KCl or NaCl at var­
ious temperatures. Poly(rC), 3.4°C, KCl (Δ); poly(dA), 3.7°C, KCl (A); poly(dA), 22,0°C , 
KCl (•) (from binding isotherms); poly(rA), 12.5°C, NaCl ( Q ); poly(rA), 3.4°C, KCl (о); 
poly(rA), 12.5°C, KCl ( • ) ; poly(rA), 19.3°C, KCl (·),· poly{dI), 3.3°C. NaCl (4); polyirU). 
4.3'C, NaCl (O); poly{dU), 22.0°C, KCl f») (from binding isotherms). 
For most polynucleotides studied log(K¿nt<d) varies almost linearly with log[M+¡, 
the only exception is formed by poly(dU). The average value found for the slope of 
the plots of log(Kl-ní<ü) versus loglM ] for the different polynucleotides is: 
d log(Kint<o)/d log[M+] = -3.0 (see Table I) 
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TABLE I 
Binding affinities for the binding of TKe gene 5 protein to different polynucleotides obtained 
from salt titrations. 
p o l y n u c l e o t i d e 
-d l o g ( K l n t - u ] / d l o g [к*] 
t y p e of s a l t 
t e m p e r a t u r e (0C) 
Κ, „-ω (M - 1 ) a t 0 .20 M s a l t I n t 
г С 
2.6 
K C l 
Э . 4 
в . З х Ю
4 
ÜA 
2 . 7 
KCl 
3 . 7 
1.9X105 
ГА 
3 . 0 
Kei 
Э . 4 
І . З х Ю
6 
3 . 5 
KCl 
12.5 
1.9X10 6 1 
3 . 1 
KCl 
19.3 
. 2 Х І 0 6 
3 . 4 
NaCl 
12 .5 
б . в х Ю
5 
d l 
3 . 3 
NaCl 
Э . З 
2 . 8 x l 0 7 
rU 
2 . 6 
HaCl 
4 . Э 
2 . 5 Х І 0 7 
Although the dependency of K^^^ on the salt concentration is similar for all polynu­
cleotides studied, this is not true for the value of Κ^ω at a fixed salt concentration. 
We find the following order in affinity of the IKe GVP for different polynucleotides: 
dT > dU > rU > di > rA > dA > rC 
In addition the magnitude of Κ ^ ω is influenced by the type of cation used as coun-
terion in the polynucleotide solutions. This is clearly demonstrated by the titrations of 
the poly(rA) protein complexes performed at 12.5°C with NaCl and KCl respectively. 
However, the difference is not large, the effective binding constants differ by a factor 
2.5. The fact that NaCl is somewhat more effective in lowering the binding constant 
than KCl, must be due to the difference in ionic radii. 
To test whether there is anion release in the binding of the IKe GVP to polynu­
cleotides, we started to study the binding in the presence of NaF, KF, NaAc (Ac: 
acetate) and KAc. It is known that in the presence of fluoride and acetate ions 
binding parameters may differ dramatically from those in the presence of chloride 
ions, if there is net anion release from the proteins in the binding to polynucleotides 
(Kowalczykowski et al., 1981). 
For the IKe GVP such experiments were marred by two problems. (1) Test 
experiments revealed a strong dependence of the protein fluorescence on the concen­
tration of the salts mentioned above. This fluorescence quenching (in the order of 
50% and more at about 1 M concentrations of the fluoride and acetate salts) was 
non-specific because the fluorescence of N-tyrosine ethylester (at μΜ concentrations, 
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pH — 7, in the presence and absence of buffer components) was influenced to the 
same extent. Fluoride and acetate salts of analytical grade and even suprapur quality, 
obtained from different manufacturers, gave equal results. (2) The solubility of the 
IKe GVP in the presence of fluoride and acetate salts decreased by about one order 
of magnitude on relative to KCl solutions of comparable concentration. This limited 
solubility of the protein in the fluoride and acetate solutions prohibited the perfor-
mance of protein titrations. The salt titrations of IKe GVP poly(dA) mixtures per-
formed with those salts were difficult to interprete due to the increased quenching of 
free protein fluorescence upon raising the salt concentration. 
333 Is the Polynucleotide Binding of IKe GVP and F f GVP Mutual Cooperative'' 
One of the outstanding features of the binding of the GVPs of IKe and Ff to 
DNA and RNA is the binding cooperativity. This means that the binding constant 
for binding of a protein molecule to an already bound protein is roughly a few hun-
dred times higher than for binding to a naked lattice. This effect becomes particular-
ly pronounced in titration curves obtained for polynucleotide- protein complex forma-
tion at an ionic strength that requires the accumulation of a protein threshold 
concentration before binding to the polynucleotide lattice can take place (Alma et al., 
1983). An example is provided in Fig. 3b, where poly(rC) is titrated with the IKe 
GVP at a salt concentration of 0.13 M KCl. This situation should be contrasted 
with the titration of poly(rC) with Ff GVP (Fig. 3a) in which only a low concen-
tration of free protein needs to accumulate before binding to the lattice takes place. 
This shows that the intrinsic binding constant of the Ff GVP for complexation to 
poly(rC) is somewhat higher than that of the IKe GVP. 
Poly(rC) forms an excellent system to test whether mutual cooperativity between 
the proteins does occur. To answer this question Ff GVP was added to a poly(rC) 
solution to such a concentration that cooperative binding is manifest (indicated by 
the arrow in Fig. 3a). Subsequently, the titration was continued with IKe GVP. The 
result is given in Fig. 3c. Comparison with the titration curve of poly(rC) with IKe 
GVP without the preaddition of Ff GVP (Fig. 3b) shows that both titration curves 
are virtually identical. The only difference is that in Fig. 3c the curve starts at a 
higher fluorescence intensity arising from the previously added Ff GVP. Hence, 
before binding of the IKe GVP to the polynucleotide can take place, a threshold 
concentration of this protein has to accumulate as if there was no GVP present on 
the lattice. Therefore the conclusion must be that there is no or little cooperativity 
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Figure 3. Fluorescence titrations of poly{rC) in 1 mM sodiumcacodylate and 0.13 M 
KCl at 5°C and pH - 6.5: (a) with F f GVP, [polyirC)] = 64 μΜ; (b) wüh IKe GVP, 
fpoly(rC)] = 70 μΜ; (с) wüh IKe GVP after preaddition of 6 μΜ Ff GVP, [poly(rC)J 
- 70 μΜ. In (b) the line through the datapoints represents the theoretical binding 
isotherm forming the best fit to the experimental datapoints. It was calculated using the 
s -1 9 
following parameters: КіщО^г.бхІО Μ 1, ω=2.8χ10 , n=3.9 and и
та
х=0-59. The arrows 
in (b) and (c) indicate the slopes of the fluorescence changes in the beginning and the 
end of the titration wüh IKe GVP. The arrow in (a) indicates the degree of saturation 
of poly(rC) with Ff GVP at which in (c) the türation wüh IKe GVP is started. The 
dashed line in (c) is the türation curve expected for IKe GVP if 6 μΜ of this pro­
tein was preadded instead of 6 μΜ of Ff GVP. 
between bound Ff GVP molecules and the added IKe GVP molecules. The reverse 
experiment can be performed as well. A representative example, in which both exper­
iments are compared, 'is provided by the titration curves in Fig. 4a and 4b. Λ solu­
tion of poly(dA) (salt concentration of 0.175 M KCl) was titrated with Ff GVP after 
preaddition of IKe GVP up to a concentration of 5 μΜ (Fig. 4a) or the titration 
was performed with IKe GVP after preaddition of 5 μΜ of Ff GVP (Fig. 4b). For 
both proteins, the protein titration curves of poly(dA) without any preaddition, per­
formed at 0.175 M KCl, looked similar to the titration curve of poly(rC) titrated 
with IKe GVP presented in Fig. 3b. From those titrations it was inferred that with 
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the addition of 5 μΜ Ff (or IKe) GVP the system is in a stage where cooperative 
binding becomes manifest. The binding curves in Fig. 4a and 4b show however that 
new threshold concentrations of unbound molecules (either Ff GVP or IKe GVP) 
have to be formed before binding of these molecules to the polynucleotide takes 
place. A more quantitative analysis of these observations is presented in the Discus­
sion. 
Fluorescence (arbitrary units) 
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Figure 4. Fluorescence titrations of a 60 μΜ solution of poly(dÁ) in 1 mM sodium 
cacodylate and 0.175 M KCl at 220C and pH 6.5. (a) Titration with Ff GVP after 
preaddition of 5 μΜ of IKe GVP. (b) Titration with IKe GVP after preaddition of 
5 μΜ of Ff GVP. 
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3.4 DISCUSSION 
3.4.1 Background 
IKe GVP consists of 88 amino acids which is one amino acid more than the 
sequence of the Ff GVP. If the glutamine at position 21 in the IKe GVP is consid­
ered as an "extra" residue, the IKe and the Ff GVPs can be aligned such that 39 
amino acids have identical positions in both proteins (Peeters et al., 1983). Hence, 
the amino acid sequences exhibit an overall homology of 45%. This suggests that the 
proteins are folded into the same three dimensional structure. Indeed a number of 
observations indicate the general correctness of this suggestion. NMR experiments have 
shown that in case of Ff GVP at least one tyrosyl- and one phenylalanyl residue are 
involved in the interaction with single stranded DNA (Alma et al., 1981). Subse­
quent NMR experiments for IKe GVP indicate that most likely the same residues are 
involved in these interactions (see Chapter 4). The most telling example is probably 
the earlier mentioned observation that in a complementation experiment the two pro­
teins are interchangeable. It is therefore important to see to what extent the proteins 
have retained a common set of binding characteristics, despite the progressed diver-
gance of the amino acid sequences. 
3.4.2 Companion of the Binding Characteristics of IKe and Ff GVPs 
From the fluorescence measurements discussed above it follows that upon binding 
to polynucleotides the IKe GVP covers four nucleotides under physiological conditions. 
This result concurs with the data obtained for the Ff GVP, although we find a larg 
er spread in η-values, i.e. 4 ± 0.5, for the IKe than for the Ff GVP (see Table II). 
The fluorescence quenching, Q
m a x
, amounts to about 60% as found for the Ff GVP. 
Both results, i.e. an n-value of four and a Qjnaj ± 60%, are expected if both pro­
teins have the same three dimensional structure and if the same tyrosyl residues are 
involved in the interaction with the polynucleotide as was suggested above. 
In line with these observations we find that at about 0.2 M salt concentrations, 
i.e. salt concentrations comparable to cellular conditions (Kao-Huang et al., 1977), 
the effective binding constants of the proteins are grossly similar. There are some 
interesting differences in the affinities of the proteins towards different polynucleotides 
but binding constants are equal within one order of magnitude (see Table II). 
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TABLE II 
Comparison of the binding properties of M13 gene 5 protein (Bulsink et al., 1985 
and Alma et al., 1983) and IKe gene 5 protein to DNA and RNA. 
stoichiometry (n) 
Κ. ·ω decreases int 
(same saltconc.) 
> 
f 
Q 
max 
d log(K l n t ω) 
d log [M +] 
cooperativity, as 
deduced from 
protein titrations 
M13 gene 5 protein 
4.0 + 0.3 
dT 
dC 
dU 
di ( 5, IxlO6) , r I, rU( 3 . IxlO6) 
rA(2.9xl05),dA,rC 
0.65 + 0.05 
(0.80 for poly(dT)) 
4.0 + 0.8 
150 + 100 
IKe gene 5 protein 
4.0 + 0.5 
dT 
dU, rU(2.5xl07),dI(2.exl07) 
ГА(6.8Х105) 
dA.rC 
0.62 + 0.04 
(0.70 for poly(dT)) 
3.0 + 0.4 
300 + 150 
note: 
Values of Κ, . ω(Μ~ ) , determined at pH 7 and 3-50C in 0,2 M NaCl, for the binding int 
of IKe gene 5 prote in and M13 gene 5 prote in which d i f f e r to a s i g n i f i c a n t extent 
are given within parentheses behind the corresponding po lynuc leot ides . 
It has been generally assumed that single stranded DNA binding proteins bind 
stronger to DNA than to RNA. We have demonstrated that this does not hold for 
the Ff GVP (Bulsink et al., 1985) and the same is true for the IKe GVP. For the 
Ff GVP it was found, however, that their binding to polyribonucleotides was weaker 
than (or equal to) the polydeoxyribonucleotide homologues. This simple rule does not 
even apply to the IKe GVP; this protein binds stronger to poIy(rA) than to 
poly(dA), albeit by only a factor of —3. As for the Ff GVP we cannot at this 
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point offer an explanation for the binding preferences of the IKe G V P (Bulsink el 
al., 1985). We want to mention however, tha t the relative weak binding to poly(dA) 
and poly(rA) arises (in part) from the stacking of the the adenine bases in the free 
polynucleotides. As for the Ff protein we find for the IKe G V P that the binding to 
poly(rA) is temperature independent, at least for the limited temperature range con-
sidered. This means that the binding enthalpy is close to zero: the enthalpy needed 
for the disruption of the base-base stacking is compensated for by the gain in 
enthalpy upon stacking of the aromatic rings of protein amino acid residues upon 
the adenine rings (Alma et al., 1983). 
A difference between the binding parameters of the Ff and IKe GVPs tha t 
deserves separate at tention is the different salt dependence of the effective binding 
constants of both proteins. The linear salt dependence of log(K¿níu)) can be described 
by the model proposed by Record et al. (1976,1978): 
-
 log(K ínf<o)/log[salt; = πι'ψ + a 
where m V is the number of monovalent cations (in our case Na or К ) released 
from the polynucleotide while a is the number of chloride ions expelled from the 
protein upon binding to the polynucleotide. The parameter ψ is somewhat dependent 
on the type of polynucleotide; for poly(rU) and poly(rA) the values for ψ have been 
estimated to be 0.68 and 0.78 respectively (Record et al., 1978). When the protein 
covers 4 nucleotides (n = 4), the maximum value for m', the number of ion pairs 
formed, will be equal to 4. Theoretical and experimental values for the salt depien-
dence of log(K¿níw) appear to coincide, if it is assumed tha t a = 0 and m' = 4. 
(i.e. m X r U ) - 2.7; m'i/((rA) = 3.1; Table I). The salt dependency of the binding 
of the IKe G V P can therefore be explained on the basis of jus t cation release; there 
is no need to assume any anion release from the protein. This is in contrast to the 
result obtained for Ff G V P (Alma et al., 1983 and Bulsink et al., 1985). In tha t 
case the average salt def)endence d log(Kinf£1>)/d log (Na ) = -4 and it was conclud-
ed that a t least one chloride ion was liberated from the protein. The most simple 
explanation for this difference is t ha t due to changes in the amino acid sequence a 
chloride binding site present in Ff G V P has been lost in the IKe G V P . Where in 
the Ff G V P such a chloride binding site is located remains to be determined. 
As discussed in RESULTS a thorough evaluation of the hyp>othesis that there is 
no net release of anions upon binding of the IKe G V P protein to polynucleotides, 
was not feasible by concidering the effect of different anions on the binding. 
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3.43 The Binding Cooperativity of the IKe GVP 
As for the Ff GVP excellent fits can be obtained between IKe GVP titration 
curves and theoretical protein titration curves calculated according to the "linear lat­
tice" binding theory of McGhee and von Hippel (1974) (see for example Fig. 3b). 
The values for the cooperative factor, ω, obtained from these fits did not show a 
polynucleotide type or salt concentration dependency. The average cooperativity factor 
estimated from the protein titration curves was 300 ± 150. Similar results were 
obtained for the Ff GVP (Alma et al., 1983; Bulsink et al., 1985). For this protein 
an average value for ω of 150 ± 50 was estimated from protein titrations. 
In contrast to this, estimates of the value for ω obtained by analysing salt titra 
tion curves (Bulsink et al., 1985) depend on the polynucleotide type and salt concen 
tration. In general they were higher than the values obtained from protein titration 
curves. Using the individual values for the dependency of the effective binding con­
stant on the monovalent cation concentration (listed in Table I), i.e. the parameter с 
defined in Eq. 1, ω ranged from 150 to about 500 for poly(rU) and poly(dl). For 
poly(rC) and poly(rA) values in the order of 2000 or even higher were obtained in 
this way (see for example Fig. l) Optimal fits for salt titration curves of poly(dA) 
complexes were obtained for ω values in the range from 750 to 1500. For each of the 
polynucleotide types studied, the estimated ω values decreased as a function of the 
salt concentration at half saturation of the polynucleotide (about a factor two to 
three over the salt concentration range considered for each of the polynucleotides). A 
similar picture was found for the GVP of Ff (Bulsink et al., 1985). 
An evaluation of the curve-fitting procedures demonstrated that the discrepancy in 
the values for ω derived from both types of titrations could not be explained on the 
basis of statistical errors in the parameters defining the shape of the binding curves. 
For example the value of с influences the steepness of the salt titration curves as 
does ω. For instance to obtain reasonable fits for the salt titrations of poly(rA) 
complexes, -C has to be larger than 4, when values for ω in the order of 300 are 
used. Experimentally an average value of 3.3 ± 0.3 is obtained for -C from the four 
series of рюІу(гА), which were performed under different circumstances (see Table I). 
It was already noted by Bulsink et al. (1985) that the shape of the calculated salt 
titration curve at low salt concentration is rather insensitive to the value of ω, 
whereas at high salt concentration, i.e. at a low degree of saturation of the рюіупи-
cleotide, the shape of the curve is much more affected by ω. This in contrast to the 
calculated protein titration curves; their sensitivity towards ω is almost the same at 
low and high degrees of saturation. It is possible that the discrepancy in the values 
for ω observed for protein and salt titration fits is linked up with this difference. 
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In both cases the McGhce &• von Hipf>el model forms the basis for the definition of 
ω. That we find different values for the cooperativity factor can be explained on 
the basis of a change in the value of the intrinsic binding constant or the coopera­
tivity factor as a function of the degree of saturation. The physical basis for such a 
phenomenon can be an electrostatic contribution in the course of the binding which 
may lead to a cooperativity effect not incorporated in that formalism (Bulsink et al., 
1985). Other effects such as long range protein -protein interactions and polynucleotide 
strand folding (from electron microscopy studies it is known that rodlike particles are 
formed upon binding of the GVP of Ff to circular DNA (Alberts & Frey, 1972)) 
may contribute to the differences as well. The accuracy of the measurements however 
is considered to be insufficient for a further evaluation of these arguments. 
3.4.4 The Mutual Cooperativity between the IKe and Ff GVPs is small 
The similarity of the binding characteristics of the IKe and Ff GVPs points to a 
close resemblance of the three dimensional structures of the proteins, especially for 
the RNA and DNA binding grooves. On the other hand, the difference observed 
between the mutual cooperativity and the individual cooperativities in the binding of 
Ff and IKe GVPs indicates a difference in the interactions causing the cooperativity 
in the binding of both proteins. 
To obtain a quantitative picture about the effect of a diminished mutual coopera­
tivity upon the fluorescence titration curves, when a polynucleotide is titrated with 
the IKe as well as the Ff protein, we have simulated such curves for different condi­
tions. To this purpose we employed the theory of Schwartz L· Stankowski (1979), 
which allows for the description of the simultaneous binding of two (or even more) 
large different ligands to an infinite lattice (see Materials and Methods). The results 
of the application of this formalism are presented in Fig. 5 for different values of 
the mutual cooperativity. The cooperativity parameters tojj and a>22 0-e· the cooper­
ativity parameters of the individual proteins) were taken equal to 300, while the 
number of nucleotides covered by one protein monomer nj = П2 =" 4 was introduced. 
These values may be considered representative for the binding of the Ff and IKe 
GVPs to poly(dA) at ~0.2 M salt. Also values for Kj and K2 (the intrinsic binding 
constants) were chosen as to be representative of the complex formation between the 
proteins and poly(dA) at this salt concentration. Thus, the simulated curves are 
expected to exhibit a close correspondence to the results presented in Fig. 4. 
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Figure 5. (left) Theoretical curves for the titration of a 60 μΜ polynucleotide solu­
tion wüh two different binding proteins P1 and J^; the titration with P2 started after 
preaddition of 6 μΜ of Ρj. The individual binding parameters were assumed to be 
equal for both proteins and were taken as follows: (Κι
ηί
ω)ι = (Kint^h = 2 x l 0 ; 
ω 11 = ω22 = 300· Qmax.l = Qmax,2 = 0.60. The curves obtained after preaddition 
of Pi were calculated for different values of the mutual cooperativity: ω ^ - <»2\ 
- 300 ( ) or 700 (—) or I ( ). 
Figure 6. (right) Theoretical curves for the titration of a 60 μΜ polynucleotide solu­
tion with two different binding proteins Pj and P2 assuming that P 2 has a higher 
affinity for the polynucleotide than P j . The titration wüh P2 started after preaddition 
of 6 μΜ of P\. For the binding parameters the following values were used; 
(Kinttí^ = 2xlOS; (Kintcoh = 2x707,· ω
η
 = ω 2 2 = 300; д ^ д = ß ^ j - 060· The 
curves obtained after preaddition of Pj were calculated for different values of the 
mutual cooperativity: i ^ j = c^i = 300 ( ) or 150 (---) or 50 (-.-.-) or 1 ( ). 
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In Fig. 5, left from the vertical line, the fluorescence change is calculated when 
only protein 1 is added to the polynucleotide sample. This means that this part of 
the simulated curve corresponds with the fluorescence binding curve of pure protein 
1. The competition between the binding of the two proteins is represented at the 
right hand side of the vertical line. For different values of ω ^ the fluorescence bind­
ing curves are calculated when to the mixture of the polynucleotide and the protein 
1 (represented by the position of the vertical line) the protein 2 is added. As expect­
ed when Û>J2 = ω π — ω 22 = 300 the calculated curve is identical to the one 
obtained for binding of only one of the proteins to poly(dA). However, upon reduc­
tion of ω^2 by a factor of three a discontinuity is observed in the simulated curve 
at the point at which addition of protein 2 was started. This discontinuity becomes 
more pronounced upon further reduction of ω^2 а п ^ the increase of the fluorescence 
at this point reflects the formation of a pool of unbound protein 2 molecules before 
cooperative binding of this molecule occurs. From a comparison of the simulated fluo­
rescence binding curves in Fig. 5 and the measured curves in Fig. 4 it may be con­
cluded that the mutual cooperativity £IJJ2 is at least five to ten times smaller than 
the individual cooperativity parameters «uji and Ü>22 which characterize the binding to 
poly(dA) of the Ff and IKe GVPs respectively. Similar calculations can be per-
formed for the situation that the intrinsic binding constants of the proteins are not 
the same. 
An interesting situation is obtained when the weakest binding protein is first 
bound to the polynucleotide lattice till about half saturation and subsequently the 
stronger binding protein is added. This will result in extra binding of the weaker 
binding protein if strong mutual cooperativity exists. This effect leads to a decrease 
of the observed fluorescence intensity (see Fig. 6). 
In general we can conclude from these experiments that already bound Ff or IKe 
GVPs arc not able to stimulate the binding of IKe or Ff GVPs respectively. This 
implies that the binding cooperativity is protein specific for both proteins, which 
underlines that the origin of the cooperativity must lie in protein-protein interactions. 
The absence (or at least low) mutual cooperativity between the Ff and IKe proteins 
must be connected with mismatches at the protein interaction surfaces, due to 
changes in the amino acid composition of these surfaces during the evolution of the 
IKe and Ff phages. 
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Chapter 4 
Ή-NMR STUDIES ON THE GENE-V ENCODED SINGLE-STRANDED 
DNA BINDING PROTEIN OF THE BACTERIOPHAGE IKE 
General spectral and structural features. 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
Nucleotide sequence analysis and genetic studies have demonstrated that the fila­
mentous phages Ff {i.e. M13, fl or fd and IKe are cvolutionarily distantly related 
{l}. Ff infects only Escherichia coli cells that harbor a conjugative plasmid of the 
F- incompatibility group, while cells that contain a plasmid of the N-incompatibility 
group can only be infected by IKe 
Both phages encode a single-stranded DNA binding protein, gene-V protein 
(GVP), that late in infection is responsible for the switch of double-stranded DNA 
replication towards the synthesis of progeny single-stranded DNA {2,3,4}. The amino 
acid sequences of the GVPs of both phages are known {5,6}. The amino acid 
sequence of IKe GVP is 88 residues long, i.e. one amino acid residue longer than 
that of Ff GVP. Optimal homology (44%) of the two sequences is achieved if the 
glutamine at position 21 in IKe GVP is considered as the "extra" residue {5}. Such 
a homology may accomodate a common three dimensional structure for both proteins. 
The most telling experimental evidence in support of this notion is provided by the 
observation that Ff GVP is able to rescue a conditional lethal mutation in gene V of 
IKe {7} and that both proleins have very similar DNA binding properties (i.e. the 
affinity to different polynucleotides is comparable, an identical number of nucleotides 
is covered by one protein molecule, etc.) {8},(Chapter 3). 
A major characteristic of the GVPs is the strong cooperativity exhibited in the 
binding to single-stranded DNA. Competition experiments have demonstrated that, 
although the individual cooperativity parameters are about the same, the mutual 
cooperativity, i.e. the cooperativity in the binding of IKe GVP next to Ff GVP 
bound to ss DNA, is at least one order of magnitude smaller {8},(Chapter 3). This 
strongly indicates that protein-protein interactions provide a major contribution to the 
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binding cooperativity. Given a common folding pattern of both proteins, the small 
mutual cooperativity must be linked up with differences in the interaction surfaces 
responsible for the cooperativity in the binding. As indicated by these results, a com 
parison of the structural and physical properties of this related pair of proteins ma> 
provide further insight into the structure-function relationship of single-stranded DNA 
binding proteins. To this end we started investigations on IKc GVP by means of 
^l-NMR. 
The present paper is the first in a series of NMR studies on IKe GVP. Optimal 
conditions for NMR experiments are established and the DNA binding domain of the 
protein is explored. At this stage attention is focussed on the aromatic proton reso-
nances, as it is known that the aromatic amino acid residues play an important role 
in the binding of Ff GVP to DNA {9}. The results are compared with the data 
described for Ff GVP {9,10,11,12}. Some earlier published observations for Ff GVP 
have been reinvestigated to clarify some apparent differences between both proteins. 
4.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
IKe G V P : The GVP was isolated from IKe infected E.coli JE 257l(N3) as 
described {5}. Protein concentrations were determined from the absorbance at 276 
nm using a molar absorption coefficient of 7100 M cm {13}. Concentrated pro 
tein samples, containing about 3 mM IKe GVP and 1-5 mM KCl (pH 4.6-4.9) were 
prepared as follows. Protein present in samples containing 1 mM IKe GVP, 1 M KCl 
and 1 mM Na cacodylate (pH=6.5) was precipitated by dialysis at 4°C during 24 
hours against a buffer containing 1 mM Na cacodylate (pH-6.8). The collected pro-
tein precipitates were suspended in H2O, dissolved by the addition of HCl (resulting 
in a lowering of the pH to 4.7-4.9) and finally dialysed against H2O (pH—4) during 
24 hours to yield the NMR-samples mentioned above. The protein samples were 
stored, either frozen or lyophilized, at -20°C. For measurements in D2O the 
lyophilized protein was redissolved in 99.8% D2O. pH adjustments were made by the 
addition of diluted DCl or NaOD. The pH-values given are uncorrected pH-meter 
readings. 
Ff G V P : The isolation and sample preparation of Ff GVP were as described by 
Alma et al. {9}. 
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Oligonucleotides: (dA)
n
 (n=3,4 and 6), and (dT)4 were a gift of Prof. J.H. van 
Boom (Leiden); (dA)2 was a gift of Prof. G.I. Tesser (Nijmegen) and гі(рТ)з and 
AMP were purchased from PL-Biochemicals. All oligonucleotides were in the Na-form. 
The concentrations were determined by measuring the UV absorption and using the 
absorption coefficients given by Cassani and Bollum {H}. 
Protein oligonucleotide titrations: Titrations were performed by adding small 
amounts of concentrated oligonucleotide solutions to protein samples containing 0.6-1.2 
mM IKe GVP and 1-5 mM KCl (pH^4.2). The pH of the oligonucleotide solutions 
was lowered from 7 to 4.2 by the addition of DCl just before the beginning of a 
titration. All titrations were performed at room temperature and terminated either 
when the protein solution turned opalescent or when precipitation of the complex 
became apparent. Titrations of IKe GVP with (¿А)з and (dA)4 were conducted at 
500 MHz, the others at 300 MHz. 
H-NMR spectra: The H-NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker WM-500 or on a 
Bruker CXP-300 spectrometer operating at 500 MHz and at 300 MHz respectively. 
Both spectrometers were equipped with an Aspect-2000 computer. Chemical shifts 
were measured with respect to the position of the HDO signal and subsequently con­
verted to resonance positions defined with respect to the methyl resonance of 2,2 
dimethyl-2-silapentane-5-sulfonate (DSS). The deuterium resonance of HDO served 
as the field frequency lock signal; spectra were recorded at 296°K. To obtain reso 
nance assignments 500 MHz COSY spectra and NOESY spectra as well as 360 MHz 
ID and 2D CIDNP spectra (see below) were recorded. The protein samples contained 
about 3 mM IKe GVP and 1-5 mM KCl (pH=4.8±0.1). COSY spectra {15} were 
obtained with the pulse sequence: 
relaxation delay - 90° - tj - 90° - t2 (acquisition) 
using quadrature detection in the tj and the t2 direction with the carrier in the 
middle of the spectrum {16}. Further details are listed in Table 1. 
Phase sensitive NOESY spectra {17} were obtained by means of the pulse 
sequence: 
relaxation delay - 90°- tj - 90° - t
m
i
x
 - 90° - t2 (acquisition) 
using a mixing time, t ^ ^ , of 200 msec. Single phase detection was used in 
tj-direction and quadrature detection in the I2-direction with the carrier at the left 
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edge of the spectrum {18}. Further details are listed in Table 1. 
CIDNP spectra were recorded on a Bruker HX-360 NMR spectrometer interfaced 
to an Aspect-2000 computer. The instrument setup was as described in detail by 
Scheek et al. {19,20}. The samples used contained about 1 mM IKe GVP (pH=4.8) 
and 0.4 mM flavine-II (N(3)ethylamino-lumiflavin). For CIDNP-COSY, 32 
tj-experiments were performed; onl> one free induction decay was recorded for each 
tj-value. Laser irradiation was during 0.1 s, with a 5W argon-laser, just before the 
first pulse of the COSY-pulse sequence. "Dark-spectra", consisting of 4 scans for 
each tj-value, were substracted from the "light spectra" {21}. The tj-values were 
incremented with 1 ms steps which corresponds to 500 Hz width in the Fl-direction. 
The carrier was set at 7.6 ppm, therefore only the spectral region of the aromatic 
resonances between 6.4 and 7.5 ppm was covered by the spectral width in the 
Fl-direction. This is permitted because of the absence of histidyl-CIDNP-effects (see 
results). For further details see Table 1. 
Table 1 Instrumental 
Parameter 
Sweep width in Fl 
Sweep width in F2 
Increment tl 
Matrix size (Fl χ F2) 
paramenters used 
before transformation 
Spectrum 
Number of scans 
per tl-value 
Relaxation delay 
Window functions 
Symmetrized 
(a) : see text 
Value in 
COSY 
5000 
5000 
200 us 
256W χ 512W 
IK χ IK 
272 
0.95 s 
squared 
sine bell 
yes 
in 2D-experiments 
N0ESY 
5000 
100000 
100 us 
512 χ IK 
IK χ IK 
200 
0 95 s 
Gaussian 
Lorentzian 
yes 
CIDNP-
COSY 
500 
8000 
1 ШБ 
32V/ 
128W 
1 
0 95 
sine 
no 
X 
X 
s 
IK 
IK 
(a) 
bell 
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43 RESULTS 
43.1 Conditions for λΗ-ΝΜΚ Studies 
Application of the H-NMR technique in structural studies of IKe GVP turned 
out not to be as straight forward as expected on the basis of our experience with Ff 
GVP. The solubility of the IKe GVP was much lower, i.e. 0.1 to 0.2 mM in 0.1 to 
0.2 M KCl solutions at pH—7; this could be increased to 1 mM by raising the salt 
concentration to 1 M KCl. However, H NMR spectra recorded under the latter con 
ditions exhibited unacceptably strong broadening of the spectral lines as a result of 
J I I I I L 
^J*%J 
J I 1 L 
1хА_У 
J L _ _ l I I I I L 
8.0 6.0 4.0 20 0.0 
ppm 
Figure 1. lH NMR spectra of IKe GVP at different pH-values, a) pH=4.7; the 
spectrum was recorded at 500 MHz. The sample contained about 3 mM IKe GVP 
(monomer) and about 5 mM KCl. b) pH=9.7. c) pH=10.4. Spectra b and с were record­
ed at 300 MHz. The samples contained about 1 mM IKe GVP and 0.5 M KCl. 
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severe aggregation. Increase of the pH to values between 9 and 10 yielded some 
sharpening of the resonances and made the solubility of the protein less dependent 
upon the salt concentration. Examples of conditions a t which protein spectra could 
be recorded are presented in Fig. 1. 
Above pll—9.5 tyrosyl and lysyl residues are t i t rated, as appears from the shift of 
ring proton resonances of tyrosines and from the shift of the €-lysyl proton reso 
nances (resonances around 3 ppm). For pH-values above 10.4 the linewidths of IKe 
G V P resonances correspond to values expected for a dimer of molecular weight 
20,000. However, under these conditions the spectra visibly alter within a period of 12 
hours, which indicates protein denaturation. A change of the pH in samples contain 
ing 1 m M IKe G V P and 1 M KCl to below 6.0 resulted in nearly complete precipi-
tation of the protein. 
At pH=5.5 , however, the protein appeared to be readily soluble in the presence of 
low concentrations of salt. The maximum concentration of IKe G V P attainable w i th -
out inducing significant aggregation appeared to be 3 mM. Between pH 5.5 and 4.1 
the linewidth is reasonably narrow (Figs. la , 2) and under these conditions useful 
NMR measurements became feasible. A further lowering of the pH to below 4 
results in fast denaturat ion. Onre denatured, the protein could not be renalurated by 
an increase of the pH. 
432 Effect of Solution Corulitions on the Aromatic Spectrum 
A detailed view of the aromatic part of the spectrum obtained at pH—4.7 is pre-
sented in Fig. 2. The two sharp signals a t 8.36 and 7r84 ppm belong to the C2 pro 
tons of the two histidines in the molecule. The relatively broad resonance at 5.76 
ppm is from a downfield shifted α proton signal (the proton is J-coupled to 
ß-protons resonating near 3 ppm). Based on the amino acid sequence {5}, one 
expects a maximum of 44 aromatic proton resonances, arising from 5 tyrosyl-, 4 
phenylalanyl and 2 hisjidyl rings. The integrated intensity of the cluster of signals 
between 6.4 and 7.5 ppm corresponds to 43 ± 1 protons with respect to the intensi-
ties of the isolated single proton histidine resonances a t 7.84 and 8.36 ppm. If one 
assumes tha t these tyrosyl and phenylalanyl rings reorientate rapidly around the 
Cj8-Cy bond (with respect to the NMR-timescale) then the maximum number of dis-
tinguishable resonances reduces from 44 to 26. These resonances may be split by 
three bond J-couplings, Jupj· Then, in the so called weak coupling limit the aro-
matic part of the spectrum will be composed of 14 doublets, 8 triplets and 4 singlets. 
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Only a few resonances exhibit J-splittings (Fig. 2). Most of the resonances are 
broader than the іцц coupling constants of the phenylalanyl and tyrosyl spin sys 
tems (««8 Hz). The width of the lines corresponds to that expected for an IKe GVP 
dimer (Mw 20,000). The resonances showing J splitting belong to residues present in 
mobile parts of the molecule or to residues possessing a high degree of internal 
mobility. 
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Figure 2. An expansion of the aromatic repon (5.4 - 8.5 ppm) of the spectrum of 
IKe GVP presented in Fig. la. Peaks are numbered 1-17. A number of resonances show 
nearly complete overlap, the corresponding envelopes are provided with extra labels. 
Alterations in protein concentration, salt concentration and/or pH affect the aro­
matic proton spectrum. Changes which occur as a function of protein concentration 
are shown in Fig. 3. Most outstanding arc the reproducible shifts observed for reso­
nances 6a and 12 which, as will be shown below, belong to one particular tyrosine. 
As indicated by arrows both peaks 6a and 12 shift upfield when the concentration of 
the protein is increased by a factor of two (compare Fig. 3a and b). The original 
spectrum is virtually recovered when the pH is lowered (see Fig. 3c). Increase of the 
salt concentration (from 5 mM to 40 mM in 1 mM protein solutions at pH=4.8) 
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Figure 3. (left) Concentration dependency of the aromatic region of the IKe GVP 
spectrum. The horizontal arrows indicale the upfield shift of peaks 6a and 12 
(Tyrosine-III, vide infra) upon increase of the protein concentration. The vertical arrows 
point at resonance envelopes marginally effected by these variations, a) 1.5 mM IKe 
CVP, pH=5.05; b) 3 mM IKe GVP, pH=5ß5; с) 3 mM IKe GVP, pH=4J. Spectrum с 
is virtually identical to spectrum a; it is obtained if the pU of the sample giving rise 
to spectrum b is lowered to 4.7. 
Figure 4. (right) Changes in the aromatic part of the spectrum of IKe GVP between 
pH=4.1 and pH=5.5. The sample contained 1.5 mM of the protein and a few miUimolar 
salt. Vertical Unes indicate shifts of the histidine C2H resonances [resonances 16 and 
17). The shifts of the resonances 6a and 12 (Tyrosine-111) are indicated by horizontal 
arrows. Note that a small shift is observed for the C4II resonances of His-II also. 
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results in spectral alterations which parallel those observed when the protein concen­
tration is increased (not shown). 
Spectra recorded between pH—4.1 and p H - 5 . 5 are presented in Fig. 4. At the 
protein and salt concentrations used in these experiments precipitation of the protein 
occurs above p H = 5 . 5 . Start ing from pH—4.1 it can be observed t h a t a t increasing pH 
resonances 6a and 12 shift upfield. Similarily, upfield shifts and changes in linewidths 
are observed for the histidine C2H resonances 16 and 17. In spectra recorded at high 
pH ( p H ^ 9 ) resonance 16 is still observed at 7.83 ppm demonstrat ing that the corre 
spending histidine, designated His-II, is not t i t rated. In contrast resonance 17 is shift­
ed from 8.38 to 7.53 ppm showing that the corresponding histidine, designated His-I, 
is t i t rated. The value obtained for the pK of His-I is 6.5 ± 0.5, which is close to 
t h a t of a freely accessible histidyl group. 
4JJ Two-Dimensiomd Spectroscopy 
The aromatic par t of the spectrum of IKe G V P was analysed by means of 
COSY, NOESY and 2D-C1DNP-COSY. A COSY spectrum including the identification 
of the resonances is presented in Fig. 5. The assignment of the different peaks to a 
specific type of residue followed standard procedures. Ambiguities in following connec­
tivities may arise a t positions where many resonances overlap or where cross peaks 
fall very close to the diagonal. Although these situations do occur in the aromatic 
spectrum of the IKe protein they did not lead to serious problems. Occurring diffi­
culties could be solved by combining COSY with other techniques, e.g. with C I D N P 
and NOESY, these will be discussed in what follows. 
By means of ID photo C I D N P experiments {21} it was found t h a t only tyrosyl 
but not histidyl resonances are polarized during the photo reaction (see Fig. 6). The 
3,5 proton resonances of three tyrosines, designated I, II and III in Figs. 5 and 6, 
exhibited enhanced polarization. In a 2 D - C I D N P - C O S Y experiment the 2,6 proton 
resonances of Туг I and III could be identified (sec Fig. 7). In this way the 3,5 pro­
ton resonances of three tyrosines and the 2,6 proton resonances of two tyrosines are 
definitely established and the assignment of the resonances of P h e II (of which the 
high field resonances partly overlap with those of Туг II) is greatly facilitated. 
The resonances 15, 14a and 13b have been assigned to the ring protons of the 
phenylalanine, designated P h e I (see Figs. 5 and 2). These resonances are near to 
one another so t h a t the cross peaks fall close to the diagonal. This is particularly 
worrysomc for the cross peak between resonances 14a and 15, which might also be 
generated through diagonal peak interference. However, there is a genuine connectivity 
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Figure 5. (at the left hand side of previous page) a) Contour plot of the aromatic 
region of the 500 MHz H COSY spectrum of IKe GVP. Cross peaks within the box, 
representing connectivities between His C2H and C4H protons, were plotted at a lower 
level than the rest of the contour plot, b) Schematic representation of the cross peaks 
present in the COSY spectrum. The positions of the diagonal peaks are marked by a 
solid line. Connectivity patterns obtained foi the tyrosyl and histidyl spin systems are 
drawn to the right of the diagonal, the connectivity patterns obtained for the pheny-
lalanyl spin systems to the left of the diagonal. The resonance positions of the various 
spin systems in the ID spectrum are indicated on top and have been listed in Table II. 
The roman numbers, used to label the spin systems, were choosen arbitrarily. 
Figure 6{ at the right hand top corner of previous page) Photo-CIDNP difference 
spectrum of IKe GVP obtained after reaction with N(3)ethylamino-lumlflavin, at pH=4.8. 
Enhanced polarization of tyrosyl C3,5H ring protons and tyrosyl beta protons is marked. 
The histidyl resonances are not polarized. An expanded view of the tyrosyl ring proton 
signals is presented in the inset; the roman numbers correspond to those in Fig. 5. 
Figure 7. (at the right hand in the middle of previous page) Contour plot of the 
photo-CIDNP-COSY experiment. The diagonal, from the lower left to the upper right, 
has been indicated by a underbroken line. The plot shows three diagonal peaks, and two 
cross peaks corresponding with coherence transfer from tyrosyl 3,5-ring protons to tyro-
syl 2,6-ring protons. The asymmetry is typical for CIDNP-2D-spectra {19} and is caused 
by the fact that only 3,5-ring protons of the tyrosyl ring are polarized directly. The 
arrows connect diagonal peaks with their cross peaks. The dashed arrow indicates the 
position of the missing cross peak. The remaining peaks in the contour plot must owe to 
artefacts (i.e. for example the connectivities at the bottom are axial peaks). 2D-CIDNP 
experiments are more sensitive to artefacts than normal 2D-NMR experiments, because 
one can record only one scan for each tj-voZue {20}. 
Figure 8. (at the right hand bottom corner of previous page) Contourpiot of the aro-
matic region of the phase sensitive NOESY spectrum of IKe GVP. Apart from the 
expected intraresidual NOEs interaromatic residue NOEs are observed which have been 
indicated by arrows, these are the crosspeaks between His-I and Tyr-II and between 
Tyr-V and Phe-IV. The spectrum within the box was plotted at a lower level than the 
total spectrum. 
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between resonances Ha and 15 This could be demonstrated unambiguoush in a two 
dimensional double quantum experiment (not shown) 
The assignments given abo\e arc supported bj the results obtained in a phase 
sensitive NOESY experiment (Fig 8) The connectivities observed in the COSY 
experiment can be retrieved in the NOESY spectrum, some of the cross peaks are 
even better resolved Interestingly, a number of additional cross peaks appear which 
point to a close spatial proximity of some aromatic residues, ι e between His-1 and 
Tyr-II and between Phe-IV and Tyr-V (see Fig 8) 
TABLE II 
Assignments of resonances to residue types 
resonance 
number (i) 
1 
2 
3a 
3b 
4 
5 
6a 
6b 
6c 
7 
8a 
8b 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13a 
13b 
13c 
14a 
14 b 
14c 
15 
16 
17 
chemical 
shift 
6 54 
6 57 
6 63 
6 64 
6 69 
6 72 
6 81 
6 82 
6 83 
6 86 
6 91 
6 91 
6 99 
7 02 
7.07 
7 16 
7 20 
7.22 
7.23 
7.32 
7.33 
7 34 
7.39 
7.84 
8 36 
residue 
type (i) 
Туг I 
Туг IV 
Туг II 
Phe II 
Туг V 
Туг IV 
Туг III 
Туг V 
Phe III 
Phe IV 
Туг I 
Туг II 
Phe III 
Phe II 
His II 
Tyr III 
Phe III 
Phe I 
His I 
Phe I 
Phe IV 
Phe II 
Phe I 
His II 
His I 
ringproton 
type 
C3,5H 
C3,5H 
C3 (5
H 
C 3 ( 5
H 
Сз,5Н 
СЗ,5Н 
сз.б« 
С3,5 Н 
Сз.бН 
С3,5 Н 
С2,бН 
сг.ен 
С2,6 Н 
С2,6 Н 
с4п 
с4н 
с4н 
с4н 
с4н 
С 4Н 
С 4Н 
с4н 
с4н 
с2н 
с2н 
(i) resonance numbers and residue numbers correspond to those 
in figures 2 and 5 respectively. 
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43.4 Binding of Oligonucleotides to IKe GVP 
Studies of the binding of IKe G\'P to oligonucleotides are seriously hampered by 
the tendency of the complexes to precipitate. Even at pH—5, where well resolved 
spectra of the free protein can be obtained (cf. Fig. 4), addition of relatively small 
quantities of oligonucleotides results in precipitation. These difficulties can be allevi­
ated by lowering the pH below 4.3. At these conditions complex formation was inves­
tigated for the oligo(deoxyadenylic acid)s: (dA)2, (аА)з, (dA)4 and (dA)^ and for 
the oligo(deoxythymidylic acid)s: (гірТ)з and (dT)^. Titration experiments conducted 
at 500 MHz present a clear picture of the changes occurring in the aromatic part of 
the proton spectrum (see Fig. 9). The resonances of Tyr-I and Phe-I shift upficld 
upon addition of (dA)3, the shifts of the Phe I signals being about 1.3 times larger 
than those of the Tyr-I signals. The resonances of the other aromatic residues 
remain at their positions or are affected only very little. Upon addition of (dA)3, 
resonances of the oligonucleotide do appear in the spectrum, but Ihey are significantly 
broadened in contrast to the (shifting) protein resonances, which remain sharp. An 
even stronger broadening of the oligonucleotide resonances was observed upon titration 
with (dA)4, (dA)(¡, (dT)4 and (dpT)3. Such broadening effects were not observed 
for (dA)2 and r-AMP. Apart from the differences mentioned, the titration behaviour 
of these oligonucleotides is analogous to that of (dA)3. In Fig. 10 the shifts observed 
for the 3,5 protons of Tyr-I have been plotted as a function of the oligonucleotide/ 
protein (monomer) ratio. None of the titrations could be carried so far as to achieve 
a maximum shift value representing saturation of the protein with oligonucleotide. 
However, the maximum shift value, 6 m a x , and the binding constant, K, can be 
derived from such curves with an iterative procedure utilized by Alma et al. { i l} . 
For (dA)3 and (dA)2 the best fit to the data points was obtained for &max = 0.45 
ppm with K=2300 M"1 and 6 m a x = 0.34 ppm with K=260 M"1 respectively, on the 
assumption that one oligonucleotide binds to one protein monomer. Reliable fits could 
not be obtained for the binding curves of the other oligonucleotides because of the 
small range of (oligonucleotidei/jprotein ratios for which the binding of these oligonu-
cleotides could be followed. 
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Figure 9. Changes in the aromatic part of the Η NMR spectrum of GVP-ІКе 
upon binding of (dÄ)$. The oägonucleotide/protein-monomer concentration ratio increases 
from the bottom to the top. Ratio: a) 0.0; b) 0.14; c) 037; d) 0.66 and e) 1.1. The sam-
ple contained 0.65 mM IKe GVP (monomer) and a few miUimolar salt, pH=4.2. The 
positions of the upfield shifting Phe-1 resonances and Tyr-I resonances have been 
marked by arrows. The resonances (around 7.8 ppm and 6Û ppm), arising from the add-
ed oligonucleotide, are significantly broadened. 
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Figure 10. Plots of the shift (AS) of Tyr-I 3,5-proton resonance {peak 1) as a 
function of the oligonucleotide/1Ke GVP (monomer) concentration ratio. A): titrations 
with (dA)3 (a), (<M)4 (¿>) and with (<М)б (c)· ВУ- titrations with r-AMP (a), (dA)2 Π 
(dpT)¡ (с) and with (dT)^ (d). Apart from the binding experiments with r-AMP and 
(dA)2, the protein concentration at the start of the titrations was 0.65 mM. it decreased 
less than 30% towards the end of these titrations as a result of dilution from titrant 
addition. In case of r-AMP and (<M)2, the initial protein concentrations were 1.0 mM 
and 1.5 mM respectively. The broken Unes merely connect the measured points. The sol­
id lines, connecting the experimental points for (dAjj and (dA)^, correspond with the 
best fitting theoretical binding curves. These were calculated using the binding parameters 
mentioned in the text. The reference frames of the different binding curves have 
been shifted for clarity in the X- as well as Y-direction, but the scaling is identical. 
The marks i and U beneath the interrupted X-axis which correspond with the binding 
curve of r-AMP represent oligonucleotide/protein ratio's of 3.75 and 7.5 respectively. 
43.5 Effects of Solution Conditions on the Aromatic Spectrum of Ff GVP 
In our earlier CIDNP experiments on the Ff GVP {10,12} a protein concentration 
dependent shift was observed for one of the tyrosyl residue resonances showing a 
CIDNP effect. In addition, it was noted by Alma et al. {11} that the chemical shifts 
of the Tyr-IV resonances of Ff GVP are temperature dependent. In view of these 
observations, we decided to reinvestigate the effects of the solution conditions upon 
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ihe aromatic resonances of Ff GVP more (horoughly, since similar effects are found 
for IKP GVP. From the experiments performed it became clear that the aromatic 
part of the spectrum of Ff GVP. at pH—6.9. is affected to almost the same extent 
as the aromatic part of the spectrum of IKe GVP, at low pH, by variations in pro-
tein concentration. Figure 11 shows the effect of dilution on the aromatic part of the 
spectrum of Ff GVP. Most prominent is the shift of the Tyr IV spinsystem in the 
protein concentration range from 1.0 mM to 0.1 mM. At concentrations below 0.1 
mM Ff GVP no further visible alterations occur. 
. . I 
8.0 7.0 
ppm 
Figure 11. Concentration dependency of the aromatic region of the F f GVP spec-
trum; the spectra were recorded at 500 MHz. Ff GVP concentration a) 1 mM, b) 0.5 
mM, c) 0.25 mM and d) 0.125 mM. All samples contained 1 mM Na cacodylate 
(pH=6.9} and 50 mM NaCl. The arrows indicate the resonance positions of the Tyr-IV 
spin system. 
4.4 DISCUSSION 
4.4.1 General Remarks 
From the results presented it can be concluded that NMR studies on IKe G V P 
can best be conducted between pH—4 and p H _ 5 . It is in this pH region that the 
assignments in the aromatic part of the spectrum were made and the binding experi 
ments were performed. Of course the question arises as to how the results are relat 
ed to the structure of the protein under physiological conditions. In this respect two 
questions are relevant: a) What is the reason that the tendency to aggregate is so 
high and b) Does the protein structure change between pII--4 and pH—10. 
With respect to the first question we note t h a t the isoelectric point of IKe G V P 
is found between p I I - 7 . 5 to 8 (unpublished results). Hence under physiological condi 
tions the protein is (on the average) electrically neutral, this will promote aggregation. 
On the other hand Ff G V P has its isoelectric point at pH—9. Spectra of Ff G V P 
recorded a t physiological pH and at protein concentrations of about 1 mM do not 
exhibit the large line broadening effects that are observed for IKe G V P (Fig. 11). 
In contrast to Ff G V P , a histidyl residue is t i trated in IKe G V P when the pH is 
decreased from 7 to 5.5, yielding a dimer molecule with two positive charges. In our 
opinion this is the reason for the increase in solubility and decrease of aggregation of 
the IKe protein a t low pH. In an analogous manner, the increased solubility observed 
a t high pH may be explained. 
We now turn to the second question: Does the protein structure change between 
pH—4 and pH—10. We have good reasons to believe that this is not the case. Apart 
from the changes that occur in the NMR spectrum as a result of the titration of 
some residues, e.g. one histidyl residue is t i trated as was mentioned already and also 
tyrosyl and lysyl residues are t i trated above pH—9 (see results), resonances that can 
be considered as markers for the protein (tertiary) structure are not affected. We 
mention a few examples which support this thesis. Upfield shifted resonances of 
methyl groups are a qualitative measure for the folding of the protein. The most 
upfield shifted methyl resonance does not alter its position between pH—4 to 10. The 
2D experiments show that this methyl group is close to Phe-II ; most likely this typi­
cal resonance position is due to the ring current of P h e - I I . Apparently, the position 
of these two residues does not change in the pH region considered. The resonances of 
His-II, which is the histidinc t h a t is not t i trated, also remain in place in the afore­
mentioned pH region. This is true as well for the α-proton resonance at 5.7 ppm; 
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this position and the observation of an NOE from this α-proton resonance to another 
α proton resonance in a 2D NOE experiment (not presented) indicate that the corre 
sponding residues are incorporated in a /8-sheet structure {22}. Hence, the structure 
around these residues does not change either in the pH range considered. Λ compari­
son with the structural properties of the Ff GVP provides further support that the 
IKe protein does not change its structure to a significant extent between pH—4 to 
10. 
4.42 The Aromatic XesUues of the GVPs of IKe and F f 
The positions of most of the aromatic residues in the amino acid sequences of the 
IKe and Ff GVPs are conserved (5), thus permitting a detailed comparison of their 
physical properties. 
The photo CIDNP effects observed for the IKe protein are highly similar to those 
measured for the Ff protein {10}. Photo CIDNP effects have been observed for three 
tyrosyl residues but not for the histidines. Thus, also for IKe GVP we find that 
three out of five tyrosyl residues are located at the surface of the protein, while the 
histidyl residues are not accessible to the photo dye or cannot be polarized for a dif­
ferent reason (vide infra). Interestingly, in IKe GVP the proton resonances of the 
photo sensitive residue, designated Tyr I, behave in the same way as those of a tyro­
sine, designated Tyr-I in Ff GVP (9). The 3,5 proton resonances of these residues 
are the most upfield shifted aromatic ring proton resonances. Earlier it was shown 
that these resonances show a further upfield shift upon binding of oligonucleotides to 
Ff GVP {12}. We have found that this is also true for the IKe protein (Fig. 9). 
The extent by which these resonances shift upfield upon binding to for example 
(dA)3 is also comparable, i.e. about 0.4 ppm. A more extensive comparison of the 
oligonucleotide binding experiments performed for the Ff (II) and IKc proleins shows 
that in both cases the signals of the residue designated Phe-I, which give rise to the 
most downfield shifted resonances of the aromatic spectrum (except for the C2H res­
onances of the histidines), also shift upfield upon addition of oligonucleotides. The 
observations made for the Tyr-I and Phe-I resonances strongly suggest that the cor 
responding residues in the Ff and IKe GVP are identical with respect to their posi­
tions in the amino acid sequences and their functions. In addition to the conclusion 
drawn from the CIDNP effect observed for Tyr-I, the relative narrow lines observed 
for the residues Phe-I and Tyr I suggest that their aromatic moieties are situated at 
the surface of the protein, which allows interaction with DNA. Inspection of the 
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crystal structure of the Ff GVP, determined by Braver & McPherson {23,24}, reveals 
that only one phenylalanyl residue, i.e. Phe-73. is positioned at the surface of the 
protein, suggesting that the resonances of Phe-I should be assigned to Phe-73. 
In contrast to IKe GVP it was found for Ff GVP that the resonances of a sec 
ond tyrosine spin system, Tyr IV, shifted upfield upon addition of oligonucleotides 
{l l}. However, the shifts observed for this spinsystem must be attributed to specific 
aggregation effects. Reinvestigations of the binding of (dA)5 to Ff protein showed 
that the shifts observed for this spinsystem do not only depend on the degree of sat 
uration of the protein but also on the total protein concentration (see Fig. 11): 
dilution of protein samples to which oligonucleotide was added caused a backward 
shift of the Tyr-IV resonances towards their position in the spectrum of the 
oligonucleotide free protein sample, while the shifts of the Phe-I and Tyr-I spinsys-
tems remained the same, indicative for an almost constant degree of saturation of the 
protein with the oligonucleotide. 
This specific aggregation effect is interesting, as Ff GVP and IKe GVP mimic 
each other even in this respect. For IKe GVP the resonances of the Tyr-III spin-
system shift as a function of the total protein concentration (Fig. 3). In the unag-
gregated form the resonance positions of the Tyr-IV spinsystem of Ff GVP almost 
coincide with those of the Tyr-III spinsystem of IKe GVP. In addition it can be 
noted that both spinsystems show a CIDNP effect (this paper and ref. 12). This 
strongly supports the notion that Tyr-III of IKe GVP and Tyr-IV of Ff GVP are 
identical with respect to their positions in the amino acid sequences. The Tyr III 
spinsystem of IKe GVP has been assigned by us to Tyr-42 in the amino acid 
sequence of IKe GVP, by means of sequential spinsystem analysis (see Chapter 5). 
Because of the close resemblance between Tyr-III of IKe GVP and Tyr IV of Ff 
GVP we can assign the latter to Tyr-41 in the sequence of Ff GVP. 
This assignment makes the specific aggregation effects observed for both proteins 
even more intriguing. On the basis of a model study Brayrr h McPherson {25} 
explained the cooperativity of the binding in terms of protein-protein interactions (for 
which we recently found strong evidence from fluorescence binding experiments {8}). 
They propose that hydrophobic interactions between the protein surfaces formed by 
residues 1-11 and 40-43 on one dimer and by residues 64-70 and 79-87 on an other 
dimer may form the physical basis for the observed cooperativity in the binding to ss 
DNA. The interesting point of course is that Tyr-41 of Ff GVP forms part of the 
first dimer-dimer interaction surface. Given a common folding pattern for Ff GVP 
and IKe GVP, which is strongly supported by all the experimental evidence thus far 
obtained, Tyr-42 (Tyr-III) and His-7 (assigned to His-1, vide infra) of IKe GVP 
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form part of a similar protein surface in the IKe protein. The presence of the latter 
residue, i.e. His-7, in the proposed dimer dimer interaction area is interesting, as the 
titration of this residue most probabl) causes the dramatic change in solubility and 
aggregation behaviour of the IKe protein when the pH is lowered from 7 to 5.5 (vide 
supra). It is suggested from these considerations that the specific aggregation of both 
proteins has to be explained on the basis of the set of interactions between dimers 
responsible for the cooperativity in the binding to ss DNA. 
From the CIDNP experiments (Figs. 7 and 8) it could be concluded that Tyr-I, 
-II and -III are positioned at the surface of the IKe GVP molecule. The histidyl 
residues however, did not exhibit any CIDNP effects in the presence of the photo 
excited flavine. Since the nuclear polarization of histidyl residues depends upon the 
pH {21}, a CIDNP experiment was also performed at pH=:10.4. Again no CIDNP 
effect was observed for the histidines. This might indicate that either the histidyl 
residues are burried in the interior of the protein or that the nuclear polarization is 
precluded by some other mechanism. The extreme low pK value of His-II (pK < 
4.7) indeed indicates that this residue is positioned in the interior of the protein 
molecule. However, the titration properties of the other histidinc, His-I, (pK = 6.5 
± 0.5) suggest that this residue is present at the surface. This is corroborated by the 
observation that His-I is close to Tyr-II, since NOEs between these residues can be 
generated (Fig. 8). As mentioned above the CIDNP effects observed for Tyr II 
showed that this residue is located at the surface of the protein molecule as well. At 
the same time this observation may explain the absence of CIDNP effects for His I, 
because tyrosines may impair nuclear polarization in histidyl residues as a result of 
competition in the reaction of these residues with the photo excited dye {26,27}. 
The two histidyl residues of IKe GVP are located at positions 7 and 65 in the 
amino acid sequence. The single histidyl residue of the Ff protein is located at posi-
tion 64 while a lysyl residue is found at position 7. As mentioned earlier optimal 
matching of the Ff and the IKe protein sequences is obtained when the residue at 
position 21 in the IKe protein is considered to be extra. This means that the histi-
dine at position 64 is conserved. In the crystal structure of the Ff GVP Lys-7 is at 
the surface while His 64 is burried in the dimer. In accordance with this model is 
the observation that the single histidine in Ff GVP cannot be titrated over a large 
pH region, a titration behaviour which is similar to that found for His-II in IKe 
GVP. This supports an assignment of His I and His-II, to His 7 and His-65 in the 
amino acid sequence of IKe GVP respectively. However the observation of an NOE 
between His-I and Tyr-II means that these assignments cannot be reconciled with the 
crystal structure of Ff GVP {23,24}. If the IKe protein structure is assumed to be 
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the same as the Ff protein crystal s t ructure then no tyrosine is close enough to the 
His 7 to give rise to NOE effects. The only histidine for which the distance to a 
tyrosyl residue might be short is in fact His 65, provided one assumes tha t Tyr-42 in 
IKe G V P is twisted in the direction of this histidine. As was mentioned above how-
ever, Tyr-42 is assigned to Tyr III. Therefore this possibility can be rejected. To 
explain the observed NOEs between His-I and Tyr II one ma> consider the possibility 
tha t dimer-dimer association takes place and tha t the His-7 of one dimer gives rise 
to an NOE at the Tyr - I I present on the other dimer. Our experimental results ren-
der this possibility unlikely as the spectral lines are too narrow for tetrameric 
molecules with a molecular weight of 40,000 D. 
Another idea tha t may be entertained is t ha t the N termini of the Ff-protein and 
the IKe protein are folded differently or tha t the structure of the N terminus of 
both proteins in solution differs from tha t in the crystal s tructure. At this t ime no 
definitive conclusion can be drawn but we want to note tha t in a recent paper, Gray 
et al. {28} have demonstrated that the amino group of the N- terminus of Ff G V P 
could not be methylated. Apparently in the solution structure the amino group of the 
N-terminus is not accessible to formaldehyde, while the possibility of such a reaction 
is indicated by the crystal structure. Gray et al concluded from this that the con 
formation of the N-terminus of Ff G V P in solution must be different from the con-
formation of the N- terminus in the crystal s t ructure . 
4J CONCLUSIONS 
The experiments performed in this study demonstrate tha t NMR studies of IKe 
G V P can best be conducted between p H = 4 and 5. The results obtained at these 
conditions and a t high pH, i.e. between p H = 9 and 10, indicated tha t the protein 
structure does not change to a significant extent from pH 4 to 10. This followed 
from chemical shift considerations as well as from the CIDNP experiments. Chemical 
shifts of resonances representative of secondary and tertiary s tructure remain the 
same. In CIDNP experiments results obtained at low and high pH were similar. But 
the best evidence proving that IKe G V P does not change its s tructure between pH 4 
and 10 is formed by the comparison of the NMR da ta of IKe G V P and Ff G V P 
which showed tha t the proteins mimic each other in almost every respect. The per-
fect resemblance between the oligonucleotide binding experiments of both proteins 
implies that the binding grooves of these proteins must be almost identical. So the 
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idea pointed out in the introduction, tha t both proteins possess a common tertiary 
s t ructure, is further strengthened. 
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Chapter S 
STRUCTURE ELUCIDATION OF THE "DNA BINDING WING" OF 
THE SS DNA BINDING PROTEIN ENCODED BY THE ПСЕ PHAGE 
A 2 D - N M R S T U D Y 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
DNA binding proteins play a fundamental role in the processes of DNA replica­
tion, gene expression and gene regulation. Therefore the structural aspects underlying 
the mechanisms of the specific and nonspecific interactions between proteins and 
nucleic acids have been the subject of a number of recent studies. In particular, sig 
nificant progress has been made with respect to the elucidation of the mechanism by 
which sequence specific DNA binding proteins interact with double stranded DNA. 
Examples of these are CAP protein {l}, lac repressor {2}, Cro repressor {3} and the 
restriction endonuclease EcoRI {4}. A structural element which these proteins have in 
common is a double α-helical structure which neatly fits into the major groove of 
B-DNA {5,6}. 
The knowledge with respect to the structure-function relationship of the single 
stranded DNA binding proteins has not advanced that far. The crystal structure of 
just a single protein of this class, i.e. the Gene-V-protein (GVP) of the filamentous 
bacteriophage Ff [M13, fl, fd) {7}, is known up to now. Although an interaction 
scheme for the DNA-GVP complex has been proposed {8,9}, no general rules could 
as yet be deduced for the mechanism by which these proteins bind to DNA. 
A single stranded DNA binding protein closely related to the GVP of Ff is the 
GVP encoded by the genome of bacteriophage IKe {10}. From previous studies it is 
known that IKe is distantly related to Ff (overall nucleotide sequence homology is 
55%) {11}. The IKe GVP is 87 amino acids long which is one residue longer than 
the Ff GVP. On the assumption that in IKe GVP Gin-21 is the "extra" residue, 
alignment of both sequences shows that 39 amino acids have identical positions {10}. 
Fluorescence binding experiments {12} (Chapter 3) and genetic complementation stud­
ies {13} have furthermore demonstrated that the DNA binding properties of both 
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proteins are similar. All these observations thus strongly suggest that the tertiary 
structures of both proteins must be similar if not identical. 
In a previous communication the optimal conditions for conducting NMR studies 
with IKe GVP have been reported {14} (Chapter 4). From these studies similarities 
in secondary and tertiary structure of the IKe GVP and Ff GVP became apparent. 
The present paper deals with the sequential assignment and structure elucidation 
of the "DNA binding wing" of IKe GVP by means of homonuclear 2D-NMR tech-
niques. In addition, we report the sequential assignment of two residues that form 
part of the tip of the so called complex loop {7}. As in Ff GVP, the tip of the 
complex loop and the DNA binding wing of IKe GVP appear to be relatively mobile. 
In contrast to the structure of the DNA binding wing proposed for Ff GVP on the 
basis of X-ray diffraction data, i.e. a tenuous irregular structure, our 2D-NMR stud-
ies indicate that the corresponding region in IKe GVP is regularly structured. This 
observation was completely unexpected, in view of for example the large sequence 
homology in this part of the proteins. 
The present studies demonstrate that 2D-NMR techniques can be used successfully 
for the elucidation of functional domains of protein dimers with a mol. weight of 
20,000 Because of the relatively large molecular weight of IKe GVP, relaxation of 
magnetization is relatively fast. The H-2D-NMR techniques available therefore pro-
vide only part of the information required for a complete structural analysis. A par-
tial structure elucidation on the basis of incomplete information will invoke questions 
about its correctness. Therefore an elaborate treatment of the sequential analysis and 
residue specific assignments is presented. 
To a large extent the residue specific assignments are derived from the recently 
developed technique HoHaHa COSY {15}, henceforth called HoHaHa TOCSY {16}. As 
will be demonstrated this technique forms a powerful tool in the assignment of the 
spin systems of long side chains, e.g. lysyl spin systems. This is mainly due to the 
fact that relay of magnetization transfer in these systems is not influenced by the 
large geminai couplings between non-degenerated proton spins of the aliphatic side 
chains. 
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52 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Sample preparation: The procedures for the isolation, purification and sample 
preparation of IKe GVP were essentially as described earlier {10,14}. The purified 
protein was stored in lyophilized form, at -20°C, and for measurements redissolved in 
cither 99.8% D2O or 10% D2O/ 90% H2O. Samples contained ±3mM IKe GVP, a 
few millimolar NaCl and no buffer components. The pH was adjusted to 4.6-4.8 
(uncorrected pH-meter readings) with HCl. 
I n s t r u m e n t a t i o n : The H-NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker WM-500 
spectrometer interfaced to an Aspect-2000 computer. Fourier transformations were 
performed on an independent data station consisting of an Aspect-3000 computer 
equipped with an array processor. 
The spinlock field applied in the HoHaHa TOCSY experiment (see below), was 
derived from the frequency synthesizer of the NMR spectrometer and amplified by 
means of a home build amplifier to such a power level that the pulse length needed 
for a 90°-pulse was 25 /is. 
^-NMR spectra: The C O S Y ^ O ) {17} and NOESY(H20) spectra {18} were 
obtained by means of the so called COCONOESY experiment {19}, which allows the 
recording of both spectra in the same experiment. The third 90°-pulse in the 
sequence, i.e. the observation pulse of the NOESY part, was replaced by a (semi-
selective) TSW-pulse, described by Haasnoot & Hilbers {20}. 
y-acq-ij } COSY 
COCONOESY : relaxation гіеІау-ЭОЧ.-ЭО" 
\ 
т
тіх
 9 0
°
 а с
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{2 J NOESY 
The NOESY(D20) spectrum was recorded following standard procedures {21}. 
The HoHaHa TOCSY(D20) spectrum was acquired using the HoHaHa sequence 
described by Bax et al. {15}. The sequence consists of a series of phase alternated 
spinlock pulses, separated by (60°-300°) pulse pairs, which minimize loss of spinlocked 
magnetization. The overall mixing period, consisting of spinlock pulses of 2 ms, was 
26 ms. In this experiment, the carrier was positioned at 3.8 ppm, utilizing the TPPI 
method {22} for the signal accumulation in the tj -direction. 
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HoHaHa TOCSY : 
gO^yJ-íi-fslíxJ-eO't-xj-SOO^x) -sl( χ) fiO,'(x)-300,'(-x)}n-s](x)-acq.í2 
All 2D -spectra were recorded at about 25°C. In each of the experiments, the sol-
vent signal was irradiated only during the relaxation delay, which was on the order 
of 1 s. Except for the HoHaHa TOCSY experiment, the carrier was placed at the 
lowfield side of the spectrum, using quadrature detection in ¡2' and single sideband 
detection in tj-direction. Acquisition times in tj and ¡2 were 51.2 ms. and 102.4 ms. 
respectively. Dependency on the carrier position and the spectral range to be covered, 
the spectral width was chosen either 5000 or 10000 Hz in both t j - and Í2-direction. 
The COSY was processed in the absolute value mode, using pure sinebell filters, the 
others were processed in the phase sensitive mode, utilizing shifted sinebell filters. In 
each of the experiments we accumulated about 150-200 scans for each ij-value. Zero-
filling was applied to improve the digital resolution. 
53 RESULTS 
53.1 Identification, of Spin Systems of Amino Add Side Chain Protons prior to 
Sequential Resonance Assignments 
Specific assignment of amino acid resonances relies on the uniqueness of the 
J-conneclivitiy patterns of the individual amino acid side chains {23,24} observed in 
J-correlated spectra. J-connectivity patterns can be made manifest in COSY {17}, 
Relayed Coherence Transfer (RCT) {25} and Double Quantum spectra {26}. For the 
molecule under study a more recenty developed technique, the HoHaHa TOCSY {15}, 
proved to be crucial for the assignment of the amino acid side chain resonances, 
especially long side chains. The results presented below are to an important part 
derived from this technique. 
None of the J-correlated spectra obtained displayed J-connectivity patterns for all 
of the 87 amino acid residues in IKe GVP, while only a limited number of the 
J-connectivities could be ordered into unique patterns. Those which could be assigned 
unambiguously are listed in Table 1 and will be discussed below. The connectivity 
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patterns of the different amino acid side chains are labeled with the one letter amino 
acid codes. The numbers added refer to the corresponding residue numbers in the 
amino acid sequence of the IKe GVP. We emphasize that at this point in the analy­
sis such a correlation with the sequence cannot be made. The numbers are added for 
convenience, anticipating the results of the sequential analysis presented in the next 
section. 
Serines: S-17, S 20 and S-23. The two /3-protons of a serine residue are expect­
ed to resonate at different positions so that the non-exchangeable protons of a serine 
side chain form an AMX spin system. The 0-prolon resonances are typically found 
around 4 ppm in the so called α-proton region of the spectrum (the region from 3.5 
to 5.5 ppm). Therefore AMX connectivity patterns found in this region stem 
uniquely from serine side chains. Ambiguities in the assignment may arise as a result 
of the large number of connectivities usually present in the region around 4 ppm. 
IKe GVP contains seven serine residues. Definitive assignments of the three serine 
connectivity patterns designated S-17,S-20 and S-23 (see Fig. la) could be achieved 
by incorporation of the connectivities to the amide proton resonances; the amide pro­
ton resonances of these spin systems, identified on the basis of the presence of a 
J-connectivity in the "fingerprint" region of the COSY(H20) spectrum (Fig. 3), show 
NOE-connectivities to their own CßH and C/3'H resonances (Fig. 4). In addition con-
nectivity patterns of two other serines, designated S(a) and S(b), have been delin-
eated (Table 1). 
Valines: V-19 and V 41. The assignment of valine spin systems is rather 
straightforward, provided that the two methyl groups of each valine side chain are 
magnetically unequivalent, a situation most times encountered in proteins, and provid-
ed that relay connectivities can be observed from the CaH-resonances to the Cyll 
methyl resonances. Then for each valine, unique pairs of connectivities will be 
observed from the CaH- and C/3H-resonance to the corresponding methyl resonances. 
IKe GVP contains 9 valine residues but only 5 of such crosspeak patterns can readil) 
be discerned in the high field part of the HoIIalla TOCSY spectra. Those of the 
valines designated V-19 and V-41 are indicated in Fig. la and lb. Further confirma 
tion of the assignments is obtained from the relay connectivities between the methyl 
resonances. Although some of these are located very close to the diagonal they can 
be easily distinguished, which nicely demonstrates the power of the HoHaHa TOCSY 
technique. 
Tyrosines: Y-27 and Y-42 . In a previous article (Chapter 4) all aromatic ring 
proton spin systems were characterized, i.e. the resonances were assigned to either 
tyrosyl, phenylalanyl or histidyl residues {14}. In addition the ortho and meta proton 
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Figure 1. The HoHaHa TOCSY spectrum of IKe GVP in D2O (mixing time 26 ms) 
The spectrum displays the direct and relay J-connectivités between resonances in the 
aliphatic region: la) CaH ((u2-axls) - aliphatic (ωΐ-axis) region, lb) the "high field" 
part of the spectrum { i.e. the methyl region and a part of the CßH and CyH region). 
The connectivity patterns of spin systems for which sequential assignments are obtained 
are indicated. The arrows in Fig. la point to the weak connectivities between resonances 
of the α-proton and the ß-prolons of the Y-27 spin system. The direct connectivity 
between the CaH and CßH resonances of the K-25 spin system in this symmetrized 
spectrum is distorted as a result of interference with the t-y-ridge of the solvent signal 
in the unsymmetrlzed spectrum. 
resonances of three tyrosy] residues, which are present at the surface of the protein, 
were identified by means of CIDNP-COSY experiments. In the present paper the 
resonances of two of the tyrosyl residues, labeled Y-27 and Y-41, are assigned com 
pletely (In our previous paper their spin systems have been designated Tyr-I and 
Tyr-III respectively {14} (Chapter 4)). 
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The ring proton resonances of the tyrosyl residues can be connected to their own 
a and β proton resonances b> means of NOESY. This is shown in Fig. 8 where 
intense NOE effects connect the ortho proton resonances of both tyrosy Is to their 
/3-resonances. The meta proton resonances of both residues also show connectivities to 
the ß-resonancc position, but as expected at a mixing time of 200 ms these are far 
less intense. The assignments are bolstered by the (intense) NOEs observed between 
the ortho proton resonances of Y 27 and Y-42 and their α-proton resonances and by 
the NOE connectivities between the a- and the corresponding ß-proton resonances 
(Fig. 6). Further confirmation of the assignments is obtained from the corresponding 
J connectivities between a- and β -proton resonances in the HoHaHa TOCSY (Fig. 
la) and the COSY spectra (not shown). These crosspeaks are relatively weak, an 
observation we do not fully understand at this moment. Note that in the NOESY as 
well in the HoHaHa TOCSY spectra the 0-/5' connectivities can be observed even for 
Y-27 for which the β resonances do not have a large difference in chemical shift. 
Threonines: T - 3 and Τ 28. The IKe protein contains two threonines, one at posi­
tion 3 the other at position 28. The connectivity patterns of threonine spin systems 
are unique as a result of a property connected with their ß-protons. The ß-proton is 
expected to resonate in the a-proton spectral region, as are the ß-protons of serines, 
but in contrast with the latter the former are J-coupled to a methyl group. The 
connectivities of the threonines could therefore be recognized easily in the COSY 
spectrum and were confirmed by relayed connectivities between the CaU and methyl 
resonances in the HoHaHa TOCSY spectrum. In this way both threonine spin systems 
could be assigned; for Thr-28 this is indicated in Fig. la. 
Glycines: G-18, G-24. IKe GVP contains eight glycines. The two ot-protons com 
posing the glycine spin system (for samples dissolved in D2O) will give rise to just a 
single connectivity in the crowded spectral region around 4 ppm. For two glycines 
assigned G-18 and G 24, this is indicated in Fig. la. As mentioned before threonine 
as well as serine connectivités are present in this region while in addition proline δ-δ' 
connectivities can be found here (vide infra). Glycyl connectivities around 4 ppm 
can be distinguished by involving connectivities with the glycine amide proton reso­
nance. Amide protons of glycyl residues are the only ones which are J-coupled to 
two a protons. Therefore two connectivities may be associated with each glycyl-NII in 
the so called "fingerprint" region of COSY spectra recorded in H2O. Their identifica­
tion in this manner may fail however in case of unfavourable coupling constants, e.g. 
just one amide CaU J connectivity is present for G-18 in the contourpiot of the 
"fingerprint region" (Fig. 3) or may remain ambiguous as a result of resonance over­
lap. Further confirmation of the resonance assignment can often be obtained from the 
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Table 1 ============================================= 
RESIDUE CHEMICAL SHIFTS in ρ ρ m 
ΝΗ С<*Н С0Н CyH CSH СеН 
(ortho) (meta) 
S-17 8 59 4 95 3 83 
3 74 
G-18 8 03 4 22 
. 3 31 
V-19 8 37 4 29 1 84 0 82 
0 74 
S-20 8 61 4 45 4 09 
3 90 
Q-21 9 01 4 19 2 17 2 49 
2 09 2 44 
K-22 8 25 4 23 1 81 1 46 1 68 2 99 
1 42 
S-23 7 94 4 55 4 01 
3 85 
G-24 8 14 4 13 
3 83 
K-25 7 88 4 76 1 73 ' 7 ' 
P-26 - 5 08 2 32 2 10 4 00 
1 92 2 01 3 70 
Y-27 8 42 4 92 3 05 6 92 6 54 
2 95 
T-28 8 46 4 65 3 90 1 04 
1-29 9 02 4 13 1 62 1 31 0 70 
1 04 
0 82 
V-41 8 40 3 58 1 74 0 89 
0 47 
Y-42 7 63 4 99 3 20 
2 70 
T-3 4 50 4 33 1 29 
V-(a) 4 17 1 92 0 85 
0 75 
V-(b) 4 03 2 06 0 83 
0 70 
V-(c) 3 94 2 36 1 19 
1 01 
S-(a) 4 48 3 86 
3 78 
S-(b) 4 34 4 11 
3 92 
I-(a) 4 36 1 96 0 86 
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unique glycine remote connectivities at the amide resonance position in 2D-double 
q u a n t u m spectra recorded for H2O samples {27,28}. For the two glycines, designated 
G 18 and G-24, such connectivities have been detected (spectrum not shown). In this 
way an unambiguous assignment of the resonances of these two residues was 
obtained. 
A s s i g n m e n t s of l o n g s i d e c h a i n s p i n s y s t e m s . By means of the HoHalla 
T O C S Y method, coherence transfer along the spin systems of long side chains can be 
accomplished very effectively. Important in this is tha t the transfer of coherence in 
for example AXX'Yo spin systems from the A spin to the Y spins is not hindered 
by the large geminai couplings between the X and X' spins. This in contrast to the 
conventional R C T technique which strongly suffers from geminai coupling blocking 
{26}. Combined with COSY spectra the HoHaHa TOCSY method therefore allows 
identification of the resonances of long side chains. Below, this will be demonstrated 
for the side chains of K-22, Ρ 26, Q-21 and 1-29. 
L y s i n e s : К 22 . In Fig. l a connectivities are shown between a resonance (i.e. at 
4.23 ppm) in the a-spectral region and resonances a t 1.81 ppm (ß-protons) , 1.44 ppm 
(non-degenerated γ-protons) and 1.68 ppm (δ-protons). Moreover from a position typ 
ical for e-lysyl resonances (i.e. 2.99 ppm) connectivities are seen to exactly the same 
aforementioned positions. Except for the direct connectivities these connectivities are 
not observable in the COSY spectrum. Moreover, the change in intensity of the 
crosspeaks is in accordance with the expected intensity dependence of the relay a t 
the mixing time used: proceeding from the β- to the δ position the crosspeaks 
towards the α-resonance position diminish in intensity. The reverse holds for the 
crosspeaks towards the €-position. The interpretation could be confirmed by using 
longer spinlock times (38 ms or more). Then crosspeaks between the a- and 
e-resonances became visible (not shown). We note that a complete analysis of another 
lysyl residue 'indicated in Fig. la, i.e. the К -25 spin system, cannot be given a t this 
рюіпі. The assignment of its a-ß connectivities follows from the sequential analysis 
(vide infra). 
G l u t a m i n e / g l u t a m i c a c i d s : Q / E - 2 1 . The spin system labeled Q-21 can be 
assigned to a glutamine or a glutamic acid residue. The following evidence is avai l -
able for this. In the HoHaHa TOCSY spectrum (Fig. la) the α-proton resonance a t 
4.19 ppm is correlated to non-degenerated β resonances near 2.1 ppm via intense 
direct connectivities and to non-degenerated у resonances around 2.45 ppm by relayed 
connectivities (not present in COSY spectra and hardly observable in R C T spectra 
recorded using a relay period of 30 ms). Also the mutual connectivities of the β- and 
y-proton resonances of this spin system can be identified (Fig. lb) . Hence the spin 
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system must belong to a long side chain. Possible crosspeaks to 8--protoiis (expected 
for lysines etc.) could not be detected under various experimental conditions, i.e. o t h ­
er mixing times in the HoIIaHa T O C S Y experiments. Therefore, the connectivity pat -
tern is expected to arise from a Gin, Glu or Met residue. In the "fingerprint" region 
(Fig. 3) an intense J-connectivity is observed between the mentioned α-proton reso­
nance (4.19 ppm) and an amide proton resonance (9.01 ppm). Moreover in the 
NOESY(H20) spectrum this amide proton resonance exhibits Overhauser effects to the 
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aforementioned β- as well as y-resonances a t 2.1 and 2.45 ppm respectively (Fig. 4). 
This rules out proline as a possible candidate for this spin system and since there is 
only one methionyl residue present in IKe G V P , which forms the N-terminal residue, 
this renders methionine unlikely as well. Therefore the resonances are attr ibuted to a 
glu or gin spin system. At this time we cannot discriminate between these two pos­
sibilities. 
P r o l i n e : P - 2 6 . One connectivity pattern consistent with t h a t expected for a proline 
spin system can be drawn in the HoIIaHa T O C S Y spectrum (Fig. la); it is labeled 
P-26. The plot shows direct connectivities from the α-resonance at 5.08 ppm lo the 
non-degenerate ß-resonances a t 1.92 and 2.52 ppm. as well as relayed connectivities 
to both non degenerate y-resonances at 2 01 and 2 10 ppm, which are not visible in 
R C T experiments (not shown) Characteristic for the proline spin system is the 
downfield position of its δ proton resonances and in fact it was through the connec­
tivities from these resonances at 3.70 and 4.00 ppm to both y-resonanccs (see Fig. 
la) that we were able to identify the proline connectivity pattern. It is mentioned 
t h a t although low in intensity, connectivities from the δ-resonances to the 
/3-resonances could be observed as well. 
Iso leuc ines : 1-29. Isoleucyl spin systems can be discriminated from other spin sys 
terns of long side chains on the basis of their typical a-fi-y(CÎlo) connectivity pat 
terns. The connectivity pattern of the а - 0 - у ( С Н з ) moiety resembles the threonine 
pattern but these pathways can be distinguished from one another via the difference 
in the ß-proton resonance position. IKe G V P contains four isoleucyl residues but just 
two a-ß-y(Ctiv) connectivity patterns could be identified of which the one designated 
1-29 is indicated in Fig. la. 
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5J-2 Sequential Resonance Asrìgnments 
The strategy used to obtain sequence specific assignments has been described in 
detail by Wuthrich and collaborators {30,31}. The method is based on the identifi-
cation of interresidue NOE connectivities between the amide proton resonance of a 
particular amino acid and the resonances of its neighbours. These are the connectivi-
ties daN-(CorH rNarH i+j), dNN-tNaHj-NaHj^ i) and d(0N) (C Η
Γ
Ν α Η
ΐ + 1 ) ; the cor­
responding proton pairs are indicated in Fig. 2. The distances CeH<->NH and 
NH<->NH are interrelated; they depend on the particular folding pattern of the 
peptide backbone. In α-helices NH<->NH is shorter than CaH< >NH so that the 
dNN connectivities prevail. On the other hand for /3-strands CoH<->NH is shorter 
than NH<->NH, hence this secondary structure is characterized by deN connectivi­
ties. In the latter situation interresidue connectivities are readily documented in a 
- C H «-----"N - C H - - — j f N 
I " ^ . I 
- N : H - C : H - C O — N ; H - C ; H - C O — ^ н -
Figure 2. Définitions of interproton distances in amino acid sequence segments. 
combined COSY/NOESY connectivity diagram as presented in Fig. 3 {32}. The lower 
half of it displays the NOE connectivities, daN, while in the upper left half the 
intraresidual J-connectivities between the CaH- and amide protons of the individual 
amino acids (fingerprint region) are given. By connecting the COSY and NOESY 
cross peaks a sequential walk can be made which allows the assignment of resonances 
of adjacent amino acids. Almost every step in the sequential assignment procedure 
could be secured by the use of d0N and or dNN contacts. These are documented in 
the Figs. 4 and 5, respectively, and are summarized in Fig. 7. 
In this procedure the identification of the amide proton resonances and the cross-
peaks connecting the amide and α-proton resonances plays a crucial role. If there is 
no resonance overlap such assignments can be easily made by extending the residue 
specific assignments described in the preceding section to the amide resonances. In 
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Figure 3. Combined COSY(H20)-NOESY(H20} connectivity diagram, elucidating the 
sequential resonance assignments via daN connectivities. The upper left part shows the 
fingerprint region of the C0SY(H20). In the lower right part the same region of the 
NOESY(Il20) (mixing time 150 ms) is displayed. The two spectra were obtained in a 
single COCONOESY experiment. The open arrows indicate the starts of the sequential 
(the legend to Fig 3 continues at the back side of this page) 
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walks running in clockwise direction from the amide resonance of S-17 to the 
α-resonance of K-25 {it follows the solid line) and from the α-proton of P-26 to the 
α-proton of 1-29 (it follows the line interrupted by dots). The glycyl residues G-18 and 
G-24 give rise to two daN connectivities each. The alternative pathways that may be 
followed for these residues are indicated by dashed lines. Note that just a single 
J-connectivity is observed for the G-18 spin system in the fingerprint region of the 
COSY(H 2O) spectrum, while one of the two observed for G-24 is rather low in intensity. 
Ambiguities about the assignments of these connectivities to glycyl spin systems were 
removed by the fact that reinóte connectivities were found at the positions of their 
amide resonances in a DQSY(H20) spectrum (not shown). The amide-CacH /-connectivity 
of the K-25 spin system falls underneath the ridge at the position of the Η-g) signal 
in <ú2-direction in the contourpiot of the COSYÍHjO). The presence of a J-connectivity 
at this position was also proved by the DQSY(H20) spectrum. The J-connectivities associ-
ated with the V-41 and Y-42 spin system in the fingerprint region of the C0SY(H20) 
and the daN connectivity connecting them in the N0ESY(H20) are labeled with small 
solid arrows. 
practice very often the amide- as well as а-геьопапсея exhibit considerable overlap 
and their assignment has to be incorporated into the sequential analysis. For IKe 
G V P , spectral analysis can only be conducted to a limited extent so that the correct­
ness of the assignments can not be jugded on the basis of self consistency arguments. 
Moreover, in the fingerprint region a maximum number of 89 N a H - C a H cross peaks 
is to be expected (i.e. the protein contains 87 amino acids; the five prolines and the 
N terminal methionine do not contribute to this part of the spectrum, but the 
glycines may give rise to two cross peaks so t h a t 8 connectivities should be added). 
But in the fingerprint region only 66 crosspeaks are actually observed (Fig. 3) while 
a large number of these do overlap. Thus special care should be exercised in the 
assignments of the amide proton resonances and the crosspeaks in the fingerprint 
region and their use in the sequential assignment procedure. 
Therefore, apart from standard precautions, the identification of amide protons was 
only considered to be reliable if the assignment could be confirmed by the presence 
of N O E s from amide proton resonances to their side chain resonances. The intraresid-
ual N O E s observed for the sequentially assigned amide resonances have been docu­
mented in Fig. 4, a more detailed discussion is presented below. 
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533 The Sequential Assignment of the Amino Add Sequence Segment Running from 
S-17 to 1-29 
S 1 7 > G - 1 8 > V - 1 9 > S - 2 0 . The sequential assignment is most easily started with the 
amide proton resonance of S( 17) (indicated by an open arrow in Fig. 3). The label 
identifying the spin system is placed between brackets, since its sequential assignment 
has not yet been established at this point in the analysis. Via the J-connectivity to 
its α-proton resonance, assigned in the previous section, we find in the N O E S Y spec­
t rum t h a t the latter resonance is connected to an intense N O E crosspeak at the posi­
tion of the amide resonance of G(-18). A smaller N O E crosspeak connects the S(-17) 
C a H to its own N a i l ; no other crosspeaks are present at this position (at ω2 = 4.93 
ppm). In addition to the intense NOE, connectivities from both β resonances of 
S(-17) are observed towards the position of the glycyl amide resonance (Fig. 3). The 
three sequential connectivities together provide a safe connection. It may be 
recalled t h a t only one J-crosspeak is observed between G (-18) ΝαΗ and its α-proton 
resonances. Moreover, several other amide protons are resonating very close to this 
N a H . A s tep from the G(-18) NaH to the amide resonance of the next spin system 
however can be safely made, since both G(-18) α-proton resonances show intense 
N O E crosspeaks to the position of the V( 19) amide resonance (Figs.3 and 4). The 
assignment of the V(-19) amide resonance deserves special at tent ion since its 
J connectivity in the "fingerprint" region is located in a crowded region. The correct­
ness of the assignment is secured by the presence of N O E s between the amide reso­
nance and the β- as well as y-resonances of the spin system. All of the non-labile 
V(-19) proton resonances show NOEs to an amide proton resonating at 8.61 ppm, 
these t h u s provide a safe connection between V( 19) and the spin system following 
V(-19) in the sequential walk. Only one J-connectivity is present in the "f ingerprint" 
region a t 8.61 ppm, it has been assigned to the serine spin system S(-20) in a previ­
ous section. 
The individual steps made thus far are all highly reliable. When they are added 
together, the sequence S > G > V > S is obtained. This te t ra peptide does occur only 
once in the amino acid sequence of IKe G V P (this is also true for the two three 
peptide sequences comprised by the tetra peptide) namely S - 1 7 > G - 1 8 > V - 1 9 > S - 2 0 . 
This establishes the sketched pathway. Hence we may disregard our reservation made 
with respect to the residue numbers added to these spin systems as well as disregard 
the alternative pathways that can be constructed when start ing at the G -18 and 
V-19 amide resonance positions. 
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Figure 4. Amide (ω2-αχίί) - aliphatic (ml-axis) region of the 150 ms NOESY of IKe 
GVP in H2O. The solid lines drawn in vertical direction connect the intraresidual NOEs 
between amide and side chain proton resonances, used in the residue specific assignments 
of the amide resonances. The dashed arrows in horizontal direction indicate sequential 
dßN and some dyN connectivities. The two arrows marked with the symbol "?" point to 
connectivities not used in the sequential assignment procedure because of overlap with 
others (see text). The solid arrows label the long-range NH-CaH contacts in the 
ß-ladder structure of the DNA binding wing. The numbers added correspond to those in 
Eig. 9. 
S - 2 0 > Q - 2 1 . If we continue the sequential walk in Fig. 3 the S-20-СаН resonance 
can unambiguously be connected to the amide resonance a t 9.01 ppm of the spin 
system designated Q-21 in the previous section. At t h a t t ime we could not decide 
whether the crosspeaks came from a glutamate or from a glutamina side chain. Since 
in IKe G V P at position 21 a glutamine is present in the sequence of IKe G V P , the 
identification of the crosspeaks is now established. A connectivity between S-20 C0H 
and Q 21 N e H can be observed a t ω1= 3.90 ppm, ω2 = 9.01 ppm. This observation 
cannot be used in support of the aforementioned assignments because the Q 21 N a i l 
resonance is overlapping with the 1-29 N a H resonance (vide infra) and the mentioned 
cross peak may arise from a connectivity between T-28 CßH and 1-29 NaH as well 
(see Fig. 4). 
Q - 2 1 > K - 2 2 . This and the next step are by no means obvious from the da ta p re -
sented in Fig. 3. This is mainly due to the small difference in resonance position of 
the α-protons of Q-21 and K-22, and the complete overlap of the latter with one of 
the α-proton resonances of G-18. Fortunately, the step from the amide of Q 21 to 
the amide K-22, as well as the three following steps, can be made much more con­
vincingly on the basis of dNN connectivities (Fig. 5). In addition to the dNN and 
d a N connectivities the pathway from Q-21 to K-22 is secured by the observation of 
crosspeaks from the Q-21 C0H and the Q-21 Cß 'H to the К 22 ΝαΗ (i.e. two dßN 
connectivities, see Fig. 4). 
K - 2 2 > S - 2 3 . Three sequential connectivities connect the third serine spin system 
with K-22. Most reliable is the dNN contact, the dßN and d a N connectivities simply 
support the sequential assignment. 
S - 2 3 > G - 2 4 . About the same remarks hold for this step. The amide resonance at 
8.14 ppm, and assigned to G-24 on the basis of the remote connectivity present in a 
DQ(H20) spectrum, is linked to the S-23 spin system via a dNN and a d a N contact . 
The presence of a dßN connectivity is uncertain as a result of overlap. 
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Figure 5. The low field part of the 150 ms N0ESY{H20) of IKe GVP. It displays 
the amide-amide contacts and the connectivities between amide resonances and the ring-
proton resonances of some of the aromatic spin systems. The sequence of dNN connec­
tivities from residue Q-21 to K-25 is indicated. 
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G-24>K-25. The step from G-24 .NoH to Κ-25 NaH, indicated in Fig. 5, 
deserves special attention. The mentioned dXN connectivity and a supporting daN 
connectivity link the G 24 spin system to an amide resonance at 7.88 ppm. In gener­
al glycyl spin systems may give rise to two daN contacts. However, the presence of 
the second daN cannot be verified because of the cluster of NOEs present at the 
coordinates at which this contact should be located. Furthermore, identification of 
the a proton resonance position fails for K-25, when using the fingerprint region, 
because at the position of the amide resonance J-connectivities are absent. The same 
holds for NOE connectivities in the NOESY (H2O) contourpiot presented in Fig. 3. 
The reason for this became apparent from a DQ(ll20) experiment (not shown); a 
DQ-connectivity between an amide and an a proton resonance was found at 
(ω1,ω2) = (ΐ2.64 ppm, 7.88 ppm), from which it can be deduced that the α-proton is 
just resonating underneath the H2O resonance. Suppression of the solvent peak by 
means of continuous irradiation then leads to bleaching of the connectivities at the 
position of the water resonance (saturation of the CaH signals) {27}. A connectivity 
from the amide proton resonance to a resonance at 1.73 ppm is observed in the 
NOESY(ll20) contourpiot in Fig. 4. At the same position a weak crosspcak is found 
in Fig. ]a. providing a connection to the mentioned α-proton resonance position. 
Taking all the results together we consider this step in the sequential assignment pro 
cedure established. In the process the resonance at 1.73 ppm could be attributed to 
the ß-proton(s) of K-25. 
K - 2 5 > P - 2 6 . Here the normal sequential assignment procedure cannot be applied, 
since proline residues lack amide protons. However it has been pointed out by Billeter 
et al. {31} that the sequential assignment of prolines may be based on the presence 
of NOEs between the δ protons of a proline in position (i-^l) and the amide, a- or 
β protons of a residue in position (i) in the amino acid sequence. NOEs from the 
amide and α-protons of K-25 to a position typical for δ-protons of proline spin sys­
tems (i.e. the region from 3 to 5 ppm) are absent (Fig. 4). Present are weak NOE 
connectivities from the 0-resonance position of K-25 to the two δ- proton resonances 
of the spin system designated as Ρ 26 (Fig. 6). Sequential assignment of the Ρ-26 
spin system on the basis of only these sequential connectivities however must be 
regarded as highly unreliable. Justification of the sequential assignment of the proline 
spin system to P-26 in the amino acid sequence of IKe GVP is obtained from the 
next steps in the sequential walk and the "non nearest neighbour" NOEs discussed in 
the following section. 
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Figure 6. The CaH (ωΐ-axis) - aliphatic (ω2-αχίί) region of the 200 ms NOESY of 
IKe GVP in D2O. I^ong range CaH-(CaH/CßH/CyH) NOEs in the ß-ladder part of 
the DNA binding wing are indicated by the connections between lines in the horizontal 
and vertical direction. They are tabulated in diagram 1. The sequential connectivities 
between the CßH resonances) of K-25 and the CSII resonances of P-26 are indicated 
in a similar fashion. The solid arrows point to the intense long range CaH-Call con-
nectivities observed for the residue pairs 8-17<-^Τ-28 and -І90Р-26. In addition to 
these interresidual NOEs some intraresidual NOEs are labeled. It are the intense 
CaH-CßH NOEs of Y-27 and the serie of intraresidual NOEs from the CaH of 1-29 
towards its side chain resonances (a vertical line provided with double arrows joins the 
latter set of NOEs) 
P-26>Y- 27. The sequential walk can be resumed by entering the NOESY(H20) 
spectrum at 5.08 ppm, i.e. at the resonance position of the α-proton of P-26 for 
which two connectivities to amide protons are observed (cf. Fig. 3). The position of 
the crosspeak with the lowest intensity corresponds with the amide proton resonance 
of S 20. As wc shall see below this arises from the incorporation of these residues in 
an antiparallel β sheet. The other (more intense) connectivity leads to the position of 
an amide proton resonance for which a J connectivity is observed to the α-proton 
resonance of the tyrosyl spin system designated as Y-27 in the previous section. In 
addition to the daN connectivity, the step from the proline spin system to the amide 
of the tyrosyl spin system is secured by the presence of two dßN connectivities aris-
ing from the non-degenerated ß-proton resonances of the proline spin system (Fig. 4). 
Y - 2 7 > T - 2 8 . The α-proton of Y 27 exhibits a connectivity to the amide proton of 
the residue T-28. Since the dipeptide Y-27—Τ 28 occurs only once and because of 
the fact that the spin systems of the two threonines present in IKe GVP have firmly 
been analysed, we may consider the sequential analysis of the sequence 
P-26>Y 27>T-28 definitely established at this point. For the sake of completeness it 
is mentioned that these conclusions are corroborated by connectivities observed 
between the ß-proton resonances of Y 27 and the amide proton resonance of T-28. 
The observation of the latter crosspeaks of reasonable intensity is somewhat remark-
able because crosspeaks between the Y 27 NH and β proton resonances are of very 
low intensity (not visible in Fig. 4). 
T-28>I-29. Also the last step made in the sequential assignment of the DNA bind­
ing wing deserves special attention. A search for sequential connectivities of Τ 28 in 
the NOESY(H20) spectrum yields a daN and a d/3N contact to the NH at 9.02 
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ppm. The dßN connectivity, however, cannot be used in the assignment because it 
maj arise from a dßN contact of S 20 and Q 21 (vide supra). In addition to these 
connectivities an intense NOE crosspeak is present at (9.02 ppm, 1.04 ppm) in the 
NOESY(H20) spectrum. It can be assigned to a contact between the threonine 
methvlgroup and the NH of the isoleucine, but also this assignment, as will be 
argued below, may be in error. The presence of an isoleucyl amide proton at 9.02 
ppm however, is certain. This is proved by the J-connectivity to the α-proton and 
the NOEs to the β- and >(СНз)-рго1опн of the isoleucine spin system labeled 1-29. 
Despite all uncertainties mentioned we can rely on this assignment, because of the 
small number of isoleucyl residues present in IKE GVP and the absence of alterna­
tives. The reason for the uncertainty about the origin of the connectivity between the 
methylgroup of T-2S and the NH of 1-29, can be specified, now we have assigned 
the 1-29 spin system. Apart from the NOEs mentioned above, NOEs are found from 
the amide 1-29 position to 1.31 ppm, 1.04 ppm and 0.70 ppm. The same NOE pat­
tern reoccurs at the α-proton position of 1-29 in the N O E S Y ^ O ) (see Fig. 6). The 
methyl region of the HoHaHa TOCSY contourpiot shows connectivities between 1.31 
ppm and 0.70 ppm as well as between 1.04 ppm and 0.70 ppm. The methyl region 
of the NOESY(D20) contourplot (not presented) shows in addition contacts between 
1.31 ppm and 0.82 ppm as well as between 1.04 and 0.82 ppm. All of these data are 
in accordance with the assignment of the resonances at 0.82 ppm, 1.31 ppm, 1.04 
ppm and 0.70 ppm to yfCHg)-, Уі(СН2) , У2(СЕ2)- and 6(CH3) protons of the 1-29 
spin system respectively, if it is assumed that the extensive NOE networks found are 
Figure 7. The sequentially assigned amino acid sequence segments of IKe GVP together 
with a summary of the daN, dßN and dNN connectivities. The "+" sign underneath 
V-19 has been added to note that two daN contacts secure the connection from G-I8 to 
V-19. The sequential connectivities observed between K'25 and P-26 are in fact contacts 
between the delta protons of the proline and the beta protons of the lysine spin system. 
For simplicity we added them to the group of dßN connectivities. 
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due to spindiffusion effects within the I 29 spin system. It may be clear from this 
that the identification of the contact at (1.04 ppm, 9.02 ppm) in the N O E S Y ^ O ) 
contourpiot as an interresidual NOE between 1-29 and T-28 is uncertain because of 
the assignment of the resonance at 1.04 ppm to a ^ ( C H o ^ p r o t o n . 
5J.4 Additional Sequence Specific Resonance Assignments 
Sequence specific resonance assignments were obtained for three other residues, i.e. 
T-3, V 41 and Y-42. One of the two threonyl residues present in IKE GVP was 
assigned to T-28 in the previous paragraph. By elimination, the other threonyl spin 
system, identified by analysis of the HoHaHa TOCSY contourpiot, can therefore be 
assigned to the threonyl residue at position 3 in the amino acid sequence: T-3. 
Unfortunately, unambiguous assignment of one of its nearest neighbour residues did 
not appear feasible up to this moment. 
As a matter of fact, the first residue specific assignments we were able to make, 
were those of residues V-41 and Y 42. Their assignment is rather simple as a result 
of the extraordinary position of the CaH resonance of the V-41 spin system (3.58 
ppm) and of the Nil resonance of the Y-42 spin system (7.63 ppm), in combination 
with the fact that this dipeptide is unique in the sequence of IKe GVP. The amide 
proton of the spin system V-41 can be identified on the basis of an intense 
J-connectivity present at an isolated position in the fingerprint area, while intraresid-
ual NOEs to α-, β- and y-protons secure its identification. The NH of Y-42 is iden­
tified in the same way: a NH-CaH J-connectivity and NOEs from its NH to both 
non-degenerated 0-protons are present. Subsequently, two connectivities secure the 
sequential assignment of these spin systems, i.e. a d<*N and a d|8N contact (Figs. 3 
and 4). In addition to this also both •y-methyl groups of V-41 show NOEs to the 
NH of Y-42. Extension of the sequential assignment towards their nearest neighbours 
failed thus far. For clarity we note that there are small differences in the resonance 
positions of the two V-41 methyl resonances in the contourplots of the NOESY(D20), 
NOESY(H20) and the HoHaHa TOCSY. As is the case for the aromatic proton reso­
nances of Y-42, thoroughly discussed in the previous paper {14} (Chapter 4), their 
resonance position depend on slight changes in the sample conditions. 
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Figure 8. The aromatic (ωΐ-axis) -aliphatic (o>2-axis) region of the 200 ms NOESY of 
IKe GVP in DjO. The vertical lines indicate the resonance positions of the aromatic 
ring protons of Y-42 and Y-27. Some of the horizontal lines drawn indicate the posi­
tions of the intraresidual NOEs to their Call and CßH resonances, others point to long 
range NOEs of the Y-27 ringproton resonances. The latter group of connectivities is 
tabulated in diagram 1. 
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.5J_5 Structure of the Amino Add Sequence Segment running from S-17 to 1-29 
As indicated in a preceding section, regular 0-sheet and α-helical structural ele­
ments in proteins contain characteristic networks of short backbone H- H distances 
{30,31,32}. This facilitates their identification by means of NOE effects observed in 
NOESY spectra. In addition, the connectivity networks arising from short turns can 
be identified unambiguously {33}. Analysis of the NOE data reveals that the 
sequence encompasing residue S-17 to I 29 forms a β loop, in which residue 17 
through 19 and 26 through 29 are part of an antiparallel /3-sheet structure, while the 
residues 21 to 25 are part of the turn (cf. Fig. 9) Connectivities indicating the pres­
ence of the ^-structure are the strong interrcsidue daN NOEs observed for adjacent 
H 
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Figure 9. The schematic structure of the "DNA binding wing" of IKe GVP as 
deduced from the NMR experiments. Indicated are the sequential and interstrand (or 
long range) NOEs between backbone protons characteristic for the ß-loop structure. The 
short fat arrows indicate the CaH-CaH contacts. The skew and horizontal arrows repre-
sent the interstrand and sequential CaH-NH NOEs respectively ( the labels added to 
the former correspond to those in Fig. 4). The broken arrows indicate the sequence of 
dNN-connectivities, defining the loop region. Long range NOEs between side chain pro-
tons have been listed in diagram 1. 
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amino acids in the segments mentioned above. The presence of anti-parallel β sheet is 
established by long range a-α contacts {31.32}. They are observed between the 
CaH-s of S-17 and T-28 and between the CaH s of V-19 and P-26 (the relevant 
connectivities are indicated by arrows in Figs. 6 and 9). The sequential dNN connec­
tivities observed in the sequence encompassing residue 21 to 25 reflect the presence of 
the turn (Figs. 5 and 9). Whether residue S -20 is part of the turn or of the regular 
β -sheet is not entirely clear. The observation of an NOE between the amide proton 
of S-20 and the Call of P-26 points to a short distance between these protons. 
Therefore it seems reasonable to assume the existence of a hydrogen bond between 
the amide proton of S 20 and the carbonyl oxygen of K-25 (Fig. 9). In addition to 
the numerous NOEs discussed above the proposed strand fold back is secured by a 
set of interstrand NOEs between side chain protons (cf. Figs. 6 and 8, a compilation 
has been made in diagram 1). 
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Diagram 1. The Long range NOEs in the ß-ladder part of the DNA binding wing. 
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5.4 DISCUSSION 
5.4.1 General Remarks 
GVP of IKe has an extreme tendency to aggregate at neutral pH, which іь a 
rather unfavorable property for NMR experiments. In a previous paper (Chapter 4) 
we have established that the optimal conditions for NMR studies of this protein are 
from pH = 4.6 to 4.8 at a salt concentration of a few mM. Linewidth measurements 
indicated that the protein under these conditions is mainly present as a dimer (Mol. 
weight 20,000). As for the Ff GVP {7} it is expected that the IKe GVP dimer is 
the smallest unit that exists in solution. It was also established in that paper that 
the protein does not exhibit significant alterations in its structure over a large pH 
range. 
In the previous section we have demonstrated that under the conditions mentioned 
it is possible to obtain detailed structural information by means of 2D-NMR tech­
niques for at least a part of the molecule. The degree of spectral complexity is not 
that of a molecule with a molecular weight of 20 kD, because we expect the dimer 
to have a two fold axis of symmetry just as the Ff GVP molecule {7}. This implies 
that the resonances of both monomers constituting the dimer will be indistinguishable. 
The complexit) of the IKe GVP spectra will be therefore reduced to the level of 
complexity expected for the monomer, except for the effects of monomer-monomer 
interactions which become manifest in NOESY spectra. On the other hand, the 
increased correlation time of the dimer (with respect to the monomer) may result in 
low or to low intensities of crosspeaks, hindering their observation in 2D-speclra. In 
this respect it is noted that the missing connectivities in for example the "finger 
print" region prohibit a complete sequential analysis of the IKe GVP spectrum and 
therefore a complete tertiary structure elucidation. 
The spin systems sequentially assigned in the preceding sections exhibit іпіепье 
connectivities, which most likely reflects a relative large mobility of the protein 
domains they are part of (vide infra). A decreased mobility of the flanking polypep­
tide segments, may provide an explanation for the fact that, at present, we cannot 
further extend the sequential assignments of these domains. But this is certainly not 
the only underlying reason. As the sequentially assigned segment running from S-17 
to 1-29 is preceded by three consecutive long side chains at its N-terminal side and 
followed by even four at its C-terminal side. A reliable assignment of such amino 
acid side chains is still difficult to carry out, despite the improvement offered by the 
application of the HoHaHa TOCSY technique. 
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Although it is not possible at this stage to complete the structure elucidation of 
the protein, some general remarks about its structure can be made on the basis of 
the available 2D spectra. The data obtained so far indicate the absence of α-helical 
structure in IKe GVP. This is reflected by the small number (i.e. twelve) of amide-
amide connectivities in the NOESY(H20) spectrum (cf. Fig. 5). Apart from the 
sequence of amide-amide crosspeaks already assigned, none of the remaining amide 
amide connectivities can be ordered in such a way that sequences of more than two 
contacts are obtained. On the other hand a large amount of β structure is present in 
IKe GVP which is reflected by several spectral features. First we mention the pres 
enee of more than ten interresidual a a connectivities observed in NOESY(D20) 
spectra. Secondly, we emphasize the downfield resonance position (i.e. downfield with 
respect to the HDO resonance) of at least twenty α-proton resonances. Thirdly, 
most of the intraresidual amide α-proton connectivities present in NOESY(H20) spec 
tra have a small intensity with respect to their corresponding sequential interresidual 
amide-Call connectivities. As has been argued before, these spectral features reflect 
the presence of (anti-parallel) 0-sheel structure {34,35}. 
5.4.2 ТЫ DNA Binding Wing 
Earlier, fluorescence and NMR experiments have been carried out to investigate 
the binding of DNA to GVP of IKe {12,14} (Chapter 3,4). The NMR studies dem­
onstrated that the tvrosyl residue, identified as Y-27 in the preceding sections, is 
involved in protein-DNA complex formation. This indicates that the /3-loop structure 
uncovered in the present paper is part of the DNA binding domain of IKe GVP and 
therefore it is designated the "DNA binding wing". Its involvement in the binding to 
DNA is reinforced and elaborated in Chapter 7 of this thesis, where a more detailed 
view of the interaction between this part of the protein and DNA is obtained by 
means of spinlabeled oligonucleotide binding studies. 
At this point it is interesting to consider the question whether the /3-loop struc­
ture exhibits features which are general to all or to certain classes of single stranded 
DNA binding proteins. The most obvious example to correlate to the present results 
is of course the GVP encoded by bacteriophage Ff. 
The amino acid sequences of IKe GVP and Ff GVP exhibit a 45% homology: 
comparison of the sequences comprising the DNA binding loops in these proteins 
shows an even higher degree of homology, which becomes more striking when this 
part of the Ff GVP sequence is folded according to the scheme derived for IKe 
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GVP (see Fig. 10). The conserved residues are outlined with solid lines, the more or 
less indifferent replacements with dashed lines. It is clear that the DNA binding loop 
consisting of residues 15 through 32 in Ff GVP and 15 through 33 in IKe GVP is 
highly conserved, but also that the extra residue in IKe GVP is conveniently located 
in the loop region. 
A further interpretation of the results should take into account the three dimen-
sional structure of Ff GVP as determined by Rrayer i¿ McPherson {7} by means of 
X ray diffraction. As in solution, Ff GVP forms a dimer in the crystal. The 
monomers are tightly interlocked and related by a two-fold dyad axis of symmetry. 
The basic structural elements in the monomer are essentially formed by three /Moops. 
Two of these loops, the so-called DNA binding (residue 15-32) and the complex loops 
(residue 33-49), compose a three-stranded anti-parallel 0-sheet, which covers the 
hydrophobic core of the protein. The extremity of the DNA binding loop, encompass-
ing residues 20 through 30, projects away from the bulk of the protein. The corre-
sponding residues in IKe GVP are just part of the DNA binding wing studied in the 
present paper. If, as suggested by the crystal structure of Ff GVP, we extend the 
anti parallel 0-sheet beyond the part that is actually derived from the NMR studies, 
i.e. if we elongate the sequence in the direction of the N-terminus from residue S-17 
to Q 10 and in the direction of the C-terminus from 1-29 to Y-35, we obtain the 
/8-loop presented in Fig. 10A. The validity of this extension is supported by the 
observation that the residues in these sequences are on the average alternating])' 
hydrophobic and hydrophilic. Moreover, salt bridges can be formed (indicated by 
arrows) which stabilize the structure. Analogously, the DNA binding loop of Ff GVP 
can be extended (Fig. 10B). 
Apparently, the salt bridge between R-16 and E-30 (E 31 in IKe) is conserved in 
both structures in Fig. 10, in contrast to the putative salt bridges between К 14 and 
E-33 and between E-15 and R-30 in IKe GVP which are not present in Ff GVP. 
Again wc see alternating sequences of hydrophobic and hydrophylic residues in Ff 
GVP as well, although less pronounced than for IKe GVP. In the Ff GVP crystal 
structure the sequence from E- 30 to Y-34 is indeed part of a /3-strand which is 
incorporated in the regularly hydrogen bonded central region of the triple stranded 
sheet formed in Ff GVP. On the other hand, further comparison of the Ff GVP 
0-loop structure drawn in Fig. 10B and the corresponding peptide chain in the three 
dimensional structure exhibits important differences. In the crystal structure a high 
degree of mobility and disorder is detected in the chain encompassing residues 15 to 
30 {7}, which precludes a simple representation of its conformation. It is however 
clear from the crystal structure that Y-26 is at the very tip of the DNA binding 
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Figure 10. Schematic structures of the amino acid sequence segments running from 
residue 10 to 35 in IKe CVP and from 10 to 34 in Ff CVP. The structure drawn 
for IKe CVP is an extension on the structure derived from the NMR results (see 
text). The structure for F f CVP has been drawn in analogy with the structure for 
IKe CVF. The conserved residues in both proteins have been boxed. The dashed box 
indicates two conservative replacements. Solid arrows indicate the salt bridges that may 
exist. The stippled arrows represent the translations needed for a conversion of the 
hypothetical structure drawn into the structure of Ms protein segment in F f CVP crys­
tals (see text). 
loop in contrast to the structure depicted in Fig. 10b, where Y-26 is part of the 
ß-sheet. Moreover, in the Ff GVP crystal structure F-13 is for the most part inter-
nal and positioned directly behind Y-34 when viewed from the tip of the DNA bind-
ing loop in the direction of F-13. From these observations it can be concluded that 
the structure presented in Fig. 10 can be converted into the X-ray structure when 
the amino acids are subjected to a four residue shift in the N-terminal direction, 
keeping residues 28-34 in place. This places Y-26 at the tip of the loop and F-13 
just behind Y-34 as indicated by the dashed arrows in Fig. 10. Since the strand 
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27-34 is in a ß-conformation the opposing segment, encompassing residue 13 to 24 
shows a number of irregular twists in the crystal structure of Ff GVP, which are 
needed to accommodate the extra residues. 
The structure of the Ff GVP DNA binding wing presented in Fig. 10b. was 
drawn in analogy with the structure derived for the IKe protein and the question 
arises whether this structure has any physical relevance. In other words is the solu 
lion structure of the Ff GVP DNA binding wing identical to that in the crystal or 
to the structure of the IKe GVP binding wing derived from NMR. Two dimensional 
Fourier Transform NMR experiments on Ff GVP similar to the ones described in the 
present paper should provide an answer to this question and these are currently in 
progress in our laboratory. In the absence of definitive results it is interesting to con 
sider a study by Gray and collaborators {36} who investigated the reductive methyla 
tion of amino groups in Ff GVP. It appeared that the N-terminal amino group is 
the only one that cannot be methylated. As argued by Gray et al., this observation 
is at variance with the accessibility suggested by the crystal structure of Ff GVP: 
the first four residues of the N-terminus form an antenna pointing away from the 
bulk of the protein dimer {7}. Thus, these experiments strongly suggest that the 
structural organization of the N-terminus of Ff GVP in solution differs from that in 
the crystal structure. 
As mentioned above, the structure of the DNA binding wing of Ff GVP as drawn 
in Fig. 10b can easily be obtained from the crystal structure via a four residue shift 
of the N-terminal sequence, such a shift may cause the disappearance of the antenna 
structure observed in the crystal structure and will result in a lower accessibility of 
the N-terminal amino group in accordance with the observations by Gray and 
coworkers. Another observation in favor of a solution structure which conforms to 
Fig. 10b concerns the resonance positions of the Tyr-I aromatic ringproton resonances 
(numbered according to Alma et al. {37} and Coleman et al.{38}). In a previous 
paper {14} (Chapter 4) we have shown that the Tyr-I resonances in the spectra of 
Ff GVP and IKe GVP belong almost certainly to identical residues in both amino 
acid sequences. In the present paper we assigned the Tyr-I spin system to Y-27 of 
IKe GVP, which corresponds with Y-26 in Ff GVP. The meta proton resonances of 
this spin system are the most upfield shifted aromatic ring proton resonances in the 
spectra of both proteins. In view of the considerable shift in position, with respect to 
the position observed for resonances of tyrosines incorporated in random coil frag-
ments (lit.) (expected when the tyrosine would be at the tip of the DNA binding 
loop), it is more likely that these tyrosines are part of a structured region of the 
protein as suggested by the schemes presented in Fig. 10. When the tyrosyl residue is 
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part of the β sheet, anisotropic shift contributions of surrounding oxygen atoms may 
easily lead to upfield shifts. 
In summary, the experiments discussed here indicate t h a t the structure of the 
DNA binding wing established for IKe G V P may be highly similar to the solution 
structure of Ff G V P . This conformation could well be a common feature of single 
stranded DNA binding proteins. 
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Chapter 6 
THE MAPPING OF LIGAND BINDING SITES ON 
MACROMOLECULES BY MEANS OF SPINLABELED LIGANDS 
A 2 D - N M R A P P R O A C H 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
The 2D-NMR techniques developed during the last decade have created the possi-
bility for determining the folding of biomolecules in solution In this approach the 
elucidation of structures involves a two step process. In the first step, the spectral 
analysis, the resonances arc assigned to specific types of spin systems on the basis of 
J-correlated spectroscopies {l}. In the next step, interactions detected by Nuclear 
Overhauser Enhancement spectroscopy (interactions through space) between systems 
are established {2,3}. These results form the basis for the structure determination, 
often in conjunction with distance geometry calculation {4} or restrained molecular 
dynamics {5}. 
Thus far the conformations of proteins with a molecular weight up to 10,000 have 
successfully been analyzed using this approach. Further research in this field will 
undoubiedly—be aimed at the development of methods applicable to larger proteins. 
A second area of considerable interest is formed by the structural aspects of ligand 
protein interactions. The determination of the structure of a ligand binding site of a 
protein and of the ligand situated in that binding site requires a detailed knowledge 
of the spectra of both the ligand and the protein (macromolecule) in the complex. 
Furthermore, sufficient intramolecular as well as intermolecular NOEs should be avail 
able to define the structure of the complex. In practice resonance overlap may com 
plicate matters considerably, certainly for large molecular systems. Therefore very 
often methods are needed which are helpful to the structure elucidation by providing 
structural information complementary to that obtained by the approach described 
above. 
Spinlabels bound to a ligand may serve such a purpose. It is well known that, the 
dipolar interaction between the free electron spin of the spinlabel group and nearby 
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proton spins causes an increase of the relaxation rate of the latter {6}. Thus a spin-
labeled ligand bound to a macromolecule may selectively broaden the resonances of 
spin systems in or in the direct vicinity of the binding site. Difference spectra com-
puted from the spectra in the presence and absence of the bound spinlabeled ligand, 
will thus display the resonances originating from the residues situated in the region of 
the binding site {7}. 
A recent example of this approach is the work of McConnel and collaborators 
{8,9,10}. Those authors have mapped the antigen binding site of a Fab antibody 
fragment by means of ID-difference techniques. The complicated broadening patterns 
thus obtained could only be interpreted when selectively deuterated Fab fragments 
were incorporated in the studies. Such a rather laborious approach can be avoided 
when, as will be demonstrated in the present paper, 2D-spectroscopy can be used. 
Paramagnetic broadening of resonances in 2D-spectra has been used by other 
groups to aid in structural studies. Moonen et al. {11} demonstrated linebroadening 
in cross peaks using 2D NOE difference spectroscopy in their study of spectra of 
Flavodoxin with the prosthetic group riboflavine 5' monophosphate in its diamagnetic 
and paramagnetic state. Kosen et al. {12} recorded COSY spectra of BPTI to which 
a spinlabol was covalently attached at a preselected site to obtain distances from the 
broadenings induced by the spinlabel. 
In this paper we explore the application of spinlabeled ligands in conjunction with 
difference 2D-spectroscopy to investigate ligand binding sites. The system considered 
is the complex of the single stranded DNA binding protein encoded by the filamen-
tous E. coli phage IKe {13,14} and a spinlabeled oligonucleotide. Elsewhere (Chapter 
5) we have described the determination of the structure of a part of the DNA bind-
ing domain of the protein {15}. Here we evaluate the use of difference 2D-spectra 
obtained by means of NOESY and MLEV-17 TOCSY experiments. In addition the 
merits of difference spectra displaying absolute intensities and those displaying relative 
intensities are discussed. It is shown that assignments can be easily obtained even for 
the long side chain spin systems, when affected in their relaxation rates. 
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6.2 MATERIALS <£ METHODS 
6.2.1 Materials 
IKe GVP: The procedures for the isolation, purification and sample preparation of 
IKe GVP were the same as described earlier {13,16}. The purified protein was stored 
in lyophilized form at -20°C and prior to measurements redissolved in 99.8% DoO. 
The samples contained various amounts of IKe GVP (vide infra) a few millimolar 
NaCl and no buffer components. The pH was adjusted to 4.5 4.7 (uncorrected pH 
meter readings) with DC1. 
Spinlabcled oligonucleotide: The spinlabeled trinucleotide, three adenyl residues. 
to which the spinlabel, 4 hydroxy-l-oxyl-2,2,6,6 tetramethyl piperidine (TEMPO), was 
covalently attached via phospho-diester bonds at both the 5' and 3' end of the 
oligonucleotide, was synthesized, purified and characterized as described by Claesen et 
al. {17}. 
We will refer to this spinlabeled oligonucleotide as: *(dA)3*, where the "*" refers 
to the attached spinlabel. The concentration of *(dA)o* in HoO (at pH = 7) was 
determined from its absorption at 260 nm, using the absorption coefficient for the 
adenine trimer {18} corrected for a slight extra absorption by the TEMPO moiety, 
i.e. 37500 M - 1 «! ! - 1 . 
6.2.2 Methods 
*(с1А)з* binding experiments: The binding experiments were carried out bj add 
ing small amounts of a concentrated solution of the spinlabeled oligonucleotide to the 
protein solutions. Similar to the protein samples, the ''(dAU* (D2O) solutions con 
tained a few millimolar salt and no additional buffer components and were prior to 
experiments adjusted in pH to a value of 4.3-4.6 (uncorrected pll meter reading) by 
the addition DC1. 
Protein concentrations of the samples used were in the order of 0.5 mM GVP (in 
protein monomers) for the ID- H NMR experiments and 2.0 mM for 2D-experiments. 
H-NMR spectra and instrument settings: Spectra were recorded on a Bruker AM-500 
spectrometer operating at 500 MHz and interfaced to an Aspect- 3000 computer. 
Fourier transformations of Ш - and 2D-experiments were performed on an indepen­
dent data station consisting of an Aspect 3000 computer equipped with an array pro 
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cesser. 
The spinlock field, applied in the ID-spinlock and the MLEV 17 TOCSY experi-
ments (vide infra), was derived from the frequencv synthesizer of the NMR apparatus 
and amplified by means of a home build amplifier to such a power level that the 
time needed for an iHT-pulse was 25 ßs. 
ID H spectra were recorded using quadrature phase cycling and quadrature detec-
tion with the carrier in the middle of the spectrum (scan repetition time 1.5 s). 
2D spectra (vide infra) were recorded in the pure phase absorption mode with the 
carrier in the middle of the spectrum using time proportional phase incrementation 
{19}. The parameter settings used in the 2D experiments are listed in Table 1. All 
spectra were recorded at 25°C. 
6.2.2.1 Difference Spectra 
Four types of difference spectra were recorded. Each displays the difference 
between the spectrum recorded before and after addition of the spinlabeled oligonu-
cleotide to the protein samples. 
1) Standard ID difference spectra were obtained by subtraction of standard 
H spectra. They display the resonances affected by the presence of the spinlabel 
group as (relatively) sharp signals pointing upward in the middle of the corresponding 
downward pointing broadened signals. 
2) Spinlock ID-(differcnce) spectra were recorded with the pulse sequence: 
90°(x) зрііі1оскПеМ(у)(т5 ms)-acquisition(t) 
The spinlock field prevents dephasing of the magnetization during the time τ, such 
that pure in phase spectra are recorded. The spinlock period is in fact used as a 
T^-filter. The signal intensities remaining after the period τ depend on the Tj« 
(=»T2) relaxation times of the spins and the duration of the spinlock period. 
3) J-correlated (difference) 2D spectra were obtained by means of the TOCSY 
method {20} utilizing the MLEV-17 HOHAHA pulse sequence described by Bax i¿ 
Davis {21}: 
90°(x)-t1-MLEV-17(y)(Ts)—acquisi tion(t2) 
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4) IVOE-correlated (difference) 2D-spectra. NOESY spectra {22} were recorded 
with the pulse sequence: 
900(x)-t1-90,,(x)-Tm-900(x)-acquistion(t2) 
T-l·,"!- H „ „ 
Parameters 
Mixing time 
evolution (t<) 
acquisition ^2) 
relaxation delay 
spectral width 
(in fl and f2) 
Number of scans 
per tl-value 
filters (*) 
symmetrized 
NOESY 
τ_ = 17Б ms 
51 2 ms 
102 4 ms 
0 9 s 
5000 Hertz 
128 
shifted-SSB 
YES 
(*) SSB is squared sinebell 
MLEV-17 T0CSY 
т
в
 = 30 ms 
51 2 ms 
102 4 ms 
0 9 s 
5000 Hertz 
128 
shifted-SSB 
YES 
6.2.2.2 Relative and Absolute Difference 2D-spectra 
The difference 2D-spectra display the cross peaks and the diagonal peaks affected 
in intensity by the binding of the spinlabeled oligonucleotides. The cross peaks are 
spread over the entire plane formed by the 2D-contourplot; only a few of them will 
therefore show overlap. This opens the possibility of calculating "relative difference 
2D-spectra" in addition to "absolute difference 2D-spectra". In absolute difference 
2D-spectra the intensity of a peak, lA(diff), is given by: 
lA(diff) = I(absence) - l(presence) 
While in relative difference 2d-spectra, Ij^(diff) is equal to. 
IR(diff) =100% • (I(absence) - I(presencc))/I(absence) 
I(absence) and I(prcsence) are the intensities of the peaks in the absence and pres­
ence of the spinlabeled oligonucleotide respectively. In calculating relative difference 
spectra a minimum absolute intensity, I(mininium), for peaks in the unperturbed 
spectrum has to be defined to discriminate noise from signals. 
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6.2.2.3 Subtraction Artefacts in Difference 2D-spectra 
One of the major problems encountered in the interpretation of difference 
ID-experiments is the occurrence of artefacts, caused by the subtraction of huge res­
onance envelopes, to observe a difference in intensity or linewidth of only a single 
resonance which is part of those envelopes. This is nicely circumvented in difference 
2D experiments, because the majority of the cross peaks, which correlate the reso­
nances that are part of such huge resonance envelopes, will not overlap in the 
2D spectra. The visualization of difference effects between the 2D-expenments per­
formed in the absence and presence of spinlabeled oligonucleotides demands however 
special care when a contourpiot representation is used. 
Contourplots that contain genuine difference effects, caused by spinlabel induced 
relaxation, may also display spurious signals, caused by systematic deviations (vide 
infra) as well as random variations in cross peak intensities. We corrected for and 
thereby eliminated, systematic deviations in cross peak intensities by multiplication of 
the cross peak intensities in the unperturbed 2D-spectra with a constant factor. The 
optimum value for this correction factor was determined by optimizing the "nilling" 
of the entire absolute difference 2D-spectra (a straightforward procedure since only a 
limited number of cross peaks are affected by the binding of the spinlabel). For both 
the NOESY and MLEV-17 TOCSY difference spectra, the optimum value obtained 
for this factor is 0.77±0.02. The systematically lower intensity of the cross peaks in 
the 2D-spectra, recorded in the presence of the spinlabeled oligonucleotide, is partially 
due to sample dilution as a result of spinlabeled oligonucleotide addition (±8%). The 
rest of this cross peak intensity decrease is ascribed to slow and steady drifts of the 
NMR apparatus away from its optimal settings. 
Manual optimization of the instrument settings was done only once, i.e. at the 
start of the experiment just prior to recording of the 2D-spectra in the absence of 
the spinlabeled oligonucleotide, and was left the same after spinlabeled oligonucleotide 
addition followed by the recording of the perturbed spectra. Noteworthy in this 
respect is that the overall time to record a pair of 2D-spectra was 40 hours. Thus a 
large stability of the apparatus is demanded. 
The intensities of the cross peaks in the гВ-зресІга may differ significantly from 
one another. From our experiments we deduced that the random variation in cross-
peak intensities is on the order of 5%. This implies that in absolute difference con­
tourplots, corrected for systematic intensity differences, genuine difference effects of 
cross peaks of low intensity may be confused with artefacts caused by random varia­
tions in amplitude of intense cross peaks. This problem can be tackled in two ways, 
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i.e. by calculating relative difference spectra as well as by applying a slight overcor-
rection in the calculation of the absolute difference spectra. The absolute difference 
spectra presented are overcorrected by only 4% (Then the correction factor — 0.74). 
Other artefacts, which in contrast are easily distinguishable from genuine broaden-
ings (see RESULTS & DISCUSSION), arise from (random) variations in peak shape 
and or peak position. They can only be eliminated from the absolute difference con-
tourplots displaying difference effects of cross peaks low in intensity, if large overcor-
rections are made. The artefacts due to random peak intensity variations are effec-
tively suppressed by means of the scaling applied in the relative difference spectra. 
The other type of artefacts in these spectra is removed from the contourplots by 
appropriate selection of the lowest relative intensity level plotted (see RESULTS L· 
DISCUSSION). 
6J RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
It has been emphasized in the preceding section that the successful use of differ-
ence 2D -spectra for exploring ligand binding sites on proteins depends critically on 
the ability to discriminate between artefacts and genuine differences. It is therefore 
instructive first to examine ID-difference spectra in which some undesirable effects 
can be easily distinguished and corrected for. As an example we use the gene-V 
protein encoded by the filamentous phage IKc (IKe GVP) to which spinlabeled 
oligonucleotides are bound. 
Changes induced in the aromatic part of the spectrum induced by the binding of 
"normal" oligonucleotides to IKe GVP have already been discussed in a previous arti 
ele {l6}(Chapter 4). Since binding of normal and spinlabeled oligonucleotides are 
expected to be similar, we recall some of the earlier observations. It was found that 
binding of for example (dA)o to IKe GVP causes upfield shifts of the resonances of 
two aromatic spin systems, i.e. a phenylalanyl (designated Phe-I) and a tyrosyl spin 
system (designated Tyr-I, and assigned to Tyr-27 in the amino acid sequence of IKe 
GVP in a subsequent paper {15} (Chapter 5)). The binding of oligonucleotides to 
IKe GVP was characterized as a fast exchange process with respect to the NMR 
time scale, because shifts of both spin systems steadily increased as a function of the 
degree of saturation and no exchange broadening of the shifting aromatic ring proton 
resonances occurred. 
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Figure 1. Spectra of the aromatic region of IKe GVP, recorded using a standard one-
pulse sequence. а) й the spectrum recorded in the absence of the sjAnlabeled oligonu­
cleotide. b) ti the spectrum after addition of 1/25 molar equivalent of *(dA)3* and 
c) is the difference between a) and b). Binding of *(dA)3* to IKe CVP gives rise 
to an increase in the relaxation rates of the Y-I spinsystem {indicated in Fig. ic). The 
difference effects visible for the H-I, H-Il and Y-III systems are due to small devi­
ations in the conditions of the solutions with and without spinlabel {see text). 
Figure 2. Spectra of the aromatic region of IKe GVP, recorded using a spinlock pulse 
sequence {spinlock time = 25 ms) For explanation see the legend to Fig. 1. Binding of 
*{dA)3* to IKe GVP gives rise to an increase in the relaxation rates of the F-I spin-
system {indicated in Fig. 2c). The application of a spinlock pulse {of 25 ms in length) 
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causes elimination of broadened lines, such that clearer difference spectra are obtained 
(compare the difference signals for the F-1 system in 1c and 2c), but may also lead to 
elimination of intrinsically broad lines (compare the relative intensity of the Y-I and 
Y-V resonances in Figs 1 and 2). 
The effects observed in the aromatic part of the spectrum upon binding of spinla 
beled oligonucleotides to IKe GVP are congruent with the effects observed for the 
binding of "normal" oligonucleotides. This becomes clear from a comparison of the 
subspectra shown in Fig. la and lb. It is the Phe-I and Tyr-I resonances undergoing 
the changes. The exchange of the spinlabeled oligonucleotide between the bound and 
unbound state must be relatively fast, because the Tyr-I signals are strongl} affected 
in their relaxation rate upon the addition of just 1/25 molar equivalent of "(dAjo". 
Whether the broadening observed for these resonances is somewhat exchange limited 
cannot be directly deduced from the data presented. The difference spectrum in Fig. 
1c provides more details about the changes occurring upon addition of the spinlabeled 
trimer. It displays a slight upfield shift of the Tyr-I resonances: the sharp Tyr-I sig-
nals (pointing upward) are not exactly centered in the middle of the broadened Tyr-I 
signals (pointing downward). The same holds for the Phe-I signals. Some extra differ 
enees, concerning the histidyl resonances and the Tyr-IIl spin system become visible 
in the difference spectrum. These latter effects however are simply artefacts, caused 
by a slight change in pH (less than 0.1 pH unit) and/or sample manipulations (as it 
is known {16} (Chapter 4) that the resonance positions of these spin systems are 
affected by small changes in the solution conditions). Although it is clear from the 
difference spectrum that both the Phe-I and the Tyr-I spin system are affected in a 
similar fashion, the broadening of the Phe-I resonances, i.e. the reduction of their 
relaxation time To, is less prominent. 
Some of the less attractive features of the difference spectrum as presented in 
Fig. 1c, namely the remains of the signals broadened by the affect of the spinlabel, 
which are shifted somewhat with respect to their original position, can be suppressed 
in a spinlock experiment in which the spinlock period acts as a To-filter. The effect 
of this filter is clearly manifest when Fig. la and Fig. 2a are compared The 
linewidth of for example the Tyr-I resonances is smaller than that of the resonances 
designated Tyr- V. The Tyr-1 signals are therefore filtered out to a lesser extent than 
the Tyr-V signals when a spinlock period of 25 ms is used. The effect of the filter 
is clearly advantageous in the difference spectrum (Fig. 2c), where the broadened 
peaks arising after addition of spinlabel (, which may lead to confusion in more com 
plicated spectra,) are no longer visible (compare with Fig. 1c). Of course there are 
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other ways to introduce l^-filters. but the one used here is also directly applicable 
in 2D-spectroscopy and has therefore been chosen in the present approach. 
In the spectra presented above, which are relatively simple, the effect of the spin-
label becomes clearly manifest. If we want to examine more complicated spectra, e.g. 
the high field part of the protein spectrum, we are forced to record 2D-difference 
spectra, where the problem of overlapping resonances is considerably reduced. As will 
be outlined below this also permits the construction of relative difference spectra, 
which provide a more reliable picture of the spinlabel induced relaxation than abso-
lute difference spectra. As an example the aromatic region of the MLEV-17 TOCSY 
spectra of IKe GVP is shown in Fig. 3. It displays the complete set of direct 
J-connectivities expected for the 5 tyrosyl and 4 phenylalanyl residues present in IKe 
GVP. Also visible are relay connectivities for three out of the four phenylalanines as 
well as the long range connectivities between C2H and C^H resonances of the two 
histidyl spin systems. The cross peaks arc nicely spread out so that no overlap 
occurs. Intensity differences between for example the direct connectivities are consid-
erable, as a result of To filtering during the MLEV-17 mixing period and the fre-
quency labeling periods in the 2D-cxperiment. A complete analysis of the aromatic 
part of the spectrum has been presented in a previous paper {16} (Chapter 4). Fig. 
3b displays the contourpiot of the relative difference spectrum obtained by calculation 
of the relative differences in intensities between peaks in the MLEV-17 TOCSY spec-
tra recorded before and after addition of 1/25 equivalent of *(dA)o*. The minimum 
intensity level needed for the calculation (see Mat. &. Meth.) was set equal to the 
lowest conlourlevcl plotted for the MLEV-17 TOCSY spectrum recorded in the 
absence of the spinlabeled oligonucleotide presented in Fig. 3a. The lowest relative 
difference level plotted in Fig. 3b is at 20%. The connectivities present in the rela-
tive difference contourpiot thus arise from those connectivities present in Fig. 3a, 
which are affected in intensity by 20% or more upon binding of the spinlabeled 
oligonucleotide. Observed are the connectivity patterns of the Phe-I and Tyr-I spin 
system. The cross peaks of the former are affected by 80-85% and those of the lat-
ter by almost 100%. All other spin systems may be considered unaffected, because 
additional cross peaks do not even occur in relative difference plots displaying intensi-
ty decreases in the order of 10% to 20%. A minimum contourlevel of 20% has been 
chosen since contourplots displaying smaller difference effects become blurred by sub-
traction artefacts. A few of them arc just visible at the minimum contourpiot level 
of 20%. A comparison of Figs. 3a and 3b reveals that these tiny spots are due to 
subtraction artefacts, caused by slight variations in the peak forms. The spots are 
positioned at edges of cross peaks and are thus not indicative of decreases in intensi-
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tv of the cross peaks as a whole (see also Mat. &¿ Meth.). As has been mentioned 
above, slight changes in the resonance positions of the histidy! and Tyr-IIl resonances 
lead to the appearance of artefacts in ID-difference spectra. Such effects do not 
appear or are at least small in the relative 2D-difrerence spectrum. This must be due 
to the smaller spectral resolution of the 2D -experiment in comparison to that of the 
ID experiment. It ma> be noted in this context that difference effects caused by a 
change in resonance position can be readily discriminated from those arising from a 
change in relaxation rate by plotting both positive and negative intensity levels in 
absolute difference contourplots. The origin of the difference effects in the aliphatic 
part of the spectrum treated below was checked in this way. It was found that the 
effects for only one spin system, assigned to Ser 23 in the amino acid sequence of 
IKe GVP {15}(Chapter 5), were caused by a slight change in resonance position. 
Since it is left out of the discussion here wc will not further comment on this. 
Apart from providing an approach to explore binding sites on protein surfaces, 
spinlabel difference 2D-experiments may also aid in the spectral analysis. As a first 
example we consider the Phe-I spin system. The cross peak pattern of this spin sys-
tem is located close to the diagonal (such that diagonal - cross peak interference may 
influence the peak positions) and it shows overlap with the cross peak patterns of 
some of the other phenylalanyl spin systems. This gives rise to uncertainties in its 
assignment if only the information provided by Fig. 3a is used. Fig. 3b leaves no 
room for any doubt since only a clear pattern formed by one relay and two direct 
connectivities is retained. It establishes the correctness of the earlier assignment of the 
Phe-I spin system and thereby simplifies the assignment of the other phenylalanines. 
Both the ID ^ - N M R and 2D-1H-NMR spinlabel difference experiments thus 
reveal that only two out of the set of 11 aromatic residues are situated near or in 
the DNA binding groove. That Phe-I and Tyr-I form part of the DNA binding 
groove could already be concluded from the oligonucleotide binding experiments, 
because the strong upfield shifts shown by both spin systems are most readily 
explained on the basis of ringcurrent effects caused bj stacking of the bases of the 
bound oligonucleotides upon the aromatic residues {23}. 
For the aliphatic part of the protein spectrum such results could not be obtained. 
Upon binding of (dA)o (or longer oligonucleotides) to IKe GVP a few changes occur 
in this region of the spectrum but most of these are small and hardly interpretable 
because of the extensive resonance overlap. The ID-difference and lD-spinlock differ 
enee spectra obtained for spinlabeled oligonucleotides display clearer effects but inter-
pretation of the selective broadenings is also strongly limited by the spectral complex-
ity. 
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Figure 3. (A) contour plot of the aromatic region of the 500 MHz H-NMR 
MLEV-17 TOCSY spectrum of IKe CVP. (В) The relative difference contour plot 
computed from the TOCSY spectrum in (A) and the TOCSY spectrum of IKE GVP 
acquired after addition of 1/25 molar equivalent of *(<M)j* (not shown). The minimum 
intensity level used in the calculation of (B) is equal to the lowest contour plot level in 
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(A). The lowest relative difference contour plot level is at 20% (see text and Mat. & 
Meth). The relative difference plot displays the connectivity patterns for the Phe-I and 
Tyr-I spin systems. The four sateUtes clustered around the Tyr-I cross peak are peak-
form artefacts. 
Again the difference 2D spectra provide a fabulous simplification as a result of the 
spinlabel induced relaxation. This is illustrated by the contourplots of the aliphatic 
region in Fig. 4. A part of the spectrum has been selected, so as to show more 
detail. It is this region where the connectivities between the resonances of the long 
side chain spin systems are found, which often are hardly assignable. The enormous 
number of connectivities present in the unperturbed spectrum, Fig. 4a, is reduced to 
a few well resolved J-connectivity patterns in the absolute and relative difference 
spectra (Figs. 4b and 4c respectively) displaying the differences between the TOCSY 
spectra recorded in the absence and presence of 1/25 molar equivalent of the spinla-
beled oligonucleotide, ""(dAjg*. 
In calculating the relative difference spectrum (Fig. 4c), the minimum intensity 
level, I(minimum), was again set equal to the lowest contourlevel plotted for the 
TOCSY spectrum of the protein recorded in the absence of the spinlabeled oligonu­
cleotide (Fig. 4a). Here a minimum relative difference plot level of 35% had to be 
chosen to obtain a difference plot displaying a minimum of artefacts originating from 
deviations in the peakforms. This is higher than the minimum relative difference con­
tourlevel chosen in the aromatic part of the spectrum, because of the larger variation 
in cross peak amplitudes. The causes for these cross peak intensity variations have 
been discussed already in relation to the aromatic spectral region (Fig. 3). In addition 
to these, in the aliphatic region of the spectrum to which especially long side chains 
contribute, cross peak intensity variations also arise from the considerable variations in 
the J-couplings, causing a spread in the efficiency of magnetization transfer. 
Thus as a result of the introduction of a minimal contourlevel of 35%, weakly 
effected spin systems may be missing in the relative difference plot (Fig. 4c). In this 
plot the J connectivity patterns of four strongly affected long side chain spin systems, 
influenced in intensity by 75% and more stand out. As will be discussed below, these 
four spin systems belong to two arginyl or lysyl residues, one glulamine or glutamic 
acid residue and one isoleucyl residue. Their cx-resonance positions have been indi 
cated in Fig. 4c by labels that have been added below the plot. Two of the 
a- resonances at 4.40, and 4.66 ppm give rise to a cross peak pattern which is repeat­
ed around 3.15 ppm where connectivities to δ- and e-resonances of arginyl or lysyl 
spin systems are expected. It can be concluded from this that both series of connec-
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Figure 4. The contour plot of (A) a portion of the 500 MHZ M LEV-17 TOCSY spec­
trum of IKE GVP (ωΐ = 0.5 to 3.2 ppm, ω2 •= 0 to 5.2 ppm) (B) and (C) are absolute 
difference and relative difference contour plots respectively, computed from the TOCSY 
spectrum In (A) and the TOCSY spectrum of IKe GVP acquired after addition of 1/25 
molar equivalent of *(dA)^*. The minimum intensity level used in the calculation of (C) 
is equal to the lowest contour plot level in (A). The lowest relative difference contour 
plot level is at 35% (see text and Mat. & Meth.). 
The connectivity patterns of some weak or moderately affected long side chain spin 
systems (relative crosspeak intensity decreases in the order of 20 to 50%) for which 
sequential assignments were obtained in a previous paper {15} (Chapter 5), is. Q-21, 
K-22, V-19 and T-28, have been indicated in Fig. 4B. The connectivity patterns of the 
strongly affected long side chain spin systems (relative crosspeak intensity decreases of 
75% or more), І£. R/K-(l), R/K-(2), Q/E-(l) and lieu, and the unidentified spin system (: 
"P") have been indicated in Fig. 4c. The remainder of spin systems present in the dif­
ference contour plots can be easily assigned as well but are not discussed here. 
tivities each arise from a single spin system. These are most probabl)· arginyl spin 
systems in view of the mentioned repetition of the connectivity pat terns around 3.15 
ppm, where most often δ -arginyl resonances occur. The connectivity patterns are des 
ignated R / K - ( l ) and R/K-(2) . Remarkeble is t h a t the percentual decrease in cross 
peak intensity for the series of cross peaks around 3.15 ppm (in ui2-dircction) of the 
R/K-(2) spin system (i.e. 40%) is much less than for the corresponding set of cross 
peaks of the R / K - ( l ) spin system (i.e. 90%), while the connectivities from both their 
a-resonances to their side chain proton resonances are strongly affected (i.e. by 
80-90%). This can be ascribed to cross peak overlap a t the δ/e-position (3.18 ppm) 
of the R/K-(2) spinsystem, because a t least connectivities of two other arginyl 
residues(, IKe G V P contains four,) are expected to be present in this area. However 
this may also reflect a difference in the distance of the δ-/e-protons of the R / K - ( l ) 
and R/K-(2) residues toward the free electron of the bound spinlabeled oligonu­
cleotide. Then the proton -free electron distance must be shorter on the average for 
the α-proton of the R/K-(2) spin system than for its δ-protons, since as has already 
been noted above the series of cross peaks to its α-resonance position (4.40 ppm) 
almost vanishes upon binding of the spinlabeled oligonucleotide. Much more overlap 
occurs in the region close to the diagonal around 1.5 ppm, where connectivities are 
located between the resonances of other the aliphatic side chain protons of arginyl 
and lysyl residues. Fortunately, most of the connectivities of the R / K - ( l ) spin system 
are still manifest in this region of the relative difference spectrum. 
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The third strongly affected long side chain spin system is that of an isoleucyl 
residue. At its a position, 4.13 ppm. a direct J-connectivity is found to the 
j8-resonance, 1.62 ppm. Both show connectivities to a resonance in the methyl region 
(0.82 ppm), i.e. the yCHo group of this spin system. The latter overlaps with one 
of the methyl groups of a valine spin system (Fig. 4b). These are however easily dis 
tinguishable. In the methyl region we find in addition to the C/3H-yCHo connectivity, 
two connectivities from the non-degenerated yCHn-resonances to the 6CHo-resonance. 
That these belong to the lie-spin system is strengthened by the presence of cross 
peaks in the relative difference spectrum (, although weak in absolute intensity,) from 
the β position to the non-degenerated yCHo resonances, as well as by the relay con 
nectivity from the β- to the δ-position (situated on the shoulder of another connec -
tivity high in intensity in the TOCSY spectrum of the unperturbed protein, Fig. 4a). 
When only the TOCSY difference experiment is considered this interpretation is not 
that cast-iron, since a moderately affected thus far unidentified spin system (indicated 
with the label "??" in Fig. 4c) overlaps with resonances of the He spin system. How­
ever, in combination with the NOESY difference exjjerimcnt a reliable assignment is 
obtained (vide infra). 
Finally, the connectivities of the fourth long side chain spin system can be 
assigned to a glutamine or glutamic acid residue, designated Q/E-(l). J-connectivities 
from the or-position to the non-degenerated β-resonance positions as well as relay 
connectivities to the non-degenerated y protons are present. The cross peak pattern 
of the β and y-spins falling around the diagonal is less clear, but one of the β-γ 
cross peaks and the y-y' connectivity can be observed. The others are lost as a 
result of peak overlap. 
The cross peak patterns in the absolute difference spectrum are not equivalent to 
those in the relative difference spectrum. In the absolute difference spectrum it are 
mainly difference effects of huge cross peaks that become clearly visible. A number 
of these are only weakly affected in intensity, i.e. by less than 35%, and therefore 
are absent in the relative difference plot, e.g. the spin systems of V-19, K-22 and 
Q 21 spin system (for assignments see (Chapter 5); {15}). On the other hand the 
cross peak patterns of some strongly affected spin systems, present in the relative 
difference spectrum, e.g. Q/E-(l) and R/K-(2), are (almost) completely missing in 
the absolute difference spectrum. Of course the difference effects of these cross peaks 
low in intensity would show up in plots with lower absolute difference levels than 
plotted here. Such plots however become blurred by subtraction artefacts (see Mat. & 
Meth.). 
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The relative difference spectra display all of the moderately and strongly affected 
cross peak patterns present in the TOCSY contourpiot of the unperturbed protein 
and therefore provide a clearer view of the spinlabel induced relaxation than the 
absolute difference spectra. 
It is interesting to compare the relative difference spectrum obtained by means of 
the TOCSY experiment with the relative difference spectrum obtained in a series of 
NOESY experiments (mixing time 175 ms). 
The unperturbed NOESY spectrum (Fig.Sa) is rather overcrowded, especially in the 
methyl region, and thereby its interpretation is strongly limited. In contrast the dif­
ference NOESY spectrum (Fig.Sb) is readily assignable. That connectivities close to 
the diagonal are lost in this difference spectrum must be connected with the follow­
ing three facts. 1) This part of the spectrum is even more overcrowded than the rest 
of the spectrum. 2) Intensities of diagonal peaks compared to those of cross peaks are 
much larger in the NOESY spectrum than in the TOCSY spectrum (compare for 
example Figs. 4a and 5a; the diagonal in the TOCSY spectrum is even empty at 
some places, whereas this holds not for the NOESY spectrum). The intense diagonal 
peaks in the NOESY plot give rise to baseline tilts, and thereby spoil the broadening 
patterns close to the diagonal of the symmetrized difference spectrum. 3) The relative 
difference effects in the NOESY experiment are smaller than in the TOCSY experi­
ment (vide infra). We now return to the assignment of the He-spin system. Quite 
a number of resonances overlap at the α-position of the lieu spin system in the 
NOESY contourpiot of Fig. 5a. Out of these a set of five reoccur in the NOESY 
difference spectrum. The pattern is repeated five times in the high field part of the 
spectrum and corresponds with the pattern of cross peaks for the He spin system in 
the TOCSY difference spectrum. This unique relationship can only be interpreted as 
to arise from a single spin system, the He spin system. That NOEs are present 
between all of the contributing spins (one of them is lost in the relative difference 
spectrum as a result of overlap, but is present in absolute difference plots, not 
shown) is rationalized on the basis of rapid spindiffusion within this dense network of 
spins. 
In addition to intraresidual NOEs, some interresidual NOEs are affected by the 
binding of spinlabeled oligonucleotides as well. Wc want to note here that for exam­
ple three out of the set of more then 12 a-α connectivities (not displayed), charac­
teristic of /3-sheet structure, are influenced in intensity. The direct access to this 
information, provided by means of the NOESY difference spectra, is of course of 
tremendous help in constructing binding site models. 
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Figure 5. (A) The contourpiot of that portion of the 500 MHz NOESY spectrum of 
IKe GVP {mixing time 175 ms) displaying the same spectral region as presented in Fig. 
4a. (B) The relative difference contourpiot computed from the NOESY spectrum in (A) 
and the NOESY spectrum of IKE CVP acquired in the presence of 1/25 molar equiva­
lent of *(аЛ)у. The minimum intensity level is again equal to the minimum contour plot 
level in (A). The lowest relative difference contour level is at 25%. The positions of 
the He side chain resonances are labeled. 
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It is of interest to note that in general for the crosspeaks which are affected in 
the NOESY as well as in the MLEV-17 TOCSY spectrum the change in relative 
intensity is less in the NOESY spectrum, i.e. a factor of two smaller for connectivi­
ties which are affected by 25 to 60% in the latter. Fig. 5b, i.e. the relative differ­
ence NOESY contourpiot, displays those connectivities from Fig. 5a, which are affect­
ed by 25% or more. Therefore only the spin systems affected by 50% or more in 
the TOCSY spectrum reoccur in the relative difference plot of the NOESY. The rea­
son for this is connected with the different effects of the filtering process. For both 
the NOESY and the TOCSY, the transverse relaxation during the frequency labeling 
periods gives rise to the same amount of crosspeak broadening. However, the effect 
of the mixing is different in the NOESY and the TOCSY experiment. The filtering 
during the MLEV-17 mixing period resembles the To-filtering, or actually 
Tj«-filtering {24}, in the spinlock ID-difference experiment. However this filtering is 
not identical with the Tjp-filtering, since magnetization is rotated through space by 
the MLEV 17 cycle such that the effective relaxation rate is somewhat reduced {21}. 
On the contrary, in the NOESY experiment it is the influence of the binding of the 
spinlabeled oligonucleotide upon the longitudinal relaxation time of the proton spins 
that rules the filtering within the mixing period, and thus the NOESY mixing period 
acts as a T«-filter. For macromolecules as large as IKe GVP, the Tj filtering is less 
effective than the To-filtering, As will be shown by simple calculation. 
The influence of a paramagnetic species upon the longitudinal relaxation time 
(Tj ) and the transverse relaxation time (To™) of a proton spin are given by {6,7} 
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In which г is the separation between the free electron spin and the nuclear spin 
whereas «Uj and ω5 are the larmor precession frequencies of the proton and the free 
electron, respectively and the other symbols have their usual meaning. The experi­
ments have been performed at 500 MHz(:cijj). If т
с
 is determined by the rotational 
correlation time of the IKe GVP molecule, then only in both equations the first term 
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between brackets needs to be considered. The rotational correlation time of a protein 
closely related to IKe GVP, i.e. Ff GVP, has been measured by Bulsink et al. {25} 
from fluorescence depolarization experiments, leading to a value of 15 ns. Using this 
value, the ratio l ^ m / ^ l m becomes: 
T 2 m / T l m = 3 /2 ' (1/(1 ^ 2 · r
c
2 ) ) = 1/38 
The mixing time used in the NOESY experiment is only a factor of 6 larger than 
that in the TOCSY experiment. Therefore the Tj-filtering in the former experiment 
is expected to be less effective than the T2 filtering in the latter experiment. 
6.4 CONCLUSIONS 
The results discussed demonstrate that studies on the binding of spinlabeled lig-
ands with the aid of 2D-NMR are of great value in the exploration of ligand binding 
sites on macromolecules. 
The difference spectra allow a direct pinpointing of the spin systems situated in 
the binding groove and simplify their residue specific assignment to a large extent. In 
view of the results obtained, it is expected that spi η label binding experiments carried 
out in HoO, will be of great help in sequential assignments. 
The large intensity variations that exist between the cross peaks in the 2D -spectra 
give a distorted view of the spinlabel induced relaxation as seen by means of abso­
lute difference spectra. The computed relative difference spectra provide a much more 
realistic picture. In a subsequent paper (Chapter 7) it will be shown that even rela­
tive distance information can be extracted from the relative difference intensities, 
leading to a binding site model. 
The fact that a modified instead of a natural ligand is used to monitor the bind­
ing to the macromolecule, can be considered as a principal drawback of the approach, 
but for the system studied here this appears to be of minor interest, since the exper­
iments revealed that the binding characteristics of the spinlabeled and normal oligonu­
cleotides are virtually the same. 
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Chapter 7 
THE BINDING SITE OF IKE GVP AS MONITORED BY MEANS OF 
2D-NMR WITH THE AID OF SPINLABELED OLIGONUCLEOTIDES 
H O M O L O G O U S D N A B I N D I N G W I N G S I N D I F F E R E N T SS D N A 
B I N D I N G P R O T E I N S 
7.1 INTRODUCTION 
Phage IKe is a member of the class of filamentous bacteriophages (Inovmdiae) 
{!}. These viruses consist of a circular single-stranded DNA genome encapsulated in 
a long slender protein sheath, made up of thousands of identical protein subunits (the 
major coat protein). For reasons connected with the differences in DXA packaging, 
they have been subdivided into two subclasses {2,3}. Subclass-I includes the phages 
Ff (fd, fl, M13), Ifl and IKe. They share Escherichia coli as host but differ in 
their specificity for the pili encoded by conjugative plasmids of the host cell. Yf, Ifl 
and IKe infect E. coli strains harbouring plasmids of the incompatibility groups F, I 
and N, respectively. Subclass-II comprises the viruses Pf3 and Pfl, which have 
Pseudomonas aeruginosa as a host and Xf which has Xanthomonas oryzae as host. 
The genomes of all the filamentous phages code for a single stranded DNA bind­
ing protein. These proteins, which are produced in large amounts in the cell, play an 
important role in the phage DNA replication process: late in infection they cause the 
transition from double stranded replicative form DNA synthesis to the asymmetric 
synthesis of progeny single stranded viral DNA {1,4}. The single-stranded DNA 
binding protein GVP, encoded by the gene-V of the Ff phage, has been studied 
extensively. A large mimber of physico-chemical studies has been carried out on this 
protein {5,6} and its crystal structure has been elucidated {6}. The remainder of 
single-stranded DNA binding proteins (DBP), i.e. IKe GVP, Ifl DBP, Pf3 DBP, Pfl 
DBP and Xf DBP, encoded by the phages mentioned above, have been characterized 
in much less detail. In addition to the amino acid sequence of Ff GVP {8} only the 
sequences of Pf3 DBP {9,51}, IKe GVP {10} and Pfl DBP {11} have been deter­
mined thus far. Binding studies and Η NMK experiments carried out in our labora-
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tory on IKr GVP {12,13} revealed that the amino acid sequence homology between 
this protein and the Ff GVP (44 %) is reflected in the binding characteristics and 
structural features of the two proteins. 
The relation between the essential features of the binding mechanism and the 
switch induced from ds DNA synthesis to asymmetric ss DNA synthesis is well 
understood in thermodynamic terms {14,15,16}. Detailed insight in the overall struc-
tural organization of the multi molecular complex between Ff GVP and ss DNA has 
been obtained by means of, for example, electron microscopy {17,18} and neutron 
scattering {19,20} techniques. In contrast, only minute knowledge is available about 
the interaction of Ff GVP with ss DNA at the sub-molecular level. Even the ss 
DNA binding site of Ff GVP has not been characterized unambiguously, as only a 
few amino acid residues have thus far been specified as being part of it {6}. 
The 2D- H-NMR techniques developed in the last decade in principle allow a 
complete structure determination of macromoleculcs and macromolecular complexes in 
solution. In the regular 2D-NMR approach {21}, J-correlated spectroscopies are uti-
lized to assign proton spin systems. Nuclear Overhauser Enhancement Spectroscopy, 
NOESY, is used to obtain information on intramolecular and intermolecular proton-
proton distances. The major bottleneck of the approach however is that a detailed 
spectral analysis must preceed the actual structure determination, which is based on 
the analysis of the patterns of intramolecular and intermolecular NOEs {22}. 
For this reason we decided to explore the use of spinlabeled oligonucleotides in 
combination with 2D-NMR techniques to obtain a description of the bindingsite of 
IKe GVP in a more straightforward manner. Elsewhere {23} (Chapter 6), we have 
evaluated the use of "relative" and "absolute" difference 2D-spectra, computed from 
the 2D-spectra of IKe GVP recorded in the presence and absence of (small amounts 
of bound) spinlabeled oligonucleotides, utilizing both the NOESY and MLEV-17 
TOCSY technique. 
In the present paper a complete analysis of the difference 2D-spectra is presented 
and a model describing the binding of spinlabeled oligonucleotides to a part of the 
DNA binding domain of IKe GVP, the so-called "DNA binding wing", is derived on 
the basis of relative distance information extracted from the relative decrease in cross 
peak intensities (vide infra). 
In addition we report experiments aimed to determine the 5'-3' orientation of 
spinlabeled oligonucleotides bound to the protein surface. 
On the basis of significant sequence homology among the DBP-s IKe GVP, Ff 
GVP and Pf3 DBP, it is postulated that the mechanisms by which the DNA binding 
wings of each of these proteins interact with ss DNA are highly similar. 
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72 MAIERIALS AND METHODS 
72.1 Materials 
IKe GVP: Procedures for isolation, purification, storage, concentration determination 
and sample preparation of IKe GVP were essentially as described earlier {10,13}. 
Samples of IKe GVP, dissolved in DnO, contained a few millimolar NaCl and no 
buffer components. The pH was adjusted to 4.6-4.8 (uncorrected pH-meter readings) 
with diluted DC1. 
Spinlabeld oligonucleotides: Spinlabeled deoxy-oligonucleotides consisting of two 
or three adenyl residues, to which the spinlabel, 4-hydroxy-l-oxyl-2,2.6,6-tetramethyl 
piperidine (TEMPO), was rovalently attached (via phosphodiester bonds with the 5' 
end and/or 3' end of the oligonucleotides) were synthesized, purified and characterized 
as described by Claesen et al. {24}. The 5' spinlabeled trinucleotide will be indicated 
by: *(dA)g ( where the "*" indicates the attachment of the spinlabel moiety 
(TEMPO) to the 5' end of the molecule) and the 3' spinlabeled trinucleotide will be 
indicated by (dA)o*. Accordingly we name the spinlabeled dimers, *(dA)2 and 
(dAU*. The trinucleotide carrying two spinlabel groups, one attached to the 5' end 
and the other to the 3' end, will be referred to as *(dA)2*. 
Concentrations of solutions of spinlabeled oligonucleotides were determined (at pH 
= 7) by extinction measurements at 260 nm, using published absorption coefficients 
for oligoadenines of two and three residues in length {25}, corrected for a slight 
extra absorption of the TEMPO moiety: 26500 M ^ c m - 1 for both *(dA)2 and 
(dA)2 i , 35500 M - 1 cm - 1 for both *(àA)3 and {dA)3* and 37500 NT1 cm"1 for 
*(dA)3*. 
72.2 Methods. 
7.2.2.1 Spinlabeled Oligonucleotide Binding Experiments 
The binding experiments were carried out by adding small amounts of a concen 
trated solution of a spinlabeled oligonucleotide to the protein solutions. Similar to the 
protein samples, the solutions of spinlabeled oligonucleotides contained a few millimo-
lar salt and no additional buffer components and were prior to experiments adjusted 
in pH to a value of 4.3-4.6 (uncorrected pH-meter reading) by the addition DC1. 
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Protein concentrations of the samples used were in the order of 0.5 mM GVP (in 
protein monomers) for the ID-NMR experiments and 2.0 mM for 2D experiments. 
Reduction of the spinlabel group of the spinlabeled compounds was achieved by the 
addition of (the desired amount of) vitamin C. 
7.2.2.2 H-NMR Spectra and Instrument Settings 
Spectra were recorded on a Bruker AM-500 spectrometer operating at 500 MHz 
and interfaced to an Aspect-3000 computer. Fourier transformations of the ID- and 
the 2D-€xperiments were performed on an independent data station consisting of an 
Aspect-3000 computer equipped with an array-processor. The spinlock field, applied in 
the lD-spinlock and the MLEV-17 TOCSY experiments {27} was derived from the 
frequency synthesizer of the NMR apparatus and amplified by means of a home 
build amplifier to a power level such that the time needed for a 90e-pulse was 25 
/tiS. 
Spinlock ID spectra {23} (Chapter 6) were recorded with the pulse sequence: 
90°(x) - spinlock field(y)(T ms) - acquisition(t) 
using quadrature phase cycling and quadrature detection. The scan repetition time 
amounted to 1.5 s., the spinlock period to τ = 25 ms. 
J-correlated 2D-spectra were obtained by means of the TOCSY method {26} utilizing 
the MLEV-17 HOHAHA pulse sequence described by Bax &. Davis {27}: 
W ^ - l j - MLEV n(y)[T
s
) • acquisition^) 
NOESY spectra {28} were recorded with the pulse sequence: 
QO^xj-tj - 90°(x) — т
т
- 90°(x) - acquisition^) 
The TOCSY and NOESY spectra were developed in the pure phase absorption 
mode and recorded with the carrier in the middle of the spectrum using time propor­
tional phase incrementation {29}. The parameter settings used are listed in Table 1. 
All spectra were recorded at 250C. 
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Table 1 
Parameters 
— Parameters used in 2D-experimentE-
NOESY MLEV-17 TOCSY 
Mixing time 
evolution (t<) 
acquisition (t2) 
relaxation delay 
spectral width 
(in fl and f2) 
Number of scans 
per tl-value 
filters (*) 
symmetrized 
τ_ = 175 ms 
Ш 
51 2 ms 
102 4 ms 
0.9 s 
5000 Hertz 
128 
shifted-SSB 
YES 
τ = 30 ms 
51.2 ms 
102.4 ms 
0 9 s 
Б000 Hertz 
128 
shifted-SSB 
YES 
(*): SSB is squared sinebell 
7.2.2.3 Difference Spectra 
Spinlock difference ID-spectra were calculated by subtraction of the spinlock 
ID-spectra recorded before and after the addition of the spinlabeled oligonucleotide to 
the protein sample. The same procedure was followed for the NOESY and the 
TOCSY difference experiments, but in addition to absolute difference 2D-spectra, for 
which (difference) cross peak intensities, I
a
(diff), are given by 
I
a
(diff) - l(absence)-fac - I(presence) 
we also calculated relative difference 2D-spectra, for which I
r
(diff) is given by 
I (diff) = 100% ( I (absence)-fac - I(presence) ) / (I(absence)-fac ) 
I(absence) and I(presence) are the intensities of the peaks in the absence and pres­
ence of the spinlabeled oligonucleotide, respectively. In calculating relative difference 
spectra a minimum absolute intensity level, I(minimum), for peaks in the unperturbed 
spectrum was defined to descriminate between noise and signals, "fac" is a constant 
factor, used to correct for systematic deviations in cross peak intensities caused by 
sample dilution upon spinlabeled oligonucleotide addition as well due to differences 
between the NMR instrument settings of the spectra recorded in the presence and 
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absence of the spinlabeled oligonucleotide {23} (Chapter 6). The optimal value for 
this factor, determined as described in reference {23} (Chapter 6), appeared 0.77 
±0.02 for both the TOCSY and the NOESY difference experiment, "fac" was set 
equal to this value in calculating each of the presented relative difference spectra, 
whereas in order to eliminate difference effects due to random variations in cross 
peak intensities, a value of 0.74 for "fac." was chosen in case of the absolute differ­
ence spectra presented. {23} (Chapter 6). 
7.2.2.4 Spinlabel Induced Relaxation 
The theory of spinlabel induced relaxation has been developed a number of years 
ago {30-33}. Here we consider only those expressions which are relevant for the 
description of our experiments. The influence of a paramagnetic species on the trans­
verse relaxation time (To) of a nuclear spin can be described by the so called 
Solomon-Bloembergen equation {34,35}: 
4T,+ 
ι + с і Л ; 
ρ с 
(ι) 
This formula describes the dependence of the transverse nuclear relaxation rate 
( ¡ I /Top- ) on the nuclearspin-electronspin dipole-dipolo interaction which is character-
ized by the rotational correlation time τ and the distance г between the free elee 
tron and the proton, ω is the proton Larmor precession frequency, γ is the magne 
togyric ratio, β is the Bohr magneton and S is the total electron spin. It is noted 
that Eq. 1 is only valid if the vector connecting these spins undergoes isotropic rota 
tional diffusion and the value of r is constant. When r is time dependent then an 
average value for r may be used, heavily weigthed toward the value of closest 
approach. 
The observed transverse relaxation time of the nucleus is dependent on diamagnet-
ic (To,-,
 D) as well as paramagnetic contributions (Ton-e) ' 0 ' ^ 6 Taxation process. 
For nuclei of the oligonucleotide, to which the spinlabelgroup is covalently attached, 
the observed relaxation time (T2
a
) is simply given by: 
UT2
a
 = 1/T2p-p + 1/We ( 2 ) 
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Λ different relation holds for the observed transverse relaxation time (Ток) of the 
protein resonances which are influenced by the spinlabeled oligonucleotides, since here 
we also have to consider the process of exchange between the bound and unbound 
state {35}: 
і/Г2Ь = 1/Т2р.р + ^ т + Т2а> (3) 
In this equation T ' and "t " are the fraction and average lifetime of nuclei in the 
complexed state, respectively. The equation is only applicable under the following 
conditions. 1) The fraction of the bound protein must be much smaller than that of 
the free protein, i.e. f<<(l-f) . 2) The exchange rale between the complexed and free 
states must be much larger than the difference in resonance frequency of the nuclear 
spin in the bound and unbound states. Both conditions are met in our experiments 
(see RESULTS). It should be noted that it is assumed in equation (3) that the bulk 
resonances are observed. These are the free protein resonances in case of for example 
extreme slow exchange, where t
m
> > T2D_D. Under those circumstances, of course, 
Tou is equal to Τ η - - and independent of Toj j- , because of the dominating t
m
 val­
ue. When t is much smaller than Ton D> w h l c h is the case for the binding of 
spinlabeled oligonucleotides to IKe G VP (see RESULTS) and provided that f < < l , a 
significant increase in the relaxation rate {Tobi w ' " o n ' y occur if T2 D _ e < < T2D_D. 
Wc may therefore drop the first term in Eq. 2 such that Eq. 3 reduces to : 
^Tb^lp-p + f'bm + TlrJ ( 4 ) 
It follows from this equation that the observed increase in the relaxation rate of 
the bulk resonance will become limited by the rate of exchange when t
m
 is in the 
order or larger than To,^. . The value of T^o-e becomes smaller and smaller as г 
decreases (Eq. ]) and may become less than t for very short distances r. Thus the 
shortest distinguishable distance is dictated by the exchange rate of the system. 
7.2.2.5 Distance Estimates 
Combination of equation (l) and (4) in principle allows the determination of absolute 
distances. This however requires detailed knowledge of the relaxation rates, the rota­
tional correlation time of the dipolar interaction and the binding mechanism. Wc are 
restricted to a qualitative interpretation of the ID spectra, because the determination 
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of the individual Ton D Α η ^ ' r i P a r ' ' ' c u l a r 0 ^ the Tou values from the lincwidths of 
resonances in the aliphatic part of the ID spectra is highly limited by the tremen­
dous overlap in that region, while insufficient data have been gathered with respect 
to the latter parameters. Most information can be extracted from the amplitude 
changes of cross peaks in the 2D-spectra. Cross peak amplitudes in TOCSY spectra 
are dependent on the relaxation rates and on specific spin system parameters, such as 
the size of J-couplings and the number of directly and indirectly coupled spins. To a 
first approximation one may think of the function describing the cross peak intensity 
as being factorized into a relaxation and a spin system specific part 
(:F(spinsyst.parm.)). In the simplest case of exponential decay, the peakform of the 
cross peak will be a Lorentzian (: Amplitude ~ To) in both dimensions, while the 
TOCSY mixing period ( ^ ¡ χ ) will act as an exponential filter, so that the cross peak 
intensity ( I
c r o s s
) to a first approximation will be given by: 
cross 2 >
z
e " " *
 Δ
 • F(spinsyst.parm) (5) 
The broken brackets designate averages over the relaxation times of the spins con­
tributing to the cross peak. The relaxation rate during the mixing period of the 
TOCSY is actually a function of both the longitudinal relaxation rate (l/Tj) and the 
relaxation rate (l/Tjp) describing the decay of spinlocked magnetization, but can be 
approximated reasonably well by 1/Tjn since this is the dominating rate {27}. Tj« in 
turn is approximately equal to the transverse relaxation time To {36}. 
Changes in the absolute amplitudes of the cross peaks are thus functions of all 
parameters. In contrast, porcentual or relative decrease in cross peak intensity 
(I
r
(diff)) will be determined by the increase in relaxation rate(s) of the spins 
involved. According to equation (5), this dependence will be of the form: 
/
r
ww>= i - w* 
Т
гр-р
 + Т2
Р
-е^ 
•e 
-ww* 100% (6) 
"^W^'m + W ' 
The exponential, connected with the filtering of the signal during the mixing period, 
is independent of the intrinsic relaxation rate {^20-^ Thus relative distances 
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between the nuclei of the protein and the free electron of the bound spinlabeled 
oligonucleotide may be directly inferred from the magnitude of the percentual 
decrease in cross peak intensities, if this term dominates. The quadratic term, associ­
ated with the change in peakform, may spoil this simple relationship, since it is 
dependent on the ratio Tok/Top. , , · A safe judgement of relative distances from the 
percentual decrease in the cross peak intensities therefore requires t h a t the intrinsic 
relaxation times ( T 2 D _ D ) of t h e nuclearspins are comparable. 
Although the strongest relative (and of course also absolute) difference effects will 
be observed for spins with the smallest intrinsic relaxation rates, when a t a given 
distance from the spinlabcl group, complete elimination of their cross peaks from the 
2D-spectra will less readily occur than for spins with fast intrinsic relaxation rates. 
In practice, elimination of cross peaks corresponds with the disappearance of the 
cross peaks into the noise. Neglecting the influence of the function " F " (Eq.5) upon 
the cross peak intensity, a minimum transverse relaxation rate (To;) may be defined, 
ensuring its detectabil ity. Complete elimination of a cross peak in the presence of the 
bound spinlabeled oligonucleotide will then occur when: 
T 2 i > T 2 b w h i c h i s equivalent to : ΐ / Τ ^ * ) > l/T2¡ -l/T2p. p (7) 
Thus just a marginal change in the relaxation rate will already lead to the disappear-
ance, practically spoken a "100%" reduction, of cross peaks in the limit where T 2 D _ D 
approaches To:. From this it can be judged tha t the complete elimination of an 
intense cross peak, is indicative of a relatively short distance between the free elec-
tron and the corresponding spin system in the complex, and tha t this distance will be 
shorter than the distance between the free electron and nuclei for which the cross 
peaks are influenced to a less extent . This fact, as will follow from the results 
obtained, is of practical use in the determination of the direct environment of the 
spinlabcl group in the bound state. 
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73 RESULTS 
73.1 Spinlabeled Oligonucleotides 
According to Eq. 1, the unpaired electron in spinlabeled oligonucleotides will cause 
line broadening of the proton resonances. The extent to which the relaxation rate of 
the proton spins increases depends strongly upon the distance between the proton spin 
and the electron spin. The influence of the spinlabel upon the proton resonances is 
clearly demonstrated in Fig. 1; it shows subspectra of the reduced and unreduced 
spinlabeled trimers *(dA)g, (dA)^* and *(dA)g*. In the reduced form all of the lines 
are extremely narrow, whereas in the spinlabeled form large differences in linewidth 
exist. For example the aromatic base protons of the residue at the 5'-end of the 
5'-labeled oligonucleotide (Fig. lb) , are broadened to such an extent t h a t they are 
hardly visible. In contrast, the aromatic base protons of the residue at the З'-side are 
only marginally affected by the presence of the unpaired electron in the T E M P O 
group. The same holds for the Hi ' - sugar protons of the 5'-labeled oligonucleotide 
(Fig. le) . Of course, a reversal in the broadening pat tern is observed when the spin-
label is a t tached to the З'-end of the molecule (Figs. 1c and If). In accordance with 
these broadening patterns, it is found t h a t all of the lines in the doubly labeled 
tr imer are broadened to a considerable extent (Figs, la, Id) 
An additional aspect, which is interesting t o note, is t h a t the resonances of the 
base closest to the attached T E M P O group are broadened to a much larger extent in 
the spectrum of the 5'-labeled than in t h a t of the З'-labeled oligonucleotide. This 
phenomenon can also be explained on the basis of a difference in the average dis­
tance between the unpaired electron and the protons under consideration. This is 
i l lustrated by an examination of the subspectra of the methylgroup resonances of the 
labeled tr imers in the reduced form (Fig. 2). The four methyl groups of free T E M P O 
give rise to a single resonance a t 1.25 ppm (Fig. 2a). The methyl region of the 
З'-labeled oligonucleotide is only slightly different, i.e. four methyl group resonances 
are clustered around 1.2 p p m (Fig. 2c). This is in contrast to the methyl region of 
the 5'-labeled trimer; in t h a t case all four methyl group resonances are shifted 
upfield, one of them even by 0.5 ppm (Fig. 2b). The methyl region of the doubly 
labeled tr imer displays both these patterns of methyl resonances, although at slightly 
different resonance positions (deviations in the order of 0.05 ppm, not shown). This 
a t least points to a very close approach between the T E M P O group and the base a t 
the 5'-side in the 5'-labeled tr imer (the ringcurrent of the base causes the upfield 
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Figure 1. H-NMR subspectra of the spirdabeled oligonucleotides *{dÁ)^* (top), *{άΑ)^ 
(middle) and (dA)^ (bottom) in the reduced and spinlabeled (unreduced) form. The sub-
spectra at the left hand side display the aromatic ring proton resonances of the adenyl 
bases (i£. 118 and H2 protons), those at the right hand side display the H'j sugar pro­
ton resonances. The labels " 3' " and " 5' " indicate the resonances assigned to protons 
of the nucleotides at the 5' and 3' end of each of the compounds. Signals originating 
from impurities or due to experimental artefacts are labeled with a "<£". All spectra 
were recorded at pH 7 and room temperature. The concentrations of the spinlabeled 
oligonucleotide solutions were in the order of 3 mM for the samples in the unreduced 
form and 03 mM for those in the reduced form. Reduction of the spinlabel group was 
carried out by addition of vitamin С to the samples, to an amount sufficiently to invoke 
complete reduction. 
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shift of the methyl resonances). In view of the considerable shift of one of the 
methyl resonances, it seems very likely that hydrophobic interactions between the 
TEMPO moiety and the base favour a conformation in which the spinlabel group is 
stacked upon the base in the S'-labeled trimers. 
TEMPO 
^ 
* ( d A ) . 
WLJ 
(dA) 3 * 
1.2 1.0 o.a 
Figure 2. Methyl proton resonances of TEMPO (top). HdA.)^ {middle) and (dA)^* 
(bottom); all in the reduced form. The subspectra for the latter two compounds were 
taken from the spectra described in the legend to Fig. 1. The TEMPO sample (pH = 
7) contained about 0.1 mg TEMPO per ml and was reduced by addition of vitamin C. 
732 TAf'ference ID-spectra of 5' and 3' Spinlabeled Oligonucleotides 
The spectra of the spinlabeled oligonucleotides, discussed in the previous section, 
display a reversal in the line broadening pattern when labeled at their 5' instead of 
their 3' end. Since GVP (monomers) are known to cover oligonucleotide (and 
polynucleotide) segments of 3 (to 4) nucleotides in length {12,14-16,37,38}, a similar 
change in the line broadening patterns of protein resonances would be expected if 
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these spinlabeled oligoadenines were bound in a fixed S'-S1 end orientation to the 
protein surface of IKe GVP. To test this hypothesis we performed difference 
ID-experiments with *(dA)2, (dA)2*, "(dAjg, (dA^* and *(dA)3*. 
These results will be described below, but first some general features, dealing 
with the binding of spinlabeled oligonucleotides to IKe GVP, need to be noted in 
advance. Addition of these compounds to the protein samples in small quantities, i.e. 
in the order of 1/100 to 1/10 molar equivalents, results in line broadening of a limit-
ed set of protein resonances. A gradual increase of these effects is observed as a 
function of the spinlabeled oligonucleotide protein ratio. Chemical exchange between 
the bound and unbound stale does not give rise to exchange broadening of the pro-
tein resonances, because all broadening effects disappear upon reduction of the param-
agnetic nitroxide group of the spinlabel moiety (into the diamagnetic hydroxylamine) 
by the addition of vitamin C. The relaxation rates of the affected resonances thus 
conform to Eq. (4). In view of this relation and the fact that some of the protein 
resonances are strongly affected in their relaxation rate at oligonucleotide-protein 
ratios (in the order) of only 1/25 molar equivalent (cf. the ID-spectra and difference 
ID spectra of the aromatic region published elsewhere {23} (Chapter 6)), it is con-
cluded that the average lifetime of the spinlabeled oligonucleotides in the complexed 
state, t , is several orders of magnitude smaller than the intrinsic relaxation 
times^Or^j) (see Mat. and Mcth.) The increases in the relaxation rates cover a wide 
range, and even the most strongly affected resonances are influenced to various 
extents (cf. Table 3). This implies that the observed increases in linewidth may be 
influenced, but not completely governed by the rate of exchange between the bound 
and unbound state (see Mat. &¿ Meth.). Thus the extraction of relative distance 
information from the data is not restricted by this parameter. This is particularly 
important in testing the possible existence of a fixed 5'-3' orientation in the binding 
of the spinlabeled oligonucleotides in the binding pocket as well as in obtaining a 
reliable description of the binding site. 
An answer to the question whether spinlabeled oligonucleotides are bound to the 
protein surface in a fixed orientation can best be formulated on the basis of differ-
ence spectra of the aliphatic and/or CaH-region, since (almost) all spin systems give 
rise to signals in both these parts of the spectrum. Normal difference spectra (i.e. 
difference spectra calculated from H-NMR spectra of the protein recorded in the 
presence and absence of a spinlabeled oligonucleotides using a standard one-pulse 
sequence) of these regions look rather noisy. The reason for this is that huge reso-
nance envelopes are subtracted from one another to observe changes in linewidth of 
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Figure 3. II-ΝMR spinlock spectra (spmlock period τ= 25 mí) of IKe GVP 
recorded in the absence (a) and presence (b) of 1/25 molar equivalent of (dA)^*. c: 
represents the difference spectrum of (a) and (b). (&Y. is the difference spectrum 
calculated from H-NMR spinlock spectra of IKe GVP recorded in the presence and 
absence of 1/25 molar equivalent of *(dA)i The protons for which difference resonance 
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signals are observed are designated on the top. The solid arrows indicate difference 
effects connected with small shifts in the position of the α-proton resonances of the 
S-23 and V-41 s ¡An system and with differences in the effectivity of 11 DO signal sup-
pression (the HDO signal was suppressed by continuous irradiation during the relaxation 
period following each scan). The label " *" indicates a resonance position of a contami-
nation. 
individual resonances which are part of those envelopes. The recording of spinlock 
spectra offers a remedy for this problem. The spinlock pulse applied in this experi-
ment filters out the broadened resonances, so that clearer difference signals are 
observed. Fig. 3 displays spinlock difference spectra (spinlock period 25 msec) calcu-
lated from the spectra of IKe G V P recorded in the presence and absence of 1/25 
molar equivalent (dAjg* as well as of 1/25 molar equivalent of " ( d A j j . We have 
selected the region from 2.8 to 5.5 ppm. All a protons, except one (at 5.76 ppm), 
resonate in this area. The region around 3 ppm displays the € and δ-proton reso­
nances of lysyl and arginyl residues, respectively. Figure 3a and 3b show the spinlock 
spectra recorded before and after addition of 1/25 molar equivalent of (dAU*. 
Direct comparison of these latter spectra already reveals a number of differences. The 
spectra demonstrate the selectivity by which resonances are affected in their relax­
ation rate. For example close to 3 p p m a quar te t consisting of a t least two triplets 
belonging t o e-lysyl resonances is observed in the unperturbed protein spectrum. The 
triplet of the lysyl spin system positioned at the right hand side of this quartet, 
which has been assigned to K-22 in the aminoacid sequence (see Chapter 5), is 
weakly affected upon binding of the spinlabeled oligonucleotides, whereas the other is 
not. Therefore only a triplet remains in the perturbed spectrum. The assignments giv­
en in Fig. 3 have been obtained by means of the 2 D - X M R experiments (vide infra 
and see Chapter 5)). In Figs. 3c and 3d difference spinlock spectra are presented 
which are obtained upon addition of (dA)o* and , ; (dA)o, respectively. Close examina­
tion of these spectra shows t h a t they are virtually identical. This can also be con­
cluded for the difference spectra obtained for other spectral regions and for the other 
compounds studied. 
The spinlock difference ID-spectra provide a more clear view on spinlabel induced 
relaxation than offered by normal difference spectra, but a drawback of the applica­
tion of a spinlock period is t h a t difference effects of intrinsically broad lines may 
become vanishing small, as the signals connected with those resonances will already 
hardly survive the spinlock filtering period in the absence of bound spinlabeled 
oligonucleotides . For example the glycyl-resonance at 3.3 p p m is only weakly visible 
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in both difference spectra and difference effects for another glycyl residue, strongly 
affected by the binding of the paramagnetic molecules ( i.e. G-(l), see the difference 
2D-experiments below), are completely lost. However, difference signals for the most 
upfield shifted α-resonances of these glycines are readily observable in normal differ­
ence spectra, because of their more or less isolated position ( in between the broad 
huge a- resonance envelope and the envelope formed by δ - and e-resonances of the 
arginyl and lysyl spin systems). 
Finally we would like to pay attention to two difference effects that are not 
indicative of an increase in relaxation rate. These are connected to the V-41 and 
S-23 spin systems. The a-proton resonance of the V-41 residue shows a slight upfield 
shift, while the S-23 α-resonance shifts downfield. The shift of the former most 
probably is not due to interactions of the oligonucleotide with this region of the pro­
tein. We ascribe this change in resonance position to a slight change in the solution 
conditions. In this we may recall that similar effects were observed for the neigh­
bouring residue in the sequence ,i.e. Y-42, upon variation of the solution conditions 
{13} (Chapter 4). Whether the same holds for the S 23 system is uncertain, since as 
will be shown below, the domain of which S 23 forms part of, named the "DNA-
binding wing", does interact with the spinlabeled oligonucleotide The change in reso­
nance position may therefore be indicative of a change in the conformation of the 
amino acid chain segment around this residue when oligonucleotides bind to it. 
733 The Oifjerence 2t>-expeñmenís 
MLEV-17 TOCSY and NOESY contourplots of IKe GVP display numerous con-
nectivities, of which just a few reoccur in the difference contourplots calculated from 
the 2D-spectra recorded in the presence and absence of 1/25 molar equivalent of 
*(dA)3* (e.g. Figs. 4 and 5). To extract a maximum of information from the data 
we computed relative and absolute difference spectra. Both types of processing were 
discussed in an another paper dealing with the application of 2D-NMR-techniques in 
studying spinlabel induced relaxation by spinlabeled ligands bound to proteins from a 
general point of view {23} (Chapter 6). Relative and absolute difference contourplots 
provide complementary information, since difference contourplots calculated in either 
the first or the second way become blurred by artefacts of a different origin at con-
tourplot levels displaying all of the information of interest. In the spectral region 
selected here, i.e. the area displaying cross peaks between the α-resonances and their 
aliphatic side chain proton resonances, this especially holds for the MLEV-17 TOCSY 
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difference 2D-experiment. Both absolute and relative difference spectra derived from 
this experiment are therefore presented in Fig. 4b and 4c. The two types of differ­
ence spectra obtained for the NOESY experiment are combined in Fig. 5b, because 
the information provided by both is almost the same in this part of the spectrum. 
The plot only displays the relative difference intensities for connectivities in the 
α-region. A plot of this type for the spectral region displaying connectivities from the 
α-region to the methyl region and difference contourplots showing the connectivities 
between resonances within the methyl region were presented in the previous Chapter 
of this thesis {23} (Chapter 6). 
The minimum absolute intensity levels (see Mat. L· Meth.) used in the calculation 
of the relative difference spectra were set equal to the corresponding lowest levels 
used in plotting the NOESY and TOCSY spectra of the protein. The minimum rela­
tive difference levels are 25% and 35% for the NOESY and TOCSY spectra, respec­
tively. Thus the connectivities present in the relative difference contourpiot of the 
latter experiment arise from those connectivities in the contourpiot for the unper­
turbed protein that are affected by 35% or more upon binding of the spinlabeled 
oligonucleotide. Weakly affected cross peaks are therefore missing. However, those 
cross peaks weakly affected but high in intensity appear in the absolute difference 
plot. The complete range of decreases in cross peak intensities, as will be shown 
below, is of interest in the description of the binding of spinlabeled oligonucleotides 
to the protein surface. The percentual difference effects are listed in Table 3. Per-
centual signal intensity reductions are less in the NOESY experiment than in the 
TOCSY difference experiment. The reason for this is connected with the difference in 
signal filtering during the mixing periods in the two experiments {23} (Chapter 6). 
The NOESY experiment however does provide valuable extra information, because not 
only intraresidual but also interresidual NOEs reoccur in the difference spectra. The 
latter provide important structural details. 
In the previous section we noted that difference effects for the S-23 and the 
V 41 resonances measured in the ID-difference spectra were due to a slight change 
in resonance position. By plotting both the negative and positive levels we checked 
the origin of difference effects in absolute difference 2D-spectra. From this it 
became clear that only the difference signals re-appearing for the S-23 spin system 
were caused by a change in resonance position, instead of a change in relaxation rate. 
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Figure 4. a: contourpiot of the MLEV-17 TOCSY spectrum recorded for a 2 mM 
IKe GVP sample in D^O (TOCSY mixing time= 30 ms) The plot displays the CaH 
(ш2-аііі) - aliphatic (ω,-axis) region. Ь and c: are the absolute and the relative dif­
ference contourplots (of the same region as in a ) computed from the TOCSY spectrum 
in (a) and the TOCSY spectrum of IKe GVP acquired after the addition of 1/25 
molar equivalent of *(dA)j*. The minimum intensity level used in the calculation of the 
relative difference spectrum (c) is equal to the lowest contourlevel in a. The lowest rel­
ative difference contourlevel (in c) is at 35% (see Mat. & Meth.). 
The drawn lines indicate the connectivity patterns of the assigned spin systems (see 
text). In (a) these are C-24 ( close, to the diagonal, see the arrow), K-25 (only the 
a-ß-connectivity) and P-26. In (b) these are S-17, 0-18, V-19, Q-21, K-22 and T-28. In 
(c) these are R-16, S-20, S-23, Y-27, 1-29. D/N-(l), F-(l), Q/E-(l), G-(l) and R/KÌ2). 
The numbers between brackets are chosen arbitrarily, the other numbers correspond with 
the position of these amino acid residues in the sequence of IKe GVP. 
7.3.3.1 Spin System Analysis 
In Chapter 5, the connectivities of the spin systems of the residues 17 through 29 
have been assigned. A number of these connectivities reoccur in the relative and 
absolute difference spectra obtained in the present study (cf. Fig. 4 a,b,c). The 
residues involved are S-17, G-18, V-19, S 20, Q-21, К 22, S-23, Y-27, Τ 28 and 
1-29. In addition, other cross peaks are observed in the difference spectra. The 
present results reinforce the earlier analysis and allow us to extend the assignment of 
the 2D -spectra. In the subsequent paragraph the relevant data will be discussed. 
Except for Y-27 and 1-29 the previous analysis (see Chapter 5) of the side chain 
spin systems was solely based on the J connectivity patterns obtained by means of 
COSY and HOHAHA TOCSY experiments. The spin system analysis of I 29 had to 
be based partially on connectivities observed in NOESY spectra, because some of the 
J connectivities needed were missing or were of very low intensity. Thus their side 
chain assignment was founded on information that might not be entirely unique. Sub­
sequently, the definitive delineation of the He spin system based on spinlabel differ­
ence 2D-spectra has been presented elsewhere {23} (Chapter 6), together with the 
spin system analysis of three other strongly affected long side chain spin systems. 
Two of the latter spin systems were denoted R/K-(l) and R/K-(2), since the infor­
mation available for their analysis did not allow a discrimination between arginyl and 
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lysyl residues. The fourth long side chain spin system was labeled Q/E-(l) for similar 
reasons. The spin system R/K-(l) can nov, definitively be assigned to R-16 in the 
amino acid sequence of IKe GVP. Its assignment is greatly facilitated by the 
unambiguous analysis of its side chain spin system on the basis of the spinlabel dif­
ference 2D-experiments, and could be established via the usual sequential assignment 
procedure. We note the following arguments (spectra needed for verification have 
been published previously (Chapter 5)) COSY spectra recorded in HaO, display a 
J connectivity at (8.76 ppm, 4.66 ppm) in the "finger-print" region and NOEs are 
observed from the amide position (8.76 ppm) to C/3H as well as CyH side chain pro­
ton resonances (Table 2) of the arginyl residue under consideration in NOESY(H20) 
spectra, thereby providing an unambiguous assignment of the arginyl amide proton 
resonance. NOESY(H20) spectra display an intense sequential "daN" connectivitiy 
from the amide resonance position of the earlier assigned S- 17 spin system to the 
ar-proton resonance position of the arginyl residue; also observable are the correspond 
ing "d/3N" connectivities. This allows an unambiguous assignment of the arginyl spin 
system to R-16 in the sequence of IKe-GVP. 
Table 2 ===============================; 
Residue Chemical shifts m ρ ρ m 
NH CaH С0Н С-уН C8H 
(ortho) (meta) (para) 
R-16 
G-(l) 
F-(l) 
R/K-(2) 
q/E-(i) 
D/IM1) 
8 76 4 66 
4 32 
3 53 
4 82 
4 40 
4 45 
5 02 
1 77 
1 63 
3 51 
2 91 
1 77 
1 64 
2 15 
1 88 
2 83 
2 76 
The Numbers enclosed between brackets, added to single letter 
notation for amino acid residues, have been chosen arbitrarily In 
contrast to this, R-16 denotes the arginyl residue at position 16 
in the sequence of IKe GVP. 
1 45 3 13 
7 22 7 39 7 32 
1 46 3 18 
2 42 
2 37 
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We now return to Y-27, for which the assignment is less certain as well. Apart 
from the unexpected low intensity of the J-connectivities between the CcxH and C/3H 
resonances of the Y-27 spin system (Fig. 4), two other aspects give rise to uncertain 
ties. One of these is formed by the intrinsic limitation of the method to assign aro-
matic residues: their ring proton resonances can only be correlated to their CaH and 
Cßll resonances by means of NOE connectivities, since the JpjH coupling between 
C2,6H spins and CßH spins is vanishing small. The other problem concerns the per-
fect overlap between the C2,6H resonances of this spin system and those of another 
tyrosyl spin system, designated Tyr-II in a previous paper {13} (Chapter 4). The 
difference NOESY experiment (Figs. 5 and 7 ) eliminates all uncertainties invoked by 
the latter problem since the resonances of Tyr-II are not influenced upon binding of 
the spinlabeled oligonucleotide {23} (Chapter 6). Thus only the cross peaks connected 
with the Y-27 spin system reoccur in the difference contourplots (Fig. 6). The enor-
mous information reduction obtained by means of the difference experiments relieves 
the other mentioned uncertainties. 
Apart from the spin systems R 16, S-17, G-18, V-19, Q-21, K-22, S-23, Y-27, 
T-28, 1-29, R/K-(l) and Q/E-(l) . the connectivity patterns of a phenylalanine and 
two short side chain spin systems reoccur in the difference MLEV-17 contourplots. 
The latter are discussed below. 
F - ( l ) : The assignment of the aromatic ring proton resonances of IKe GVP to spe-
cific ring spin systems has been published in the first article of this series {13} 
(Chapter 4). For the spin system denoted Phe-1 (which henceforth will be denoted 
F-(l)) we assigned the ortho, meta and para resonances. Thus far we were not able 
to delineate the complete side chain spin system, mainly because its ortho proton res 
onances overlap with other ring proton resonances. The difference spectra allow a rel-
atively straight forward assignment, since as mentioned already only the aromatic res 
onances of Y-27 and F-(l) are affected in their relaxation rate by the binding of the 
spinlabeled oligonucleotides (see also {23} (Chapter 6)). As for Y-27 we use NOE 
information in correlating the ortho proton resonances of the spin system to its α -
and ^-resonances. Examination of the NOESY in combination with MLEV-17 spectra 
reveals that the F-(l) ortho protons show NOE connectivities to only these reso­
nances (Figs. 4, 5 and 7). The J-connectivity between the non-degenerated β -protons 
is just low in intensity (Figs. 4c, 5b), but definitly present. Only at the lowest con-
tourlevel a J-connectivity is observed between the a proton resonance and one of the 
β proton resonances in the symmetrized MLEV-17 TOCSY spectrum (Fig. 4c). The 
a-proton resonance of the F (1) spin system is situated almost exactly underneath 
the HDO signal. The suppression of the latter, by continuous irradiation during the 
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Figure 5. a: ii α contourpiot of the NOESY spectrum (mixing time 175 ms) 
recorded for a 2 mM IKe CVP sample in D£>. The plot displays the same region of 
the spectrum as Fig. 4. The contour plot in (b) is a combination picture of the relative 
and absolute difference spectra calculated from the NOESY spectrum shown in (a) and 
the NOESY spectrum acquired after addition of 1/25 molar equivalent of *{dA)^*. The 
part of the plot dispL·ying relative difference intensities lies below the diagonal and is 
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enclosed by a dashed line. The lowest relative difference contourlevel which is plotted is 
25% (/(minimum) ¿5 equal to the lowest contour level plotted in a). The interresidual 
NOE connectivities discussed in the text are found at positions where two 
" ι "-lines come together at a cross peak. In (a) we have indicated the 
K-25(CßII) - Р-26(СЬН С 'H) contacts and the three a-α contacts (arrows) at the 
α-resonance position of the D/N-(l) spin system. The arrows in (b) point to the three 
a-α contacts that are influenced in intensity by the bound spinlabeled oligonucleotide, іл. 
the contacts between the α-protons of V-19 and P-26 (only visible in the absolute dif­
ference contour plot), between S-17 and T-28 and between D/N-(l) and one spin system 
that has not been assigned thus far (designated with the symbol "'"). 
relaxation period, caused bleaching of the cross peaks which arise from coherence 
transfer from the a- to the ß-protons spins. We may mention that the cross peaks 
connected with coherence transfer from the β- to the a spin were present more 
clearly, although distorted by the ь ridge of the HDO signal, in the unsymmetrized 
MLEV-17 spectrum (not shown). 
G- (1): The connectivity in the a region at (4.32 ppm, 3.53 ppm) belongs to gemi­
nai coupled spins, because the J coupling between them is found to be about 15 
Hertz (Fig. 4c). This was deduced from the intensity buildup of the connectivity as a 
function of the mixing time in TOCSY experiments. From its position and the 
coupling constant it can be concluded that it is a Ρ(δ δ'), 5(0-/3') or G(a-a') con­
nectivity. By far the most likely candidate is a glycine spin system, because addition­
al connectivities expected for proline as well as serine spin systems are absent in both 
types of difference 2D-spectra. 
D / N - ( l ) : The relative difference TOCSY contourpiot (Fig. 3c) displays a pattern 
expected for an AMX spin system, i.e. the connectivities between 5.02 ppm (aH), 
2.83 ppm and 2.76 ppm (/3H and (S'H resonances). The absence of cross peaks from 
the ^-resonances to other regions of the spectrum suggest that a long side chain spin 
system is not responsible for these cross peaks, although this can not be garanteed 
since cross peaks may be missing. If we assume so however, the AMX pattern can be 
assigned to an aromatic, aspartic or asparagyl residue because of the position of the 
β resonances. Assignment to an aromatic residue can be ruled out. Only the aromatic 
spin systems F-(]) and Y-27 are affected by the spinlabel (cf. fig. 3 of previous 
Chapter {23}) and their a- and β cross peaks have already been assigned. At present 
we cannot decide whether the cross peaks have to be attributed to an aspartic or an 
asparagyl residue, as expressed by the label assigned to this spin system. 
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7.3.3.2 The Description of t he Binding Site 
Having analysed the connectivity pat terns present in the difference 2D-spectra, we 
consider the binding of the spinlabeled oligonucleotide in more detail. To this end, we 
use the percentual decrease in cross peak intensities listed in Table 3. 
The extraction of relative distance information from these da t a requires knowledge 
about the intrinsic relaxation rates (see Mat. L· Meth.) . Wi thout detailed knowledge 
of these parameters however, an interesting conclusion can already be drawn for 
residues that must form the direct surroundings of the spinlabeled group in the 
bound state . The strongest influenced spin systems are those of ]-29 and Y-27. The 
cross peaks of the former are completely eliminated from the TOCSY spectra in the 
presence of the bound spinlabeled oligonucleotide, i.e. a flat baseline remains, while 
those of the lat ter are filtered out to almost 100%. The intrinsic transverse relaxation 
rates of the ring proton resonances of Y-27 belong to the slowest of all in the p ro -
tein. The relaxation rates of 1-29 protons are faster, but may still be considered 
slow compared to the relaxation rates of the majority of the nuclear spins, because 
relative intense .1 connectivities are observed for this spin system in the TOCSY 
spectra. These facts allow us to conclude (see Mat. & Meth.) t ha t the average d i s -
tance between the free electron of the bound spinlabeled oligonucleotide and the 
nuclei of the 1-29 and Y-27 spin system is the shortest of all spin systems for which 
cross peak pat terns are observed in the TOCSY contourplots of the unperturbed pro 
tein. Thus it is not that we simply detected difference effects upon cross peaks of 
spin systems positioned somewhere outside the DNA binding groove (possessing 
favourable intrinsic relaxation rates), but indeed we determined the site of the protein 
being in closest contact with the spinlabel group(s). We have to recall (see Chapter 
5) that a number of cross peaks are missing in the TOCSY contourplots of the 
unperturbed protein. This fraction however cannot impair the conclusion drawn. As 
we estimated tha t at least for 90% of the spin systems either complete or incomplete 
J-connectivity pat terns are detected in the TOCSY spectra, while it is reasonable to 
assume that those missing belong to immobilized residues situated somewhere in the 
inner core of the protein, since this may explain the short relaxation rates of these 
spin systems. 
1-29 is the last residue of the sequentially assigned protein segment running from 
residue 16 to 29. An "oversimplified" drawing of the s t ructure of this segment, as 
deduced from NOESY-spect ra (Chapter 5), is shown in Fig. 6. It is a /3-loop, which 
we have designated the " the DNA binding wing". Examinat ion of Table 3 reveals 
tha t some of the spin systems in this wing are strongly affected whereas others are 
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only weakly influenced by the binding of the spinlabeled oligonucleotides. In order to 
simplify the interpretation of this relative intensity decrease pattern, we ignore the 
influence of differences in intrinsic relaxation rates upon this pattern for the moment. 
The strongest difference effects are connected with residues in the ß-ladder. For the 
residues in the tip of the wing only moderate to very weak effects are observed. The 
distance dependence of spinlabel induced relaxation implies that the distance between 
the spinlabel and the residues which are part of the ß-ladder segment must on the 
average be shorter than between the spinlabel and the tip residues. 
The side chains of the residues S-17, V-19, P-26 and T-28 constitute one side of 
the /3-ladder structure. Moderate to weak effects are observed for these residues. The 
opposite surface of the ß-ladder (disregard K-25 in Fig. 6, see the next section) is 
Figure 6. Schematic representation of the percentttal decrease in cross peak intensities 
in the DNA binding wing of IKe CVP , which comprises the sequence segment running 
from residue R-16 to 1-29. The numbers in the boxes above the residues denote aver-
ages over the percentual decrease in cross peak intensities of the connectivity patterns 
of the corresponding spin systems in the TOCSY difference spectrum. A detailed listing 
of these values is given in Table 3. Additionally the shaded boxes under the residues 
represent this as follows: those belonging to strongly affected residues are given in 
black and those of the moderately affected are shaded with lines and those of the 
weakly affected are open. 
The spin systems of the residues K-14, E-15, R-30 and E-31 have not been assigned 
so far, but it is expected that the connectivity patterns of these residues are only weak-
ly affected, as they do not appear in the relative or absolute difference spectra. 
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Table 3: Percentuál intensity decreases of crosspeaks in the 
TOCSY difference experiment 
Residue Connectivities 
between 
Intensity 
decrease 
Remark 
R-16 
S-17 
G-18 
V-19 
S-20 
Q-21 
K-22 
S-23 
G-24 
K-25 
P-26 
Y-27 
T-2 8 
1-29 
(6+6·) 
α -
β 
α -
α -
ε -
α -
α -
α -
ortho 
α -
α -
β -
(θ,β',γ+γ') 
•(β,β',γ+V) 
(θ,6') 
β' 
β 
(γ,γ') 
(γ,γ') 
(β,β') 
β' 
(β,β',γ,γ') 
(β,β',γ,γ') 
(ό+δ') 
(δ,γ,γ') 
α' 
(β+β') 
(β,β',γ,γ') 
(β,β',γ,γ') 
(β,β') 
• meta 
β 
γ 
γ 
α - (β,γαΐΐ) 
70% 
~85% 
~45% 
25% 
65% 
25% 
""35% 
<20% 
85% 
90% 
~30% 
~25% 
35% 
20% 
0% 
?20% 
"•25% 
<15% 
"100% 
>99% 
40% 
45% 
25% 
100% 
100% 
overlapping peaks 
shifting resonances 
situated underneath 
the HDO resonance 
weak connectivities 
intense connectivities 
flat base line remains 
flat base line remains 
G-(l) 
F-(l) 
R/K-(2) 
Q/E-(l) 
D/N-(1) 
β -
meta 
α -
α -
6 -
о -
α -
(ortho, para) 
ß,ß') 
γ+γ') 
β,β',γ+γ') 
β,β',γ,γ') 
β,β') 
60% 
100% 
"85% 
""70% 
90% 
~40% 
"75% 
~80% 
weak connectivities 
intense connectivities 
preliminary assiqnmerts 
preliminary assignments 
overlap?; see ref.(23) 
Notes to table 3: 
A decrease in crosspeak intensity of 100% corresponds with complete elimination 
of the crosspeak in the TOCSY spectrum recorded after addition of the spinla-
beled oligonucleotide to the protein sample. 
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2. Decreases in crosspeak intensities for connectivities which are situated close to 
the diagonal (like for example the y—ß crosspeaks of Л-Іб) have not been listed 
because of the expected errors in those values due to resonance overlap and diag­
onal interference. 
3. at—(ß,ß') ~-80% : denotes an average decrease in crosspeak intensity of 
80% (: —80%) for the connectivities α—β and α—β'. 
4. У+у' i i the notation (.β,β',γ+y') denotes thai the y and γ' resonances are degen­
erated. 
formed by the side chains of R 16, G-18, S-20. Y-27 and 1-29, showing the 
strongest difference effects. This indicates that the TEMPO group of the bound spin-
labeled oligonucleotide is in close contact with the latter surface and not with the 
former. This is corroborated by the fact that the relative intensity differences of 
connectivities between C/3H and Cyii resonances of V-19 and T-28 as well as 
between the non-degenerated C|3H resonances of S-17 are smaller than those between 
the CaH and the side chain proton resonances of these spin systems, since these side 
chain protons will be positioned at a larger distance from the free electron than the 
α-protons of these residues when the spinlabel is bound to or located on the surface 
formed by the side chains of R-16, S-20, Y-27 and 1-29. 
Although accurate estimates of the intrinsic relaxation rates of the nuclear spins in 
this protein segment are not available, it could be concluded from the linewidths of 
the resonances in difference ID-spectra as well as from the intensity buildup of the 
connectivities as a function of the mixing time in TOCSY experiments, that the 
analysis presented is correct. We note the following arguments. Most of the intrinsic 
transverse nuclear relaxation rates of S-17, G-18, V-19, S-20, S-23, G-24, and T-28, 
arc much the same. This does not hold for R-16, 1-29 and P-26 as well as for 
Q-21, K-22 and the ring proton resonances of Y-27. The nuclear relaxation times of 
the former three are shorter while those of the latter three are on the average longer. 
A cross-correlation of the percentual decrease in cross peak intensities (Table 3) and 
the transverse relaxation rate mentioned above shows that the influence of differences 
in relaxation rates, may have only influenced the observed pattern to a negligible 
extent. For example the percentual decrease in cross peak intensity of Q-21 and 
K-22 may be exaggerated, but this does by no means influence our analysis. 
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The analysis made thus far leads to the conclusion that the average distances 
between the spinlabel group in the bound state and the residues R-16, (G-18), S-20, 
Y-27 and 1-29 are among the shortest ones. Apart form these residues strong differ­
ence effects are observed for G (1), Q/E-(l), F-(l), R/K-(2) and D/N-(l). The 
intrinsic transverse relaxation times of these latter five residues, except F-(l), are 
shorter than those of the former five residues. Thus the direct surroundings of the 
spinlabel group in the bound state consists of at least these 10 residues. This does 
not imply that the DNA binding groove only consists of the mentioned residues. 
Other amino acid residues may not give rise to effects in the difference spectra, 
especially those situated at larger (time averaged) distances from the spinlabel and 
with short intrinsic relaxation rates. 
7.3.3.3 Structural Details and the Refinement of the DNA Binding Wing Structure 
Apart from effects on intraresidual NOEs the difference NOESY spectrum displays 
a number of interresidual NOEs, which provide structural information. Very interest­
ing in this respect are the interresidual α-α connectivities, of which at least twelve 
are found at positions downfield of the HDO resonance. Out of these connectivities, 
which are diagnostic for anti parallel 0-sheet structure, only three are affected by the 
binding of the spinlabeled oligonucleotides. Two of these were already assigned to a-a 
contacts between V-19 and P-26 and between S-17 and T-28 (Chapter 5). Also 
interresidual connectivities between side chain protons and a-protons of the two latter 
spin systems are present in the difference NOESY contourplots, i.e. between the 
α-resonance of S-17 and β as well as yCl^-resonance of Τ 28 and between the 
a-résonance of T-28 and a 0-resonance of S 17 (see Fig. 5b). The percentual 
decrease in the cross peak intensity of these connectivities (in the order of 30%) is 
less than that of the a-α connectivity between S-17 and Τ 28 (50%). The same 
holds for the V-19/P-26 pair for which the a-α connectivity is affected by almost 
25%. It will be clear that the model put forward above, about the binding site of 
the spinlabeled oligonucleotides, is in full agreement with the observation that both 
a-α connectivities are affected to a larger extent than the corresponding intraresidual 
connectivities to side chain resonances. The third a-α contact provides additional 
information about the D/N-(l) spin system. At the α-resonance position of this spin 
system (5.01 ppm) three α-α connectivities are present (Fig. 5a). Only one of these 
is affected by the spinlabel. The other two must therefore arise from other α-protons 
resonating at this position. The affected a-tx-connectivity tells that the D/N-(l) spin 
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system is part of an anti parallel ß-sheet structure. The NOE observed from its 
α-position to the y(Cii^) resonance of the 1-29 spin system provides further informa­
tion about its position in the tertiary structure. 
At first glance one might infer from the presence of this connectivity, in combina­
tion with the presence of the α-α connectivity, that the D/N-(l) spin system is part 
of the /3-ladder of the DNA binding wing. An a-α connectivity is to be expected 
between the residue preceding R-16 and the residue following 1-29 in our model of 
the DNA binding wing, while the NOE from the α-resonance toward the у(СН^) 
group can be interpreted as an NOE from one of these neighbours to the 1-29 spin 
system. This interpretation however, is definitly wrong. Three arguments can be put 
forward in support of this conclusion. First, the non-degenerated ß-resonances of the 
D/N-(l) spin system are strongly affected, as is the case for its α-proton resonance. 
This is in contradiction with the assignment of the D/N (l) spin system to one of 
the neighbours of the R-16 and 1-29 spin system, since in that case the side chain 
of this spin system will be part of the ß-ladder surface for which only weak to 
moderate effects between side chain proton resonances are observed. The second argu-
ment concerns the absence of sequential connectivities (see spectra in Chapter 5) in 
accordance with such an assignment in NOESYfHoO) spectra, while elongation of the 
sequential walk towards residues at the N-terminal and О terminal side of the amino 
acid segment running from S-17 to 1-29 presented in our previous article is possible. 
Thirdly, assignment of the D/N-(l) spinsystcm to the residue at the N-terminal side 
of R-16 or to the residue at the C-terminal side of I 29 contradicts with the assign­
ment of D/N-(l) to an aspartic acid or asparagyl residue. 
In view of these arguments it has to be concluded that the D/N-(l) spin system 
is part of a different anti-parallel ß-sheet region of the IKe GVP molecule, present 
in the direct vicinity of the DNA binding wing. This of course will be of great 
interest in further model building of the DNA binding site of the IKe GVP molecule 
(still under investigation). In addition to the NOE from the ^CHo) resonance of 1-29 
to the α-proton of D/N-(l), interresidual NOEs from the 1-29 spin system to G-18 
and R-16 are present in the difference NOESY contour plot. The NOE from the 
6(СНз) resonance of 1-29 to the δ(ΟΗ2) resonance of R-16 underlines the correctness 
of the sequential assignment of this spin system and does provide additional evidence 
in support of the proposed ß-ladder structure of the DNA binding wing. The same 
holds for the weak connectivities from 1-29 to the G-18 spin system. 
Of special interest are the interresidual NOEs between the ring proton resonances 
of Y-27 and resonances in the region from 0 to 5.5 ppm shown in Fig. 7. Very 
intense NOEs are observed toward the CaH- and CßH of the S-20 spin system, 
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Figure 7. a: displays the aromatic (uij-axis) - Call/aliphatic (a^-axis) region of the 
NOESY spectrum recorded for a 2 mM IKe GVP sample in D£> (mixing time = 175 
ms) b: is the relative difference contourpiot calculated from the NOESY spectrum in 
(a) and the NOESY spectrum acquired after addition of 1/25 molar equivalent of 
*(dA)j*. On caladating the relative difference spectrum, /(minimum) was set equal to the 
lowest contour level plotted in (a). The lowest relative difference level plotted in (b) is 
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30%. The vertical arrows indicate the resonance positions of the aromatic ring protons 
for which signals are delected in the relative difference plot. For the F-{1) ortho aro­
matic ring proton resonance connectivities are present toward the a- , β- and 
ß'-resonance of F-(l) (these are labeled). The connectivities from the Y-27 (ortho and 
meta) aromatic ring proton resonances toward COLH- and CßH-resonances are Indicated 
by horizontal lines which are provided with labels. The cluster of NOE connectivities at 
the top in (b) is assigned to contacts between the 1-29 and Y-27 side chain spin sys-
tems. 
while the NOEs to the V-19 a-resonance are of moderate intensity and the NOEs 
towards the a-resonances of G-18, P- 26 and T-28 and the aliphatic resonances of 
1-29 are weak. The fact that NOE connectivities are detected for all of these protons 
is readily explained on the basis of the earlier proposed DNA binding wing structure 
as well as the schematic structure in Fig. 8a, but in order to explain the relative 
intensities of these NOEs a structure refinement of the turn region is required. 
It is recalled tha t only the conformation of the regular /3-ladder segment formed 
by the residues R-16 to V-19 and P-26 to 1-29 was well established in Chapter 5. 
On basis of the presence of a series of amide amide NOE contacts from Q-21 to 
K-25 it was concluded tha t the residues Q-21 to G-24 are not in a ß-conformation 
and thus form part of the turn region. 
In the schematic structures drawn, see also Fig. 6, we placed S-20 and K- 25 
next to one another as if they form the last s tep in the β ladder (Fig. 8 a). Such a 
structure implies t h a t the side chains of R 16, G-18, S-20, K-25, Y-27, and I 29 
form part of one side of the /3-ladder surface. Certainly, the residues S-20 and К 25 
are close to one another, as the turn has to be closed. The average distance between 
the a proton of the S-20 residue and the ring system of Y-27 however must be 
large compared to the average distance from the latter ring system to the a-protons 
of P-26 and V-19 in case of such a ß-sheet s tructure (Fig. 8a) and thus cannot 
explain the fact tha t the most intense NOEs are observed between the cx-proton of 
the S-20 spin and the Y-27 ring system, while NOEs toward K-25 are absent. A 
plausible refinement of the DNA binding s tructure, which brings S-20 in closer con -
tact with Y-27 has been sketched in Fig. 8b. It differs from the structure in Fig. 8a, 
in that the turn region, on top of the ß- ladder segment, has been flipped over to 
the right. The amino acid sequence segment from S-20 to K-22 protrudes above the 
plane formed by the β ladder and thereby "hides" the residues K-25 and G-24 in 
the drawing. It may be emphasized that other s tructures are possible as well, but a 
feature they must have in common is the "flip over" a t the position of S-20. The 
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Figure 8. Structure refinement of the DNA binding wing of IKe GVP. The struc-
ture in 8a corresponds with the schematic representation of the DNA binding wing as 
presented thus far (Fig. 6). 8b: is a plausible refinement of the structure in 8a. In 
8a it is assumed that both the loop region and the ß-ladder segment are situated in the 
plane of drawing. In 8b the loop region is thought to be "flipped over" to the right. 
In this latter representation, the sequence segment from 19 to 22 is above the plane of 
drawing, whereas the segment from 23 to 25 is in or below the plane of drawing. 
"Open" and "filled" circles designate downward and upward directed side chains of the 
residues in the ß-ladder segment, respectively. The arrows from the Y-27 position to the 
V-19 and S-20 position are added to indicate the difference in the relative distance 
between these residues when the DNA binding wing is folded according to the structures 
8a or 8b. For further comment see text. 
modified conformation of S-20 implies a change in the conformation of K-25 as well. 
Its side chain may be oriented to the left, to the right or into the plane of drawing 
but can not project out of that plane, as this would be in conflict with the position 
of S-20. 
The third of the three possible orientations is the most likely because the side 
chain of P-26 is situated below the plane of drawing in Fig. 8 and NOEs are 
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detected between the K-25 CßU resonance and the non degenerated P-26 
δ-resonances (sec Fig. 5a). 
K-25 was left out of the interpretation of the relative intensity decrease pattern 
given in the previous section. It will be clear that the weak difference effects detect­
ed for this spin system can be readily explained on basis of this refined DNA bind­
ing wing structure. Whether K-25 is or is not involved in the binding to oligonu­
cleotides can not be decuded from these results, but it is interesting to note that the 
refinement places this residue at a less favourable position, while the side chain of 
K-22, is moved into the binding area of the spinlabeled oligonucleotides. 
7.4 DISCUSSION 
7.4.1 General Remarks 
In Chapter 5 it was shown that the sequence encompassing residue 17 through 29 
forms a ß-loop in IKe G VP. On the basis of earlier oligonucleotide binding studies it 
was concluded that this sequence forms part of the protein's DNA binding domain 
and therefore it was designated the ''DNA binding wing". In this paper we have 
extended these studies by using spinlabeled oligonucleotides. The Computation of dif 
ference spectra leads to a tremendous data reduction. Cross peaks of long side chains. 
e.g. isoleucine, appear completely resolved in the difference spectra and can therefore 
be assigned quite easily (cf. Fig. 5 in Chapter 6). This yielded an independent check 
of the assignments presented in the preceding paper (Chapter 5) and reinforced the 
conclusions drawn in that work. In addition a further step in the description of the 
DNA binding wing and its interaction with single-stranded DNA could be taken. 
First, the resonances of residue R-16 could be resolved and assigned. Secondly, the 
binding experiments with the spinlabeled oligonucleotide revealed that the spinlabel 
group is in close contact with the surface formed by the side chains of the residues 
R-16, (G-18), S-20, Y-27 and 1-29 and not in close contact with the opposite sur-
face of the β loop formed by the side chains of residues S 17, V-19, К 25, P-26 and 
T-28. Before we draw further reaching conclusions from these observations we have 
to consider a principal drawback of the use of a modified ligand in studying ligand-
macromolecule interactions. This concerns the possibility that modification of the 
oligonucleotides by attaching spinlabels may have changed their binding characteristics. 
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However, as will be argued below, it is very unlikely thai spinlabeled and normal 
oligonucleotides bind differently to the protein surface. The experimental evidence in 
support of this conclusion is derived from the NMR binding experiments with 
oligonucleotides. In a previous article {13} (Chapter 4) where our attention was pri 
marily focussed upon the relatively simple aromatic part of the H-NMR spectrum of 
IKe GVP, we reported that the ring proton resonances of two out of the set of elev­
en aromatic residues in IKe GVP, namely Y-I (assigned to Y- 27 in the amino acid 
sequence) and F-(l), shift upfield when oligonucleotides are bound to IKe GVP. The 
changes in the resonance position of these aromatic ring systems upon complete satu­
ration of IKe GVP with (dA)o were estimated to be 0.4 arid 0.5 ppm, respectively. 
The binding of 1/25 molar equivalent of the spinlabeled oligoadenines to IKe GVP 
dramatically influences the relaxation rates of the Y-27 and F-(l) spin systems and 
induces slight upfield shifts in their resonance positions as well {23} (Chapter 6). 
These results are thus congruent to those obtained for the binding of normal oligonu­
cleotides. Though not reported thus far we also mention that binding of oligonu 
cleotides to IKe GVP induces changes in resonance position in the aliphatic region of 
the protein spectrum. These changes are however small and hardly interpretable as a 
result of the extensive resonance overlap in that spectral region. There is one excep­
tion, namely a methyl resonance which shifts from 0.70 ppm to a position 0.5-0.6 
ppm more upfield upon complete saturation of IKe GVP with (dAjo. This resonance 
is most readily assigned to the δ-СНч group of the 1-29 spin system, for which 
strong line broadening occurs, which demonstrates again the likeness of normal and 
spinlabeled oligonucleotide binding. Additional arguments in support of the similarity 
of the complex formation of both species can be based on some structural features 
exhibited by the spinlabeled oligonucleotides. We mention two of them. 1) The spin-
label groups have been connected via phosphodiester bonds to the 5' and 3' ends of 
the oligonucleotides. Thereby we have introduced an extra negatively charged phos­
phate group, which can be considered as chemical!} similar to a phosphate group in a 
DNA strand. The electrostatic interactions stabilizing the complexes of IKe GVP 
with spinlabeled oligonucleotides and with normal oligonucleotides may therefore show 
a close resemblance. 2) The spinlabels have been attached to the termini and there­
fore it is unlikely that the interaction between the oligonucleotide part of the spinla­
beled oligonucleotides and the protein surface will be influenced to a significant 
extent by the spinlabel. This conclusion gains in importance if the known binding 
properties of the closely related protein Ff GVP are taken into account. This is true 
as well for the very remarkable amino acid sequence homology between IKe GVP, Ff 
GVP and the ss DNA binding protein Pf3 DBP. 
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7.4.2 Conserved DNA Binding Wings in ss DNA Binding Proteins of three 
Filamentous Phages 
The amino acid sequences of IKe GVP {10}, Ff G VP {8} and Pf3 DBP {9,51} 
are presented in Fig. 9. They are aligned such that a maximum homology is obtained 
between the former and the latter two sequences. It follows that 16 residues occur at 
identical positions in Pf3 DBP and IKe GVP, when 3 deletions and 3 insertions are 
accepted in the sequence of Pf3. On the other hand 39 amino acid residues arc posi 
tioned identically in Ff GVP and IKe GVP, if a single amino acid residue (Q-21) is 
deleted in the latter sequence. The high degree of homology between Ff GVP and 
IKe GVP suggests that their three dimensional structures are fairly identical {10}. 
The extent of homology between Pf3 DBP and IKe GVT might indicate that the 
resemblance in tertiary structure between Pf3 and the former two is considerable 
smaller. However, a number of unique functional conservations among the three 
sequences appear to exist as well; the most important examples of these are listed in 
Fig. 9. It is therefore expected that the overall polypeptide chain folding of PF3 is 
comparable to the chain folding of IKe GVP and Ff GVP. 
In sharp contrast to the relatively low overall sequence homology between Pf3 
DBP and IKe GVP, there is a high degree of homology between the sequence seg 
ment running from residue 12 to 25 in Pf3 DBP and the sequence segment encom 
passing the residues 16 to 29 in IKe GVP, i.e. 8 residues out of a segment of 13 
residues in the Pf3 sequence are identical to those in the DNA binding wing of IKe 
GVP. It may be noted that an increase in homology between Ff GVP and IKe GVP 
is observed for this region as well, though less prominent as a result of the larger 
overall homology. 
The sequence homology observed in these domains is even more striking if the 
sequence of Pf3 DBP is folded according to the schemes already proposed for IKe 
GVP and Ff GVP in Chapter 5. The ß-loops of these three proteins are schematized 
in Fig. 10; the conserved residues are indicated by solid line boxes, the residues 
which are semi-conserved are indicated by boxes drawn with dashed lines. The verti-
cal line has been drawn through the three structures to emphasize the high degree of 
conservation in the amino acid sequence segment at the right hand side of this line, 
i.e. the DNA binding wing of IKe GVP. The β- loops of the other proteins will 
henceforth be called DNA binding wings as well. 
Optimal alignment between the DNA binding wings of the three proteins is only 
obtained when a deletion is introduced in the turn region of the DNA binding wing 
of both Pf3 DBP and Ff GVP. If it is assumed that the sequence at the left hand 
side of the solid vertical line is also endowed with an anti-parallel β sheet structure, 
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Figure 9. Comparison of the amino acid sequences of IKe GVP {10}, F f GVP {8} 
and Pf3 DBP {9,51). The sequences of IKe GVP and Ff GVP have been aligned 
according to Peelers et al. {10}. The sequence of Pf3 DBP is aligned such that maxi­
mal homchgie is achieved with the sequence of IKe GVP. Those amino add residues 
which occur at the same position in the sequence of F f GVP and IKe GVP are 
emboxed in the sequence of Ff GVP. Similarily, the emboxed residues in the sequence 
of Pf3 DBP reoccur at the same position in the sequence of IKe GVP. The boxes with 
double horizontal lines indicate that the encased amino acid residues occur in each of 
the sequences. Some functional conservations indicative of overall structural homology 
among the three proteins are: 
a) The two aromatic residues for which it has been definitely established that they 
are involved in the binding of IKe GVP and F f GVP to ss DNA {Y-27 {13,41} and 
F-74 {13,41} in IKe GVP) seem to be conserved in Pf3 as well. 
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b) Electrostatic interactions provide a dominating force in the interaction with ss 
DNA {12,14,15,]6}. In view of this it is most imriguing that out of the five positively 
charged residues conserved in the sequences of IKe GVP and F f GVP (residues 
16,22,25,70 and 81 of IKe GVP), four seem to be conserved as well in Pf3 DBF 
(12,18,65 and 77). 
c) The five tyrosyl residues in Ff GVP (26,34,41,56 and 61) are all conserved in 
the sequence of IKe GVP (27,35,42,57 and 62). Four aromatic residues reoccur at cor­
responding positions in Pf3 DBF (У-22Д-30,Р-36 and Y-57). An extra insertion and 
deletion around position Y-53 in the sequence of Pf3, results in alignment of that 
residue and the fifth tyrosyl residue (Y-57 in IKe GVP). 
Note the typical displacement of two proline residues around this tyrosyl residue in 
the three sequences: in IKe GVP : PRO-TYKi57)-PRO, in Ff GVP : PRO-ala-
TYI<l56)-ala-PRO and in Pf3 DBF : PRO-ala-gly-ser-TYR{53)-gln-val-PRO. 
then all three ß-loops have a pair of Arg and Glu residues at the same position, 
which can form a salt bridge. In the β loop structure of the IKe protein two other 
putative saltbridges involving Glu residues can be detected (see arrows in Fig. 10). 
This situation is reminiscent of t h a t occuring in the ribosomal protein L 30 {39}. It 
is well known t h a t Glu residues are strong |8-breakers {40}, but the destabilizing 
effect may be compensated for by the formation of salt bridges. It is therefore 
interesting to see that in the Ff G V P and Pf3 D B F ß-loops, the residues of two 
additional saltbridges in IKe GVP, i.e. between E-15 and R 30 and between K-14 
and E-33, ha been replaced by neutral amino acids. 
We now return to the DNA binding wings of the three proteins. As noted above 
the amino acid residues of the IKe G V P DNA binding wing, located close to the 
spinlabel group of the bound spinlabeled oligonucleotide, are Arg-16, GIy-18, Ser-20, 
Tyr-27 and Ile-29. This set of amino acid residues is almost perfectly conserved in 
the other proteins; the Ile-29 residue in IKe G V P is substi tuted by a Leu and a Phe 
in Ff G V P and Pf3 D B P , respectively. We recall tha t it was concluded from our 
NMR studies tha t the Ile-29 resonances of IKe G V P shift upfield upon binding of 
oligo(dA)s as a result of ring current effects introduced by a adenine ring nearby. 
This indicates a hydrophobic interaction between the DNA and the He side chain. 
The Leu-28 side chain in the Ff protein and the Phe-24 side chain in the Pf3 p ro -
tein may exert very similar hydrophobic interactions with the DNA bases and we 
therefore consider these mutat ions as conservative. In this respect it is interesting to 
note that a methyl resonance in the spectrum of Ff G V P shifts upfield upon com-
plexation. King and Coleman {41} have recently assigned this methyl resonance to 
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Figure 10. Schematic ß-loop structures of the amino acid sequence segments running 
from residue 10 to 35 in IKe CVP (a), from residue 10 to 34 in Ff GVP (b) and 
from residue 5 to 30 in Pf3 DBP (c). The structure drawn for IKe GVP is an 
extension on the structure derived from the NMR results (see text). The structures for 
Ff CVP and Pf3 DBP are drawn in analogy with the structure of IKe GVP. The 
solid boxes mark conserved residues while the dashed boxes indicate conservative replace-
ments. The emboxed residues in the structure of IKe GVP reoccur at the same position 
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in the sequences of Ff GVP and Pf3 DBP. The emboxed residues in the structures of 
Pf3 DBP and Ff DBP reoccur at the same position in the sequence of IKe GVP. The 
solid arrows indicate putative saltbridges. The dashed residue positions in the turn region 
of both Pf3 DBP and F f GVP indicate deleted residues. 
Leu-28 on the basis of NOEs detected between the methyl group(s) and the ring 
protons of Y 26 and cross refering to the crystal structure of the Ff GVP {7}. 
Although this means that the assignments have to be considered as preliminary, the 
results are in striking agreement with our conclusions. In order to accomodate a base 
of a bound DNA chain, the residues Ile, Leu and Phe in IKe GVP, Ff GVP and 
Pf3 DBP, respectively, probably form a hydrophobic surface or pocket. Together with 
the conserved tyrosyl side chain and possibly also with the aliphatic part of the 
arginyl side chain. The time averaged distance of the spinlabel group toward these 
amino acid residues was found to be shorter than the time averaged distance toward 
the residues in the tip of the wing. In other words the resonances of the residues 
Gln-21 and Lys-22 in the loop region were broadened as well but to a less extent 
than the resonances of the residues in the /S-sheet region. Therefore residues of the 
turn region are expected to be involved in the binding of single stranded DNA as 
well. This is reflected by the conservation of the positively charged residue in the 
loop, i.e. K-22 in IKe GVP, R-21 in Ff GVP and K-18 in Pf3 DBP. Further sup 
port can be derived from the experiments of Dotto and Zinder {42}. These authors 
demonstrated that R-21 in Ff GVP, is essential for the translational regulation func­
tion of Ff GVP. It was observed that in contrast to wild-type Ff GVP, Ff GVP 
mutants carrying a cysteine instead of an arginyl residue at position 21 in the amino 
acid sequence are not able to suppress the translation of Ff gene II RNA. According 
to the more refined DNA binding wing model presented in the last section of 
RESULTS, K-22 is placed in a more favourable position for interaction with ss DNA 
than К 25 in IKe GVP. The former residue and the arginyl residue in the ß-ladder 
segment of the DNA binding wing are conserved in the three proteins. This again 
supports the prediction that R-16 and K-22 of IKe GVP are involved in interactions 
with the negative phosphate groups of bound ss DNA, and renders the involvement 
of К 25 unlikely. 
All residues discussed so far are situated at one side of the 0-Ioop; the residues 
protruding at the other side of the /3 loop are less well conserved with the exception 
of Pro-26 (in IKe GVP). The conservation of the proline residue and the glycine 
residue (i.e. Ρ 26 and G-24 in IKe GVP) however is remarkable. As judged from the 
spinlabel induced relaxation of the resonances of these residues they are not directly 
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involved in interaction with bound DNA. Most likely they have a structural function. 
The proline residue is situated at the end of the ß-ladder segment and possibly 
determines in part the conformation of the loop segment, while the conserved glycyl 
residue in the turn region may provide the required flexibility in the polypeptide 
chain needed for loop formation. 
If at this point we combine the information collected so far, the following conclu-
sions may be drawn, a) The DNA binding wing of IKe GVP, i.e. the 0-sheet as well 
as the loop region, plays a fundamental role in the binding to single-stranded DNA. 
b) The surface formed by the side chains of the residues R 16, (G-18), S-20, Y-27 
and 1-29 must be intimately involved in this interaction, while the opposite surface is 
not. c) Most likely the DNA binding wings of Ff GVP and Pf3 DBP are structured 
similarly as the DNA binding wing of IKe GVP. 
7.43 Sequence Homology arnong ss DNA Binding Proteins 
At this point it is of particular interest to consider whether a similar DNA bind-
ing wing structure as shared by the DBPs of IKe, Ff, and Pf3 is present in other ss 
DNA binding proteins as well. Structure information for other ss DNA binding pro-
teins than IKe GVP and Ff GVP {7} is not available, thus for the moment the only 
way to relate these proteins is on the basis of amino acid sequence homology. 
A sequence comparison of single-stranded DNA binding proteins made by 
Venkataram Prasad fc Chiù {43} provides interesting information. These authors 
compared the amino acid sequences of Ff GVP (and IKe GVP) with that of the 
single-stranded DNA binding protein G32P encoded by bacteriophage T4 {44}, with 
those of SSB {45} and SSF {46} encoded by E. coli, and also with the amino acid 
sequence of another E. coli protein, Ree A {47}, which posseses ss DNA binding 
properties as well {48}. Since these proteins lack strong homology, domains were 
searched for which yielded the best alignment with the positively charged residues 
and the aromatic residues in the entire sequence of Ff GVP. It was found that with 
the acceptance of three deletions or insertions in defined sequence segments {43} of 
these proteins, five aromatic, three positively charged residues and one negatively 
charged residue could be brought in alignment with the respect to each other in 
these sequence segments. Moreover it was found that the corresponding regions of 
G32P and Ree A exhibit significant overall homology with the sequence of Ff GVP. 
This in contrast to the domains in SSB and SSF for which only a similar disposition 
of aromatic and basic residues was obtained. The amino acid sequence of another ss 
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A) 
G32p 
40 45 
^Asn1 Qly Qln Ala Val lieu 
ι Phe1 Gly His [Aan1 Val Leu 
~ 65 
B) 
RecA 
Val 
— I 2 4 0 
lAsn1 Val 'Qly Ser Qlu Thr 
ІТугІ Leu lieu Qln Qlu Ala 
Phe 
260 
\>* 
DNA binding wing 
50 " 
Arg Phe Leu Pro Ser 
Heu Ala |Phe' Pro Ala 
" i L y s 
Asn 
Asp 
6 0 
Arg 
245 
Val Lys Val 
Qln Lys ι Phe 
255 
Pro 
55 
Qln Qhi 
Figure 11. Schematic ß-loop structures of the amino acid sequence segments from 
residue 40 to 66 In G32P (a) and from residue 236 to 264 in Ree A protein (b). The 
sequence segments of these proteins are aligned in correspondance with the sequence of 
IKe CVP according to Venkataram Prasad & Chiù {43}. The structures have been 
drawn In analogy with the structure of IKe GVP (see text). The small open arrows 
indicate insertions: a Val residue and a Phe residue {43} in the hypothetical ß-ladder 
segment of Ree A and two insertions some where in the hypothetical turn regions of 
both proteins. The dashed residue positions in the turn region of the structure of both 
C32P and Ree A indicate deleted residues. The solid boxes mark residues that are con-
served in the sequence of IKe GVP. The dashed boxes mark conservative replacements 
in the sequence of IKe GVP. The dashed line indicates the region in both proteins that 
might correspond with the DNA binding wings of the other three proteins (see Fig. 10). 
The solid arrow indicates a putative saltbridge in Ree A, which may also be present in 
IKe GVP, F f GVP and Pf3 DBF. 
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DNA binding protein. Pfl DBP encoded by the filamentous phage Pfl, was not 
incorporated in the list of Venkataram Prasad L· Chiù, but is available {l l}. There 
is however virtually no homology with the sequences of Ff GVP, IKe GVP and Pf3 
DBP. We therefore restrict our considerations to G32P and Ree A. 
The amino acid sequences of G32P and Ree A are 301 and 352 residues long, 
respectively. The domains yielding optimal alignment with Ff GVP run from residue 
32 to 113 in G32P and from residue 225 to 312 in Ree A. Those parts of the 
sequence segments overlapping with the DNA binding wing domain of Ff GVP are 
displayed in Fig. 11. We have folded them according to the schematic structures pro 
posed for IKe GVP, Ff GVP and Pf3 DBP, and have retained the alignment as 
proposed by Venkataram Prasad L· Chiù. The dashed vertical line has been drawn to 
indicate the sequence segments which might correspond with the DNA binding wings 
of the three ss DNA proteins described in the previous section. Examination of the 
β-loops in Figs. 10 and 11 shows that the homology among IKe GVP and the two 
other filamentous phages is more pronounced than between IKe GVP and G32P or 
Ree A. The loops of both G32P and RecA differ one amino acid in length from the 
loop in IKe GVP. Moreover, in the ß-shect of Ree A two insertions are incorporat-
ed. On the other hand if we restrict our discussion to that side of the 0-loop, where 
we expect single-stranded DNA binding, an increased homology is observable. The 
residues Arg-16, Gly-18, Ser-20, Tyr-27 and He 29 in IKe GVP are to be compared 
with the residues Arg-46, Leu -48, Ser-50, Phe-58 and He 60 in G32P, see Figs. 10 
and 11. To this the conservation of the positively charged residue in the turn region-
can be added, i.e. Lys-51 and the proline residue in the ß-sheet region, i.e. Pro-57. 
The conservation or semi conservation of residues in Ree A is less outspoken, only 
the arginyl residue at position 243 and the aromatic residue at position 255 reoccur. 
On the other hand, the positively charged residue in the turn region, i.e. Lys-248 
and the earlier mentioned proline residue, i.e. P-254, are conserved. Also the glutamic 
acid residue which forms a putative saltbridge with the common arginine in Ff GVP, 
IKe GVP, and Pf3 DBP is found in Ree A. Moreover, it is interesting to note that 
at the position, corresponding to K-25 in IKe GVP, a neutral, i.e. an alanyl residue, 
is present in both G32P and Ree A instead of a positively charged residue. This is 
in line with the conclusion that K-25 in IKe GVP is not expected to be involved in 
an ionic interaction with the single-stranded DNA. 
In summary it can be concluded that the ß-Ioops constructed for different single 
stranded DNA binding proteins exhibit a remarkable homology for those amino acid 
residues which are considered as part of the DNA binding domain. The present 
results suggest that a certain class of single-stranded DNA binding proteins utilizes as 
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a part of the DNA binding domain a /3-loop with conserved amino acids to bind 
single-stranded DNA. This should be contrasted to the double stranded DNA binding 
proteins (e.g. repressors), which often use a helix turn helix motif to bind double 
helical DNA regions {49,50}. 
7.4.4 Bind (5- and З'-sjAnUibeled) Oligonucleotides in a Fixed Orientation to IKe GVP? 
In RESULTS we discussed the difference ID-spectra, calculated from the spectra 
of IKe GVP recorded in the presence and absence of spinlabeled oligonucleotides. It 
was noted that the spinlock difference spectra obtained for *(dA)o, (dA)o¥, *(dA)g*, 
*(dA)2 and (dA)^* appear identical, i.e. they display the same set of affected reso 
nances. Further conclusions were not drawn at that point, because from these spectra 
alone we could not deduce whether indeed the difference effects of the most strongly 
influenced proton spins ( in other words the spins exhibiting the largest increase in 
relaxation rate upon binding of spinlabeled oligonucleotides) become apparent in these 
spectra (see RESULTS). 
The interpretation of the relative difference effects computed from the difference 
TOCSY 2D-spectra with the double spinlabeled oligonucleotide *(dA)o* taught that at 
least cross peak patterns of the most strongly influenced proton spins are expected to 
reoccur in the relative 2D-TOCSY difference spectrum of IKe GVP. The analysis of 
the cross peak patterns in the relative and the absolute difference spectra revealed 
that the difference signals in the contourplots originated from residues present in the 
DNA binding wing of IKe GVP and from the residues designated as F-(l), Q/E (1), 
D/N (1), R (2) and G (1). 
For all of these residues, except F-(l) and G-(l), difference signals connected 
with the corresponding α-proton resonances are detected in the difference spinlock 
ID-spectra as well. It may be recalled that difference effects for G-(l) are clearly 
observable in the normal difference ID-spectra. The a proton signal of F-(l) is posi­
tioned underneath the HDO resonance and therefore missing in the ID-spectra. Dif­
ference signals originating from its aromatic ring proton resonances however are 
detected in all of the difference ID-spectra. 
On the basis of these results it can be concluded that the same set of proton 
spins of IKe GVP undergo the strongest increase in transverse relaxation rate upon 
binding of spinlabeled oligonucleotides, consisting of two and three adenines in length 
and labeled at either their 5' and or 3' end. Thus independent of the spinlabeled 
oligonucleotide chosen, it is the same amino acid residues of IKe GVP for which the 
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shortest t ime averaged proton spin—free electron spin distances are found in the com 
plexes. 
This means t h a t we did not detect a prefered orientation in the binding of 
oligonucleotides to the IKe G V P surface. On the other hand the absence of such a 
prefered orientation can not be established either. 
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SUMMARY 
This thesis describes H-NMR investigations aimed to uncover the structure 
function relationship of the single stranded DNA binding protein (IKe GVP) encoded 
by gene-V of the filamentous phage IKe. The most prominent results obtained are 
described in the Chapters 5 and 7. Chapter 5 deals with the structure elucidation of 
a part of the IKe GVP molecule. In Chapter 7 a detailed description of a part of 
the DNA binding domain is presented. This biçding domain has been mapped utiliz 
ing the "spinlabel difference 2D techniques" described in Chapter 6. One of the 
2D-NMR methods used, i.e. the recently developed TOCSY technique, which appeared 
crucial in the interpretation of the 2D-NMR spectra of IKe GVP, is explicated in 
Chapter 2. In addition to the NMR investigations, fluorescence studies providing a 
characterization of the binding of IKe GVP to polynucleotides are reported in Chap-
ter 3. 
Chapter 2 deals with the theoretical and practical aspects of J-correlated spectra 
obtained by means of TOCSY techniques. First, analytical expressions describing the 
time development of the density operator under the influence of (a) the "ideal" 
TOCSY Hamiltonian and (b) the Hamiltonian of the "HOHAHA COSY" sequence, 
are derived by means of the superoperator formalism. Secondly, multiple coherence 
transfer in multi spin systems is evaluated. Computer simulations demonstrate the 
effectivity of TOCSY as a method to relay coherence throughout complete side chain 
spin systems of, for example, the amino acids lysine, arginine and leucine. 
In relation to the practical aspects of TOCSY, the occurrence of in coherent mag-
netization transfer under the influence of dipolar interactions between spins, giving 
rise to NOEs, within the TOCSY experiments considered. Attention is payed to the 
theoretical background and the practical consequences of this interaction, which inter-
feres with the coherent magnetization transfer mediated by the J-coupling. 
Utilizing the quenching of the fluorescence of the protein upon binding to polynu 
clcotides, the binding characteristics of IKe GVP to various homo-polynucleotides are 
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determined (Chapter 3) in terms of the parameters: ω (the cooperativity), Kj
n
j. 
(the intrinsic binding constant), Qmo,, (the maximum quenching of the protein fluo­
rescence), and N (the number of nucleotides covered b) an IKe GVP monomer), as 
defined according to the "infinite lattice" binding model of McGhee L· Von Hippel. 
The results obtained for IKe GVP are compared with those obtained from similar 
experiments carried out previously for the closely related ss DNA binding protein Ff 
GVP. The binding parameters of the two proteins appear to be very similar. This 
suggests that the DNA binding domains of both proteins must resemble each other to 
a large extent. In contrast the absence of a mutual binding cooperativity indicates a 
difference in the protei η-protei η interaction surfaces of both proteins. This implies 
that the physico-chemical properties of their protein-protein interaction surfaces 
diverged during evolution. 
In Chapter 4, a first characterization of the -NMR spectra of IKe GVP is given. 
Optimal conditions for studying IKe GVP b) теапь of H-NMR are described. These 
deviate from the physiological circumstances. Under the latter conditions the protein 
shows a strong tendency to aggregate to multimene species. It is demonstrated that 
NMR studies of IKe GVP can safely be carried out under conditions of "low salt" at 
a pH in between 4 and 5, for which the aggregation is strongly reduced, while the 
protein keeps its native structure. 
The spectral characterization of the protein mainly concerns the aromatic ring pro­
ton resonances. These are completely assigned by means of a variety of 2D-NMR 
techniques. Oligonucleotide binding studies reveal the involvement of aromatic residues 
in the binding of IKe GVP to ss DNA. 
A comparison of the results obtained for IKe GVP with those reported for Ff 
GVP, again points to a close resemblance between the two proteins. It is argued that 
the severe aggregation of IKe GVP observed under physiological circumstances may be 
attributed to the protein-protein interactions causing the cooperativity in the binding 
of the protein to polynucleotides. 
Chapter 5 gives the structure analysis of a part of the GVP molecule. First, 
residue specific assignments of connectivity patterns obtained by means of J-corrclated 
2D-NMR techniques (COSY and TOCSY) are described. Secondly, the assignment of 
a number of these patterns to specific residues in the amino acid sequence of IKe 
GVP is described and finally the structure elucidation of the amino acid sequence 
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segment running from residue S 17 to I 29 is presented. The conformation of this 
segment is a regular structured ß-loop. The domain is designated the "DNA binding 
wing" of IKe GVP since it appears intimately involved in the binding to DNA (see 
Chapters 4 and 7) and is expected to project into the solution. 
Comparison of the structure of this domain of IKe GVP with that of the corre-
sponding domain of Ff GVP, determined by means of single crystal X-ray diffraction, 
reveals that these two structures differ to a large extent (see Fig. 10 of Chapter 5). 
Various arguments lead to the conclusion that most probably the "ΌΝΑ binding 
wing" of Ff GVP in solution will be structured similarly to that found for IKe GVP 
in solution, which means that its solution structure differs from that found ¡n the 
crystalline state. 
Chapter 6 deals with the use of spinlabeled ligands in combination with 2D-NMR 
techniques as a method to explore the binding sites of ligands on macromolecules. 
The information with regard to spinlabel induced relaxation obtainable from tradition-
al 1D-NMR difference spectra and lD-spinlock difference spectra is compared with 
the information one can extract from difference 2D-spectra. It is shown that differ 
enee 2D-spectra, recorded with the TOCSY as well as the NOESY technique, form a 
powerful tool in the exploration of bindingsites, i.e. they allow a direct pinpointing of 
spin systems belonging to residues in the binding site of the macromolecule. Two 
ways of processing 2D-NMR data to obtain difference 2D-spectra are compared, i.e. 
the calculation of absolute and of relative difference 2D-spectra. It is argued that the 
latter method provides a far more realistic view of spinlabel induced relaxation than 
the former. 
In Chapter 7, a description of the binding site of IKe GVP is presented, which 
was obtained by means of studies of the binding of spinlabeled oligonucleotides, uti-
lizing the difference 2D-tcchiiiques described in Chapter 6. It is demonstrated that 
information about the relative distances between residues part of the binding site of 
the protein and the spinlabel group, situated in the binding site, can be deduced 
from the intensities of crosspeaks in the TOCSY difference spectra. 
It follows from the estimation of relative distances that the amino acid residues 
forming one side of the /3-ladder surface of the "DNA binding wing", i.e. the 
residues R-16, G-18, S-20, Y-27 and I 29, are in close contact with the spinlabel 
group in the complex and that the opposite site of that ß-Iadder structure, formed 
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by the side chains of the residues S-17, V 19, P-26, K-25 and T-28, is directed 
away from the binding site of the spinlabeled oligonucleotides. In addition, a structure 
refinement of the loop region of the DNA binding wing is put forward on the basis 
of a further interpretation of the through space interactions between spins detected in 
the NOESY spectra, in combination with the distance information derived from spin-
label induced relaxation. 
Comparison of the amino acid sequences of three ss DNA binding proteins encoded 
by filamentous phages, i.e. IKe GVP, Ff GVP and Pf3 DBP, reveals a significant 
higher degree of homology for the postulated "DNA binding wing" domains of these 
proteins than among the rest of their amino acid sequences. Moreover the residues of 
the DNA binding wing of IKe GVP for which it was found that they are in close 
contact with the spinlabeled oligonucleotide in the complex, appear to be conserved to 
a much larger extent than the other residues of the DNA binding wing of IKe GVP. 
Similar conclusions are drawn from a comparison of the amino acid sequence of IKe 
GVP with those of the ss DNA binding protein encoded by the phage T4, i.e the 
G32P, and another protein, Ree A, encoded by Escherichia colt bacteria. 
These results suggest that a certain class of single-stranded DNA binding proteins 
utilizes a /3-loop with conserved amino acid residues as a part of the ss DNA binding 
domain. 
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SAMENVATTING 
In dit proefschrift worden de resultaten beschreven van een onderzoek dat tot doel 
heeft de structuur-functie relatie van het door de filamenteuze faag IKe gecodeerde 
enkelstrengs-DNA bindende eiwit IKe GVP te achterhalen d.m.v. H-NMR studies. 
De belangrijkste bevindingen zijn neergelegd in de hoofdstukken 5 en 7. Het eerste 
van deze twee behandelt de structuur-opheldering van een gedeelte van het IKe GVP 
molecuul. In het laatste genoemde wordt een gedetailleerde beschrijving van een deel 
van het DNA-bindingsdomein gepresenteerd. Dit domein is in kaart gebracht m.b.v. 
de in hoofdstuk 6 beschreven "spinlabel-verschil 2D-NMR technieken". Een van de 
gebruikte 2D-NMR methodes, het is de recentelijk ontwikkelde "TOCSY" techniek, 
wordt nader behandeld in hoofdstuk 2. Naast de aan H-NMR studies gewijdde 
hoofdstukken, wordt in hoofdstuk 3 de m.b.v. fluorescentie-metingen verkregen 
karakterisering van de binding van IKe GVP aan polynucleotiden beschreven. 
Hoofdstuk 2 handelt over theoretische en praktische aspecten van "J-correlated 
spectroscopy" middels "TOCSY" sequenties. Met behulp van het supcroperator 
formalisme worden analytische uitdrukkingen afgeleid die de ontwikkeling van de 
dichtheidsmatrix van een twee spinsysteem beschrijven o.i.v. (a) de "ideale" TOCSY 
Hamiltoniaan als ook (b) de Hamiltoniaan van de "HoHaHa COSY" sequentie. 
Gebruikmakend van computer-simulaties wordt multipele coherentie-overdracht in 
multi spinsystemen geanalyseerd. De simulaties tonen aan dat middels TOCSY zeer 
effectief multipele overdracht van coherentie kan worden bewerkstelligd in de spin­
systemen van bijvoorbeeld aminozuren als: lysine, arginine en leucine. 
In relatie tot de praktische aspecten van TOCSY experimenten, wordt ingegaan op 
incoherente overdracht van magnetisatie o.i.v. dipolaire koppeling binnen TOCSY 
experimenten. De theoretische gronden als ook praktische consequenties van deze met 
de scalaire (:J) koppeling interfererende interactie worden belicht. 
Gebruikmakend van de bij binding aan polynucleotiden optredende fluorescentie 
uitdoving is de binding van IKe GVP aan diverse homo-polynucleotiden 
gekarakteriseerd (Hoofdstuk 3) in termen van de parameters: ω (de cooperativiteit), 
K¡nj (de intrinsieke bindingsconstante), Q n l a x (^е maximale uitdoving v.d. 
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fluorescentie) en N (het aantal door een IKe G VP monomeer bedekte nucleotiden), 
zoals deze binnen het gehanteerde bindingsmodel van McGhee & Von Hippel nader 
gedefinieerd zijn. 
De gepresenteerde resultaten worden vergeleken met die verkregen voor het 
homologe eiwit Ff GVP. Een hoge mate van overeenkomst met betrekking tot boven 
genoemde bindingsparameters wordt geconstateerd, hetgeen tot de conclusie leidt dat 
de DNA-bindingsdomeinen van beide eiwitten een hoge mate van gelijkenis moeten 
vertonen. In tegenstelling hieraan duidt de afwezigheid van onderlinge cooperativiteit 
op verschillen in de eiwit-eiwit interactie-domeinen van de beide eiwitten. 
Binnen Hoofdstuk 4 wordt een eerste karakterisering van H-NMR spectra van 
IKe GVP gegeven en wordt ingegaan op de condities waaronder IKe GVP m.b.v. 
H-NMR het best bestudeerd kan worden. Afgeweken wordt van physiologische 
condities, daar onder die omstandigheden het eiwit een beperkte oplosbaarheid geniet 
en een sterke neiging tot zelfassociatie vertoont. Getoond wordt dat het eiwit 
uitstekend bestudeerd kan worden onder "laag zout" condities bij pH's in de orde van 
4 a 5. 
De spectrale karakterisering van het eiwit betreft met name de aromatische 
ringproton-resonanties. Hiervan wordt een complete analyse gegeven, verkregen door 
combinatie van de resultaten van diverse H-2D-NMR experimenten. 
Oligonucleotide bindingsstudies demonstreren de betrokkenheid van aromatische 
residuen in de binding van DNA aan IKe GVP. 
De vergelijking van de waarnemingen aan IKe GVP met die aan Ff GVP, 
uitgevoerd door derden, duidt wederom op een hoge mate van gelijkenis tussen beide 
eiwitten. 
Hoofdstuk 5 is gewijd aan de structuur-analyse van een gedeelte van het GVP 
molecuul. Eerst wordt de aminozuur specifieke toekenning van "kruispiek-patronen" in 
de 2D-NMR spectra van IKe GVP beschreven. Vervolgens wordt de toekenning van 
een aantal van die patronen aan residuen in de aminozuursequentic van IKe GVP 
behandeld en uiteindelijk wordt de structuur-opheldering van het aminozuur­
sequentie-segment lopend van residue S-17 tot 1-29 gepresenteerd. De conformatie van 
dit segment blijkt een regulaire "β- lus" te zijn. Het domein wordt door ons de "DNA 
binding wing" van IKe GVP gedoopt, daar het nauw betrokken is bij de binding van 
DNA (zie de Hoofdstukken 4 en 7) en hoogst waarschijnlijk als een arm of vleugel 
wegsteekt van het oppervlak van het IKe GVP molecuul. 
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Een vergelijking van de structuur van de DNA binding wing van IKe GVP met 
die van hel corresponderende domein van Ff GVP, bepaald m.b.v. Rontgen-diffractie 
aan een kristallen, wijst uit dat de twee structuren onderling in hoge mate afwijken. 
Verscheidene argumenten leiden tot de conclusie dat de structuur van de DNA 
binding wing van Ff GVP in oplossing naar aller waarschijnlijkheid een grote 
gelijkenis zal vertonen met die gevonden voor IKe GVP en dus zal afwijken van die 
in de kristallen. 
Hoofdstuk 6 behandelt het gebruik van spingelabelde liganden in combinatie met 
2D-NMR als methode om bindingsplaatscn van liganden op macromoleculen in kaart 
te brengen. De mogelijkheden van de traditionele verschil-lD-spectroscopie en 
verschil-''spinlock"-lD-spectroscopie worden afgezet tegen die van versrhil-2D-
spectroscopie. Getoond wordt dat de verschil 2D-spcctra, verkregen met zowel de 
"TOCSY" als "NOESY" techniek, een eenvoudig interpreteerbaar en gedetailleerd 
beeld verschaffen omtrent de ligand bindingsplaats op het macromolecuul. In meer 
concrete zin houdt dit in dat middels verschil 2D-spectrscopie de kruispiek-patroncn 
van spinsystemen, toehorend aan residuen van de bindingsplaats, direct kunnen worden 
aangewezen. 
Een uiteenzetting wordt gegeven van de voor- en nadelen van twee manieren 
I 
waarop verschil-2D-spectra 'berekend kunnen worden, te weten calculatie van relatieve 
en absolute verschil-2D-spectra. Beargumenteerd wordt dat de eerst genoemde een 
veel realistischer beeld verschaft omtrent spinlabel geïnduceerde relaxatie dan de 
tweede methode. 
In Hoofdstuk 7 wordt een beschrijving van de DNA bindingsplaats van IKe GVP 
gepresenteerd, zoals deze d.m.v. studies van de binding van spingelabelde 
oligonucleotiden, gebruikmakend van de in Hoofdstuk 6 beschreven verschil-2D-
technieken, is verkregen. 
Getoond wordt dat, op basis van intensiteiten van kruispieken in de 
TOCSY verschil -spectra, informatie kan worden verkregen omtrent de relatieve 
afstanden tussen de zich in de bindingsgroeve bevindende spinlabelgroep en de 
residuen die deel uitmaken van de bindingsplaats. 
De schatting van relatieve afstanden wijst uit dat de aminozuurresiduen R-16, 
G-18, S-20, Y 27 en I 29, welke samen een zijde van de "jS-ladder" structuur van de 
DNA binding wing vormen, zich in het complex op korte afstand van de 
spinlabelgroep bevinden en dat de andere zijde van de "ß-ladder" structuur, die 
gevormd wordt door zijketens van de residuen S-17, V-19, K-25, Ρ 26 en T-28, weg 
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steckt van de bindingsplaats van spingelabelde oligonucleotiden. Daarnaast wordt een 
verfijning van de structuur van de "loop region" van de DNA binding wing 
voorgesteld. De aan deze verfijning onderliggende argumenten zijn gebaseerd op een 
verdere analyse van de NOESY spectra en de relatieve afstandsinformatie verkregen 
middels spinlabel geïnduceerde relaxatie. 
Een vergelijking van de aminozuursequenties van drie door filamenteuze fagen 
gecodeerde enkelstrengs DNA bindende eiwitten, te weten IKc GVP, Ff GVP en Pf3 
DBP, wijst een significant hogere homologie uit voor de gepostuleerde "DNA binding 
wing" domeinen van deze drie eiwitten dan voor de rest van hun aminozuur-
sequenties. Bovendien blijken die residuen van de DNA binding wing van IKe GVP 
waarvoor gevonden is dat ze zich in het complex op korte afstand van de 
spinlabelgroep bevinden in veel hogere mate geconserveerd te zijn dan de overige 
residuen van de DNA binding wing. Soortgelijke conclusies worden getrokken uit een 
vergelijking van de aminozuursequentie van IKe GVP met die van het 
enkelstrengs-DNA bindende eiwit G32P dat gecodeerd wordt door de T4 faag en een 
ander proteine, Ree A, dat gecodeerd wordt door Escherichia coli bacteriën. 
De resultaten doen vermoeden dat een zekere klasse van enkelstrengs-DNA 
bindende eiwitten gebruik maakt van een "ß-lus" met geconserveerde aminozuur 
residuen als elementair onderdeel van het enkelstrengs-DNA bindingsdomein. 
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Stell ingen 
(1) hnglander & Wand kwalificeren Wüthrichs methode tot spectrale analyse van 
eiwitten ten onrechte als zijnde inferieur aan de door hen zelf voorgestelde methode. 
Veeleer is het omgekeerde het geval. 
Tnglander, S W. & Wand, A.J. (1987) Biochemistry, 26, 5953-5958. 
(2) Het is een bedenkelijk gegeven dat de redaktie van het blad Biochemistry het 
artikel van Lichtarge et al. m.b.t. de structuuranalyse van e n d o r p h i n accepteerde voor 
publicatie, daar de in het artikel geleverde bewijsvoering uiterst onbetrouwbaar is. 
Lichtarge, O., Jardetzky, O. & I.i, C.H. (1987) Biochemistry, 26, 5916-5925. 
(3) De biologisch relevante informatie die Carver uit zijn H-2D-NV1R studie aan (het 
in "random coil" conformane verkerende) bombesin verkreeg had hij middels andere 
fysische technieken sneller en tegen aanzienlijk lagere kosten kunnen verkrijgen. 
Carver, J.A. (1987) Eur. J. Biochem., 168, 193-199. 
(4) King & Coleman hebben gebruik gemaakt van moderne "computer graphics" 
apparatuur om een DNA bindingsmodel voor M13 GVP op te stellen, op basis van de 
kns ta ls t ruktuur van M13 GVP en de spectrale gegevens omtrent de interactie van DNA 
met M13 GVP (te weten; twéé NOEs en een verschuiving in resonantie positie). In dit 
verband lijkt het gebruik van genoemde apparatuur echter volkomen overbodig. 
King, G.C. & Coleman, J.E. (1987) Biochemistry, 26, 2929-2937. 
(5) De wijze waarop Rao et al. hun monomeer Boc-Lys(Z)-Glu(OB7l)-Lys(Z)-
Glu(OBzl)-ONp maken introduceert racemisatie van de glutamylrest. De CD metingen, die 
met het hieruit verkregen polymeer H-(Lys-Glu) -OH worden verricht zijn dus 
onbetrouwbaar. 
Rao, M.V.R., Atreyi, M., Chauhan, V.S. & Kumar, S. (1984) Int. J. Peptide Protein Res., 
24, 48-54. 
(6) Lefèvre et al. komen in hun artikel, dat de struktuuropheldenng van het 
trp-operator fragment behandelt, ten onrechte tot de conclusie dat de middels de "directe 
methode"beTekende intraresiduele proton-proton afstanden in conflict zijn met de 
theoretische afstanden, daar zij gebruik maken van een foutieve afstandsgrafiek. 
Lefevre, J.F., Lane, A.N. & Jardetzky, O. (1987) Biochemistry, 26, 5076-5090. 
(7) Het fundamenteel moleculair-biologisch en biochemisch onderzoek naar 
randgroep-organismen, zoals zwavelbron-bactenen e tc , verdient intensivering. 
(8) Uit de bezoldigingsregeling geldend voor A.I.O's moet worden opgemaakt dat 
doctorandi oude stijl een aanzienlijk minder efficiente opleiding hebben genoten dan 
doctorandi nieuwe stijl. 
(9) Salarièrmg gebaseerd op verantwoordelijkheid impliceert inefficiëntie, wanneer de 
verantwoordelijkheid wordt gemeten naar het aantal ondergeschikten. 
(10) Bedrijfseconomische wetten zijn niet het zelfde als boeren-logica. Dit blijkt uit 
het feit dat óók /uivel-cooperaties steeds meer melkvervangende grondstoffen gaan 
gebruiken in een tijd van melkoverschotten. 
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